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Professors and students are engaging a community around this troubled
watersh ed and offering new hope for the future
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FULLFRAME

The James Madison University community
joins with people throughout the world in
struggling with the national tragedy that
took place at Virginia Tech. The many
expressions of support shown by JMU
students, faculty and staff for the Hokie
Nation are both comforting and inspiring
and demonstrate the deep compassion our
community feels for its friends at Tech.
-

PRESIDENT LINWOOD

H.

ROSE

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol30/iss3/1
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I fed sorry for all the people involved. It
is a good school, and now they're blackmarked forever. It could easily have happened here. I don't think it was anything
about Blacksburg.
-

DAN DELLI-COLLI

('07)

I went to the flag-raising at ISAT. I have
a lot of engineering friends at Tech, and
I wanted to get to something during the
week ... just to let chem know chat I was
chinking of chem and caring for them.
-

Published by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2007
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EMILY BUNCH

('08)
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36 Picturelt! JMU

BY 16 JMU FRESHMA N P Ho To GRAPH ERs
A ss rGNM EN T: Document your freshman year in photos and attend sessions to discuss your

Up Front

images. l NCENT JV ES : Move into your freshman residence hall a day early, earn a generous

I FullFrame

stipend, receive a photo book of your first year; and, oh yeah, lots of free pizza. R ES ULTS: A

4

priceless photographic record of campus life and important information on what it means to
be a freshman at JMU today.

22807 Your Letters

6 Contributors
7 Directions

44 A Bend in the River

BY

CHR1 s Bo LG JANo

T o alumni and residents alike, the Shenandoah River is legendary for its scenic beauty.
The reality is more problematic -

JMU President Linwood H.
Rose on Madison's commitment to the environment

acid rain, industrial discharge, agricultural runoff and

rapid development. With a scientific eye toward a better future, JMU professors and students
are engaging a community and treating these troubled waters like a great outdoor lab.
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ON THE COVER:
Photograph of the Shenandoah
River Valley by Robert Llewellyn
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News European Union Policy Studies in Italy, First-year students' 2007
reading selection, Newt Gingrich visits campus, Earth Day 2007, students
earn Udall and Goldwater scholarships, Frank Palocsay remembered
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What's No. l? And 3, 5, 6? How 100,000th?

13 Connections

Lifelong Learning Institute, JMU Journalism Alumni,
The Claude Moore Precious Time Program and O Shenando

16 Special Report

BY ANDY PERRINE ('86)
Shenandoah Valley and Madison change and thrive

20 Purple Carpet

James Madison Day ceremonies
and award winners; Kennedy Center concert

23 Dukes Turf Madison athletics training icon
"Mama Sherry" Summers; spring sports news
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12 Essay

BY WILLIAM ALEXANDER
U nderscanding the de-classification of Pluto

A Bend In
the River
"The big advantage ofJMU is
che good students available
to do studies,"
says Mark Hudy
of the U.S.D.A.
Forest Service.

14 Professors You Love

BY KATE MARSHALL ('04)
Motivational conversations with media professor JoAnne Holman

26 Bright Lights

SGA President Brandon Eicke! ('08),
School of Accounting director Paul Copley, NYC Urban Fellow
Hector Salazar-Salame ('04)
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BY KELLIE NowuN ('07) & KATHRYN
FITZGERALD ('08) Student art and poetry

32 Be the Change A conversation with WWL-TV news
anchor Mike Hoss ('84)

55 Transformations
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Thru-hiking the Appalachian Trail - and the human heart

57 One World
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Drawn to Africa: Artistic and teaching adventures in Ghana
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You Can Make a Difference. Books by professors and alumni:
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Saints: Mormons in the Land of the Rising Sun and We Don't Sit
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Alumni

Expressions Kellie
Nowlin ('07) likes to use photography to see the world in a
"different way." PAGE 30

61 NeWS

Youngest alumni group ever endows CoB Scholarship, alumni
chapter events, Back in the 'Burg with John Rothenberger ('88), Sharon
Cooper Brown ('81) helps future special education teachers, HIV education
coordinator Bech McGinnis ('OO) epitomizes "Be the Change"

63 Singing Madison's Praises

Madison dreams help Julia Lee
Freeman Gerard ('55) make it on Broadway

64 Sibling Revelry

BY KATELYN W YszNsK1 ('07)
Five Bache siblings create a unique Madison legacy family

66 My Madison

BY J ANE GARRETT MARSHALL ('61)
Mission Shorcsheet: Freshman pranksters made their own Madison fun

72 Class Notes

News from alumni, JMUWorks, scholarship thanks ,
Natasha Brown ('93), Joseph McCullough ('96), David Hunter Bankart
('99) and Dan Hodermarsky ('03)

Firing Up
the Ratings
Chef Nathan Lyon
('94) dishes on
buying local and
his new Discovery
Health show A
Lyon in the Kitchen.
PAGE 34
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Favorite professor
and an 1 island icon'
Amazing Professor Bocskey

started ticking off the finer points of her
life, then abruptly stopped to interject, "I
might not leave this hospital alive." Before
I could reassure her, the stranger planted a
big smile on his face and looked into her
eyes as though gazing at the woman of
his dreams: "I have complete confidence
that you will leave this hospital alive and
well, and as good as new." Lucille grinned.
"What makes you so certain? A re you my
doctor?" He kept his eyes locked onto hers.
Still smiling, he shrugged. "No, nothing
like that," he said. "But there is no doubt
in my mind that you will be just fine. In
fact, I feel so sure of it that I want to make
BARBARA GROSECLOSE BELL ('51)
a date with you. We'll meet on this elevaOverland Park, Kan.
tor one year from now. OK?"
In between the first and fourth flo ors,
'You Picked a Fine Time to
Lucille met a perfect stranger, told him the
Leave Me, Lucille'
story of her life, and then they m orphed
Lucille Jones Clarke Smead ('28) was an
into Deborah Kerr and Cary Grant in An
"island icon" on St. Simons Island, Ga. Affair to Remember. Blushing as though she
The former member of the State Depart- were a young girl, Lucille agreed to meet
ment of Education traveled through the him in exactly one year. From that point on,
commonwealth persuading superinten- she forgot about dying. She no longer wondents to incorporate speech and hearing dered whether she would go home again,
bur made plans instead for
programs into school districts. She fondly rememwhen she returned. Who
bered the Roaring '20s at
knows what briefly transthe State Teachers C olpired between those two
lege , now JMU. I was
strangers, but whatever it
lucky to call her "friend."
was, it was precisely what
Seven years ago, I drove
was needed to restore her
Lucille Smead to St. Vinsteadfast strength and
cent's Hospital where she
sense of purpose.
was scheduled for h eart
Lucille never lost her
surgery. She gazed out the Lucille Jones Clarke Smead
sense of humor, and her
passenger window. "What ('28) met all five Madison presi- heart never forgot her Virdents, but most enjoyed telling
if I don ' t come back? "
ginia roots . On Aug. 7,
stories about Samuel P. Duke.
Her voice was soft, not
2006, the St. Simons Presmuch more than a whisper. She had every byterian Church was filled with friends and
right to feel anxious. She was nearly 90 admirers who came to say goodbye before
years old at the rime and had been plagued Lucille took her final journey home to
with breathing problems. At the hospital, Arvonia. The recessional song she requested
we headed toward the elevator and, as I
to be played was, You Picked a Fine Time to
was about to push the fourth floor button, Leave Me, Lucille. I should have known!
someone shouted, "Hold it!" Seconds later,
CAPPY HALL REARICK
a tall, good-looking man appeared. He
St.
Simons Island, Ga.
thanked us for waiting and asked which
one of us was the patient. Lucille jumped
right in to declare that she was to have
heart surgery the following day. That said, ,.. Editor's Note: Read an article about
she began to flirt with him .. . and he with Lucille Smead ('2 8) written by awardwinning short story writer Cappy H all
her. I should have known! He wanted to
know all about her. She smiled as though Rearick at www.jmu.edu/MadisonOnline/
hoping someone might ask. She proudly lucille_smead.shtml.
What a beautiful surprise to read the article
about my favorite professor Stephen Boeskey in the spring issue's Professors You Love.
He happens to be the professor that I will
thank for the rest of my life for his teaching expertise. I was fortunate to be in his
biology and zoology classes, and his ability
to teach was amazing. I'm a 1951 graduate
with a B.S. degree in secondary education,
but I spent about 25 years working in virology research and pharmaceutical research. I
owe professor Bocskey for my love of both
sciences. What an amazing man.

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol30/iss3/1
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Perpelualing
Be lhe Change

Y

ou've been seeing the Be ch e
Change message here in Madison and in ocher venues around

JMU over che lase year. The
message so resoundingly speaks to the philosophy and character of JMU, the nature
and attitude of its people and the spirit of
its mission ro educate students and equip
chem with the same values.
You see it here in chis issue of Madison.
The sc·udent- and alumni-written articles
Professors You Love, Transformations and
One World, for instance, speak directly to
this theme. So do the actions of the professors and students engaged in improving
the Shenandoah River watershed and the
enthusiasm of the freshmen chronicling
their Madison Experience. The president's
commission to study campus Environmental Stewardship and Sustainability is an
institucionwide example.
The international Council for the
Advancement and Support of Education
recognized JMU's Be the Change program
recently with an Award of Excellence. Coor-

Madison magazine has acquired its very ow n Duke

dinated by alumna Jan Gillis ('07) and contributed to by many, the program (www.
jmu.edu/bechechange) highlights individu-

Dog s tatue -

"Road Dawg" -

and he' s r eady for a

als and their achievements. Alumnus Nate
Marsh ('01) also won a CASE Award of
Excellence for his Be the Change video

road trip. The staff invites i ndividu als and group s to

(http://media.jmu.edu/archives.asp#Video),
which encapsulates the BTC message.

have Road Dawg join their events -

ch ap te r meetings,

Madison won awards as well, including the

CASE Grand Award for Magazine Publishing
Improvement and the CASE Grand Award

concerts, m aybe even a d og sho w -

for p icture- t akin g

for feature series writing for che alumni-written Professors You Love. This is the fourth

and fun du ring JMU 's ce nten ni al yea r, 2007 -0 8 .
THE

FINE

PRINT:

• Road Dawg must come back safe and sound for his next trip.
• Send him back with mementos and photos of your experi ence.
• Madison magazine will buy his round-trip ticket.
• He shouldn't do anything you wouldn't want your grandmother to see. Madison
will publish select photos of Road Dawg's trips, and all photos will be displayed
in his home office, the "Dawg Box." Send your request to madisonmag@jmu.edu
(put Road Dawg Road Trip in the subject line), and the committee may select
you to host Road Dawg for a two-week visit.

year in a row chat Professors You Love has
won a CASE award, and it's another direct
tribute to the actions of alumni influencing
the very character of Madison.

As you might conclude from chis, the magazine is as good as your contributions; so please
continue to send your ideas and submissions;
articles, letters, art, poetry, essays, -

PAM B ROCK,

Published
by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2007
PHOTOGRAPH BY DOUG HURST

or get in

touch with the staff co discuss the options.
Be the Change.

Executive Editor
SUMMER

2007 I
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Based on the adage that "a picture is
worth a thousand words" - the JMU
Office oflnstitutional Research asked 16
freshmen to document the first year of
their Madison Experience through photographs. Through the students' pictures,
captions and discussions, the OIR staff
is learning what it is like to be a freshman and how students adjust to college
life. T he students had so much fun that
they've agreed to document their sophomore year. Images in the feature on Page

N0.3
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36 were drawn from hundreds taken by Alex Concilus, Jamie Daugherty, Danielle Garrigan, Julie Irizarry, Daniel Lanphier, Kimberly Lincoln, Dam Mallya, Lydia Porter,
Cassie Potier, Amanda Predel, Sean Smith, Vicki Stratton, Erika Strautnieks, Kristen Tymeson, Trevor Wilhelms and Anna Young.

Chris Bolgiano worked for JMU's Carrier Library for 31 years. "Not

only did my career provide me with nationally recognized electronic
research opportunities," she says, "but it kept me from starving as a
freelance environmental writer." Dozens of Bolgiano's nature and
travel articles have appeared in Wilderness magazine, Sierra, Audubon, Orion Afield, The New York Times, The Washington Post and
other publications. Two of her four books have won prizes, and a
fifth is in publication. On Page 44, Bolgiano reporrs on watershed
research being conducted by JMU professors and students.

Ourdoorsman and cultural anthropology major Bryan Hoofnagle
('03) began his love of hiking as a student at JMU. As a freshman he
hiked and came to love the Shenandoah National Park. After graduation Hoofnagle moved to Asheville, N .C., and started hiking along the
Appalachian Trail. In the Transformations department on Page 55, he
talks about how the kindness of the citizens of Troutdale, Va., changed
both his outlook on hiking and his heart. Hoofoagle writes a blog
detailing his hiking excursions: http://nectarinelove.blogspot.com/

English and philosophy double-major Heather Luciano ('07) is editor-in-chief ofJMU's literary ans magazine, Gardy Loo. During spring
semester, she served as an editorial intern for Madison. Luciano has
interned at JMU's Mahatma Gandhi Center for Global Nonviolence,
and she helped direct JMU's February production of The Vagina
Monologues. The English Department honored her with the 2006-07
Award for Excellence in Service. After graduation, she plans to work
for a magazine in New York City. Her profiles of SGA president Brandon Eicke! ('08) and Julie Gerard ('55) appear on Pages 26 and 63.

Contributing Offices
Offices of Alumni, Be the Change, Public Affairs,
Sports Media Relations, Photography Services
For address updates: www.jmu.edu/alumni
To contact the magazine staff:
www.jmu.edu/Madison0nline
E-mail: madisonmag@jmu.edu
Voice: (540) 568-2664 .,. Fax: (540) 568-7913
Madison, the magazine of James Madison University
MSC 3610, James Madison University
Harrisonburg, VA 22807

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol30/iss3/1
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Laura Tutino ('07) served as an editorial intern for Madison magazine during spring semester. Last summer she completed an internship with a New Jersey public relations firm
where she wrote features and press releases for local newspapers. C urrently, Tutino is seeking a position with a magazine
or PR firm in the Washington, D.C., area. Read her profile
of alumnus Hector Salazar-Salame ('04) in the Bright Lights
department on Page 26.

STUDENTS BY FRANK DOHERTY; BOLGIANO,
LUCIANO AND TUTINO BY DIANE ELLIOTT ( ' 00)
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A commitment lo lhe environment
Presidential Commission to study ways to make ]MU a greener campus
ime and again, our
alumni and students
cell us ch at one of
the things chat drew
them to JMU was the
natural beauty of the
Shenandoah Valley with the campus skyline set against the backdrop
of the Blue Ridge Mountains. The
surrounding area offers many recreational opportunities chat are a key
part of the Madison Experience for
our students: hiking Reddish Knob,
skiing at Massanutten or exploring
the Shenandoah National Forest, to
name a few. Particularly at this time
of year, when the trees are sporting
newly born leaves, and the flowers
are in full bloom, we appreciate just
how fortunate we are to learn and
work in such an idyllic setting.
The recent surge of public and
political interest in the environment
- everything from Al Gore's Oscarwinning An Inconvenient Truth to the
increased marketing of hybrid vehicles to the political platforms of2008
presidential hopefuls - reminds us just how precious these natural
resources are. As educated and enlightened citizens we have a responsibility to be good stewards of the Earth and to preserve and sustain the
natural beauty that surrounds us, both in Harrisonburg and beyond.
We don't have to look any further than our own campus to find
examples of socially responsible individuals who are working to protect these natural resources. The feature story on Page 44 of chis issue
of Madison expounds on the research ofJMU professors and students
at Smith Creek. Not only is chis a powerful example of professors
using their expertise to address a critical environmental issue, but it
is an excellent model of collaboration - not only across academic
disciplines - but also between the universiry and local citizens. This
is also an invaluable experience for our students, who are
working alongside professors
and witnessing firsthand the
relationship between the university laboratory and practical
solutions for real life problems.
In addition co the actions
we cake as individuals, it is
also imperative that we make
a commitment to the environment at the institutional level.
As we look ahead to Madison's
second century, we must ensure

'In addition to the
actions we take
as individuals, it
I is also imperative
that we make a
I commitment to
the environment
at the institutional level.'

Published
by JMU
Scholarly
Commons,
2007
PH OTOGRAPH
BY DIANE
ELLIOTT
( "00)

that our present day actions do not
adversely affect the availability of
resources for future generations.
Like many other campuses across
the nation, we have already put a
number of environmentally friendly
practices in place and implemented
many sustainable efforts through our
facilities management team. Currently, all university gasoline powered
vehicles run on an ethanol-blended
fuel, and JMU buses use a biodiesel
blend. Low flush toilets and urinals
are used in all facilities and water
flow rescricrors have been installed
in all showers and faucets. Lighting
has been upgraded in 13 residence
halls from incandescent to fluorescent lighting, and 350 outside light
fixtures have been upgraded to more
energy efficient lights. In partnership
with the City of Harrisonburg, JMU
burns trash to create steam energy.
These are just a few examples of
what is already being done in o ur
day-to-day operations to make JMU a greener campus. Even with these
practices in place, however, we recognize that more needs to be done.
With chat in mind, I have appointed a new Presidential Commission to study Environmental Stewardship and Sustainability on the
JMU campus. The commission includes professors, staff members and
students as well as representatives from the City of Harrisonburg.
The commission's primary charge is to examine various areas of
the campus and make recommendations about what JMU can do
to make our campus more environmentally friendly. Specifically, the
commission will look at new building construction and renovations;
energy usage; procurement, purchasing, waste management and recycling; dining services; transportation; and water, sewage and runoff.
The commission also will elevate awareness and bring focus to initiatives chat are already under way.
Striving both individually and collectively to make JMU a greener
campus is yet one more way we are using the power of knowledge to
make our world a better place.

LINWOOD

H. ROSE

President
James Madison University

S U M ME R
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Classroom with a world view
Students can now specialize in European Union policy studies in Italy
.__ _ __. his fall, 18 graduate students will study in a new
section of campus, a 17th-century palace in Italy.
JMU has leased the Palazzo Capponi in Florence
to house students pursuing a master's degree in
political science specializing in European Union
policy studies.
The intensive, residential program is unique in its focus, says
Lee Sternberger, executive director ofJMU's office of international programs. "I have not seen another program like it in the
U.S ., where American and international students from varying
disciplines - technology, law, government, humanities - will
study in Europe and focus on the European Union's policies."
The facility is unique, also, with 30-foot ceilings and a rooftop view of the Tuscan countryside . The palazzo is located in
the Santo Spirito district of Florence, an artisan community

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol30/iss3/1
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anchored by the Church of Santo Spirito and the Medici Palazzo Pieri. "It's a traditional Florentine community," Sternberger
says, "with narrow, cobblestone streets housing a vibrant community of artisan workshops, neighborhood restaurants, coffee
shops and weekend markets . The palazzo is a fitting base for
exploration and offers students and professors a world view. "
The 14,000-square-fooc palazzo is owned by Pio Iscicuco de'
Bardi (The Bardi Institute), an 18th-century philanthropic
organization chat provides educational opportunities in the
Florence community. Renovations are under way to provide
office, classroom and computer lab space, and apartments fo r
students and faculty fellows engaged in scholarship. 'The EUPS
program is the cornerstone, but many ocher programs will be
offered here in the future, " Sternberger says.
ffl

* Learn more at www.jmu.edu/international/abroad/jmu_eups/.
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[Earth Week]

Purple, gold
and green?

1

Student clubs sponsor
Earth Week activities
MU students celebrated
Earth Week, April 16-22,
with a series of music, pre/ sentations, a vehicle emissions
testing station, workshops and
I events designed to bring the
Harrisonburg and JMU communities together to learn from
each other and from environmental activists from around the
Shenandoah Valley. Speakers
included an ex-coal miner, a
sustainable farmer, an environmental justice activist and a
38-year veteran of the Environmental Protection Agency. The
week of activities also included
a community tree planting at
the Harrisonburg SPCA and a
community bike ride to raise
awareness about alternative
transportation. The University
Program Board, JMU EARTH
Club members and the studentrun Clean Energy Coalition
sponsored Earth Week activities.
]

* Learn more at www.jmu-

Mystery unveiled
First-year students ' 2007 reading selection
revealed at Madison Week BY CoLLEEN D1x0N

W

hat famous person wrote one
of the greatest works of political philosophy in an effort to
persuade a populace skeptical
about the proposed Constitution?
We celebrated his 256th birthday a few
months ago.
You know now, don't you? James Madison.
On March 15, as pare of James Madison
Week, che First Year Students' Reading Selection was unveiled, and the mystery of this year's
selection was solved: Federalist I 0, written by
James Madison. Considered the most important

Traci Pipkins, writing
program professor and
minor adviser, and Howard Lubert, political science professor, unveil the
2007 First Year Reading
book, the Federalist 10.

of the 85 Federalist papers written under the
pseudonym "Publius," Federalist 10 presented
"radically innovative ideas about democratic
government," according to political science professor Howard Luben. "Remarkably, the issues
raised in a document written 220 years ago are
still relevant for discussion today."
The First Year Program, established in 1999,
seeks to engage students in a common intellectual
experience. All first-year students receive a copy
of the selection to read over the summer and
participate in discussion groups when they come
to campus for freshman Orientation Week.
fit
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[Scholarship]

Duo earns
prestigious
scholarships
Biology and environmental
studies majors share limelight

S

cudents Katherine Kross
and Ryan Powanda find
themselves in some prestigious company. The duo have
landed scholarships envied by
students around the nation.
Junior Katherine Kross of
Yorktown won a $7,500 Barry
Goldwater Scholarship. She
is one of 317 undergraduates
from across the United Scates
selected for the scholarship
by the Barry M. Goldwater

scholarship program honors
Scholarship and Excellence
the Morris K. Udall FoundaSen. Barty M. Goldwater
in Education Foundation.
tion, established in honor of
and is designed to foster and
the lace Arizona congressman.
Scholars are chosen based on
academic merit from a field
encourage outstanding students Udall Scholars are chosen on
of 1,110 mathematics, sciche basis of commitment to
to pursue careers in fields of
mathematics, natural sciences
careers in the environment,
ence and engineering students.
and engineering.
health care or tribal public
Chemistry professor Kathryn
Sophomore Ryan Powanda
policy, leadership potential and
Layman, a former Goldwater
won a $5,000 Morris K. Udall
academic achievement. ScholScholarship winner, nominated
Undergraduate Scholarship.
ars are selected from nearly 500
Kross. "I nominated Katherine
He is one of 80 undergraducandidates nominated by 221
for a number of reasons," says
ates from across the country
colleges and universities.
Layman, "including her love
Powanda wrote an 800-word
selected for the scholarship by
of working in the laboratory,
her desire to learn and to ask
essay analyzing a speech
given by Udall and secured
questions, and her excepthree letters of recommendational work ethic."
Kross is a biology major
tion from professors as part
of his nomination package.
who is interested in both
He is interested in working
medicine and medical
as a researcher in the renewresearch. This is her second
application for the scholarable energy field or working
as a liaison between che
ship. Last year, she received
an honorable mention.
Udall Scholar Ryan Powanda ('09) and scientific community and
Goldwater Scholar Katherine Kross ('08) policy makers.
Established in 1986, the
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Integrated science and
technology professor Chris
Bachmann nominated Powanda, saying "Ryan is the most
promising young student I
have encountered during all
my years in academia, including the time I spent at Rutgers
University, Penn State and
the University of Virginia. His
dedication to the environment

[In Memoriam]

Former
chemistry
professor
remembered

....i

Professor emeritus of chemistry
Frank Alexander
Palocsay died
April 17. The
professor was
born in Cleveland, Ohio, and
served in the U.S. Army. He
graduated from Ohio University and earned his doctorate
in chemistry from the University of Arizona. Palocsay joined
the JMU faculty in 1968 and
taught chemistry until retiring in 2000. He served on
the executive committee of
the JMU Emeriti Association
and was a longtime supporter
of the JMU Employee Giving Campaign. The professor
wrote many successful grants
for the chemistry department
including the SE/ lnc.-funded
"Computer Augmented Multimedia Lectures: Providing
Students with New Tools for
Learning." The program garnered $3,000 to support the
development of computer augmented multimedia lectures.
Palocsay is survived by his
wife, Susan Wright Palocsay
('82), who teaches computer
information systems and
management science in the
JMU College of Business. The
Palocsays have two daughters
and two grandchildren. Memorial contributions may be made
to the JMU Chemistry Department through the JMU Foundation, Account No. 16464,
James Madison University,
Harrisonburg, VA 22807.

is uncompromising, and his
ability to organize students
and present policy considerations to the administration
is unparalleled."

[Student Giving]

Madison Class
Challenge
raises the bar
Seniors set record for
giving participation
B Y GWENDOLYN B RANTLEY

T

('07)

he Class of 2007 set a
record for participation
in the Madison Class
Challenge - formerly the
Senior Class Challenge, established in 1989. Nineteen percent of seniors (600-plus) gave
a monetary gift to JMU before
graduation. The current alumni
giving percentage is 10 percent.
Combined with generous
gifts from seniors' parents, the
2007 Madison Class Challenge
has raised more than $31,500
for the university. Madison
Fund office staff oversee the
MCC student-run, student
giving campaign. Members of
the MCC Steering Committee
talk to classes and student organizations during the semester,
while other senior volunteers,
called Challenge Captains,
volunteer time to personally
solicit classmates and friends
to participate. "I made my gift
because JMU has given me the
best four years of my life, and
I wanted to give something
back," says Betsy Hang, who
heard about MCC when a student talked to her class.
MCC student leaders
also reached out to campus
organizations for support,
including the Student Ambassadors, Senior Class Council,
the Student Duke Club and
Greek Life. University Outpost owners Christine Johnson
('90) and Jeffrey Wolter ('91)
supported MCC during the
sale of caps and gowns. The
brother/sister duo matched
student gifts to the campaign.

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol30/iss3/1
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[Guardian Lecture]

Newt Gingrich
visits campus
Former House Speaker
challenges students to
reform government
B Y MICHELLE HITE

A

('88)

fter a moment of
silence offered for the
lives lost at Virginia
Tech the same morning,
(April 16) Newt Gingrich
talked to students and professors on "The Challenge Your
Generation Faces."
"Let's please remember all
the families that have suffered
such a terrible loss today,"
Gingrich told a packed audience at the Festival Student
and Conference Center. "To
see those young lives cut off is
a tragedy." The former speaker
of the U.S. House of Representatives followed his talk with a
question/answer session.
JMU's Nelson Institute
for International and Public
Affairs and the Student Government Association sponsored Gingrich's presentation,
part of the institute's Guardian Lecture Series. Elected to
the House of Representatives
from Georgia in 1978, Gingrich served as speaker of the
House from 1995 to 1999.
"Your generation can be the
most exciting generation ever
- if you have enough courage
to do so," Gingrich told students as he discussed the "upand-coming scientific revolu-

(

Former House Speaker Newt
Gingrich challenges students
to "Be the most exciting generation ever ... and reform
government."

tion," which he said will happen during the next 25 years.
"Scientific knowledge will be
four to seven times bigger than
what it is today .. . because
there are more scientists alive
now than ever. They' re better
connected to each other and
they're better equipped."
Gingrich also addressed the
biggest "challenge that this
generation faces - reforming
the government to reflect the
choices, speed and cost of the
private sector." The former
West Georgia College history
and environmental studies
professor laughed at the government's inability to locate
12 million illegal immigrants,
while the private sector has
the ability to track a package
throughout its delivery route.
"I've developed a plan that
for $200 million we can send
all the illegals a package, have
Fed Ex deliver them, and then
we would know where they
are," he joked.
After leaving the House
of Representatives in 1999,
Gingrich served on the U.S.
Commission on National
Security/21st Century, which
examined national security
challenges as far out as 2025.
In the commission's report,
which was published six
months before 9/11, Gingrich proposed the idea of a
cabinet-level Department of
Homeland Security.
ffl
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i\Th ~num ers

Courtr y Frank gradua_ted in_ May '~s the first stude~t in the
Co111tMnwealth of V1rg1n1a with a gifted education endorsement added to her degree in middle-school education. Frank
is the first student to complete JMU's new program in gifted
education. The program allows students to receive their
initial licensure in gifted education without having to return
to school after being in the field for several years. Students
start taking classes toward their endorsement as undergraduates and complete the program as graduate students.
"To the best of our knowledge we are the only college in the
country doing this right now," says Mary Slade, professor of
education and member of the National Association for Gifted
Children. Frank, an IDLS major, completed a minor in middle-

100,000fuIS

received degrees at the university's commencement
ceremony on M ay 5, in Bridgeforth Stadium. One
of those degrees was the 100,000th conferred by the
university since its founding in 1908. JMU President Linwood H . Rose conferred approximately
3,070 undergraduate and 407 graduate degrees.

school education with a concentration in
math and science. During her senior year
she took an elective course in gifted education that sparked her interest. "I t hink there
will be gifted students in any class I teach,"
she says. The program is both for students
Courtney Frank ('07)
is Virginia's first
who want to teach gifted children and
graduate with a gifted
teachers who are in t he regular classroom
but want to learn how to better teach gifted education endorsement on her degree.
students in their classes. "It's nice that
Courtney is someone who said 'I really want to teach math
and science in t he middle grades, but I want to do it well for
all of my students,"' says Slade. - KATIE KELLOGG ('07)

programs. "Corporations are competing to hire CoB
graduates," says Robert Reid, dean of the college.
"We strive for excellence and innovation to prepare
students for a highly competitive business market."

3

JMU's student marketing organization won
three of the top honors at the annual American Marketing Association's International
MMA won three top honors at
Collegiate Conference. Madison Marketing
the annual American Marketing
Assoc. took home top honors fo r outstanding fundAssociation's International Col·
raising, outstandi ng Web site and outstanding ch{lp
legiate Conference.
The March 26 edition of Business Week magater planning. Fifteen students and faculty adviser
zine rankedJMU's College of Business in the rop 5 percent of
Robert M cMillen traveled to New O rleans fo r the conference, where
undergraduate business schools in the nation. JM U ranks No.
student chapter p residen t Jordan Anderson and co-vice presidents of
51 overall and No. 22 among public universities. ~nkings are
fundraising Martha Vicedomini and Kristin Wood led a presentation
based on surveys of recruiters and students, academic quality, starting
on fundraising. Student clubs representing 129 colleges and universities attended.
salaries and n umber of graduates accep ted by the nation's top 35 M. B.A.

5
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JMU is the Com·
monwealth of
Virginia's sixth·
largest univer·
sity with 16,546
students.
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ESSAY

Pluto, the reclassified 1dwarf planet'
No pouting for Pluto, which ;oins its outer solar system cousins

BY WILLIAM AL EX A N D E R

....i
t has been a year since the International Astronomical
Union met in Prague in the Czech Republic to define
what a planet is. If you listened to the spin promoted by
the popular press, you would have thought that astronomers truly hated the planet Pluto and wanted to banish it
from the solar system.
Indeed, Pluto was reclassified as a "dwarf planet" not only
based on its size but also its ability to clear out its orbit. To put
this into historic perspective, the "demotion" of Earth to planet
status by Copernicus in the 16th century was much more of a
revolutionary and potentially dangerous idea. Moreover, after the
discovery of asteroids in the early 19th century, they were initially
considered for planetary status. So many asteroids were discovered
so quickly, and they were so small that it was thought that they
were not worthy of planetary status. That was a good decision
in retrospect because known asteroids today number more than
350,000. If all of these had been considered planets, very few kids
would be graduating from sixth grade today - unless they could
remember the names of chem all.
A similar planetary problem arose in the years leading up to 2006.
Since the early 1990s more and more objects were being discovered on the edge of our solar system. These "Kuiper Belt" objects
were very much like Pluto and its moon, Charon, in both size and
composition, which is roughly 50/50 ice/rock. Hundreds of these

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol30/iss3/1
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objects had been discovered by the early 2000s, and it was only a
matter of time before one was found chat was larger than Pluto.
In 2003 the object that would later be called Eris was discovered. Eventually, astronomers determined chat it was approximately 23 percent more massive than Pluto. So, the question of
a I 0th planet arose around 200 5. Theoretical calculations show
there might be hundreds of thousands of these Kuiper Belt objects
lurking in the outer solar system, many of which could be larger
than Pluto or even Eris.
Enter the International Astronomical Union. This organization
is in charge of naming new astronomical discoveries, along with
ocher matters. Believe it or not, there has never really been a good
astronomical definition for what a planet is. So, when Pluto was
discovered in 1930 and no other planets were discovered for so
long, it was accepted as the ninth planet.
Now with perhaps thousands of planets lurking over the horizon,
the IAU has stepped in to define what a planet is. To make a long
story short, Pluto is now classified as a "dwarf planet" along with its
larger cousin, Eris, and Ceres, the first asteroid discovered.
So, while Pluto has been reclassified, a promotion of sores comes
for Ceres, which is indeed still smaller than Pluto or Eris. Pluto is
now among its cousins in the outer solar system - much happier
now, I'd say. So, let's welcome Eris to the solar system and celebrate
the promotion of Ceres, instead of bemoaning Pluto's new status. ffi
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onnect1ons
Lifelong Learning Institute
From plate tectonics to Gilbert and Sullivan, from yoga to bird watching, the Lifelong Learning Institute at JMU offers non-credit, leisure
learning opportunities for adults age 50 and over. Celebrating its 10th
anniversary, the LLI goes outside the classroom and hosts field trips,
social events and brown
WILDLIFE
bag learning lunches. Best
of all, participants expand
their educational horizons
JMU's Lifelong Learning
Institute takes participants without worrying about
outside the classroom for
exams or grades - the
field trips and social events.
institute' s offerings are
"just for sharing with others in the interest of learning." If you've got a similar interest in learning, call the
institute's director Nancy Owens at (540) 568-2333.
http://www.jmu.edu/socwork/lli/

HEADLINES AND
HIGHLIGHTS

* Madison Century Update e-newsletter,
to subscribe: www.jmu.edu/madi·
soncentury

* Brightening the Lights ofMadison
monthly e-newsletter, to subscribe;
www.jmu.edu/alumni/newsletter

WEB

* JMU's front door: www.jmu.edu
* Everyrhing alumni: www.jmu.
edu/alumni

* Madison Channel; live and archived
video and audio coverage ofJMU
activities and events: http:!/media.
jmu.edu/

* MadisonOnline: the JMU Webzine;
* Centennial Dukes: Class of 2008
www.jmu.edu/MadisonOnline

JMU Journalism Alumni
Photojournalist, magazine managing editor, press
room supervisor, vineyard business manager, radio
disc jockey, editor, plus internships at the Late Show
with David Letterman and National Geographic these are just some of the gigs JMU grads talk about
on the Journalism Alumni Web site. Alumni who
studied or worked in journalism, broadcasting, public relations and related areas are keeping in touch,
offering career advice, job opportunities and networking possibilities to the JMU community. Read
the news, get a lead or post your story: http:/ /www.
curiomagazine.com/alumni

is getting ready to celebrate: WWW.
jmu.edu/madisononline/centen·
nialdukes/

* The Newsroom: www.jmu.edu/
news/TheNewsroom

TELEVISION

* WVPT: Students intern at the PBS
affiliate for Central Vrrginia, Shenandoah

Valley and Northeastern West Vrrginia,
"Shine," as photographed by Casey
Templeton ('06) for National Geo·
graphic. Read more about Templeton
in Class Notes on Page 77.

Precious Time
It is no secret that the demands on families who must provide constant care for children with special needs can seem overwhelming.
The Claude Moore Precious Time Program provides a break for those
caregivers while allowing JMU's student nurses to work with mentally and physically disabled children. As part of their pediatric course
work, students work in pairs and provide 14 hours of respite care to
their assigned family throughout the semester. It's a win-win situaStudent nurses give pre·
tion for children, caregivers and students alike as they build rewarding
cious time and respite care and enriching relationships. Nursing Instructor Catherine Webb and
to families and children.
IIHHS professor Jane Hubbell direct the program. Contact Webb at
(540) 568-3785 or webbcj@jmu.edu for information on Precious Time. To explore nursing education at JMU, visit the department's Web site: http://www.nursing.jmu.edu/

(540) 434-5391: www.wvpt.net

RADIO

* WXJM: Student programming,
news, talk and music on FM 88.7
www.jmu.edu/wxjm/listen

* AM 1610: Tune in when you roll
into the 'Burg.

* WMRA: NPR, local news and
music programming. WMRA,
WMRY, WMRL, WMLU at 90.7,
103.5, 89.9 and 91.3 on your FM dial.

PRINT

* Madison, the JMU magazine: Story
idea or subscription request: (540)
568-2664, madisonmag@jmu.edu

NEWSLETTERS

* Biology, chemistry, education, geol-

0Slaenando
JMU professors and students are researching
solutions to the wide range of issues facing the
Shenandoah River (See Page 44). Professors are
using the river as an outdoor lab to teach students about almost every kind of environmental
problem from acid rain to agricultural runoff.
While some students are learning to use watertesting equipment to preserve the river, some
professors and students are preserving the river's
history. The song O Shenando pays tribute to the
river's history and beauty. Listen to the Madison
Singers' rendition of the song at www.jmu.edu.
madisononline/shenandoah/volce

ogy, history, music, nursing, physics,
political science, theater and dance
publish once or twice a year; some
will snail mail, others will e-mail. Call
(540) 568-2664 for yours.

SPORTS

About 75 percent of all water that drains from
JMU's 646-acre campus runs into Seibert
Creek, where students learn to use water-test·
ing equipment and research water quality.

* www.jmusports.com
* Pawprint: the Duke Club Newsletter, (540) 568-6164
* Upcoming event Internet broadcasts and broadcast archives: (Broadcasts may begin up to 30 minutes
prior to actual listed game time).
www.jmusports.com/Audio.asp
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Motivational conversations
JoAnne Holman prepares students for real-world experiences

BY KATE MARSHALL

('04)

out opportunities to utilize and
can still hear JoAnne
expand my skills.
Holman's words
This was especially helpful
echoing in my head:
during the second semester of
"Remember numbers
my senior year. I began my job
one through nine are
search in January and researched
written out, and 10
the type of positions that were
and above should be in numeric
available in the communication
form." There I was, a lowly
field. Who did I go to when I
sophomore, flipping through
wanted background information
my Corporate Media Writing
about a marketing firm in the
handbook to find editing tips
D.C. area or needed someone
to correct the next error-laden
to edit a cover letter? Dr. Holsentence on my handout. At
man, of course. She was always
the end of the semester when
more than willing to help.
it came time to sell back books,
Her advice and encourageI left chis writing book in the
ment throughout my four years
dorm. It is still on my bookcase
were priceless. Her words of
to chis day.
wisdom will always be with me.
During my four years at
I'm convinced chat even the
JMU, I took two classes with
assignments she gave in class
JoAnne Holman - Corporate
helped me long after I left HarMedia Writing and Corporate
Communication Management.
risonburg.
When I go on job interviews, I
The wisdom and guidance I
am usually asked about a specific
received from her outweighed
challenge that I have faced or
the value of any textbook.
asked to give an example of my
Although she wasn't my
communication and public reladesignated adviser, I would
tions experience. I always menalways seek her advice when it
tion at least one group project
was time to enroll for the next
from Dr. Holman's Corporate
semester's classes. I usually had
Communication Management
a good idea of what School of For Kate Marshal ('04), JoAnne Holman, media arts and design
Media Arts and Design courses professor, woman of letters, and fortuitous and generous adviser, class, and I get the same reaction
provides wisdom and guidance that far surpasses the value found
from each interviewer. They are
that I wanted and needed, but in any textbook.
impressed. Employers comment
Dr. Holman always raised issues
I sometimes overlooked. Instead of just waving me off with a, on how Dr. Holman's assignments so closely mirror real-world situ"Sure, chat looks fine," she asked detailed questions about my ations. They usually ask me about other things we did in her class.
career goals. She gave me advice about professors and courses
Although I spent many nights at my computer until 3 a.m.
she thought would be beneficial, and she warned me about tak- and made many trips to Sheetz for yet another cup of coffee,
ing certain combinations of courses in a single semester so chat I the incense workload that I had in SMAD 441 now seems more
wouldn't be stressed out from January to May.
than worthwhile. Dr. Holman prepared me for the real world.
Whenever I ran into her in the hallways, she would inquire
She is more than just a professor. Dr. Holman is a mentor, a
about how Feature Writing was going or if I had started chink- friend and sometimes even a personal cheerleader. While chaling about summer internships. While I was always driven to lenging classes, internships and campus activities helped prepare
succeed in college, my constant conversations with Dr. Holman me for life in the real world, it is the support and guidance of a
kept me motivated to gee the most from my classes and to seek dedicated professor chat makes all the difference.
ilR
··· ·· ········ ····· ······ ···· ·· ··· ··· ····· ········· ····· ······ ···· ····· ····· ·· ··· ··

···· ·· ······················· ···· ·· ······ ···· ··············· ······ ··· ·· ·· ···· ··· ··

About the Author: Kate Marshall ('04) lives in Old To wn Alexandria
and works at Accenture as a consultant fo r government and communication
clients. She earned a B. S. in media arts and design with a concentration in
corporate comm unication. Marshall participated in various ]MU student
organiz ations, including the Student Government Association, Delta Delta
Delta sorority, and the Madison Dance Club. She also served as a staff writer
for The Breeze.

About the Professor: Prior to joini ng the ]MU faculty, School of
M edia Arts and Design p rofessor joAnne Holman taught for seven years in the
Perdue University Department ofCommunication. Her research and teaching
interests center on how people use new communication technologies, especially
how new technologies can be used to extend free speech and enhance the democratic p rocess. Before joining academia, Holman worked in advertising, publzc
relations and corporate communications.
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A nole of thanks
on March 12, the Madison Singers sang at First Presbyterian Church in Norfolk. The performance was the students' chance to say
thank you to their "angels" - Dick and Shirley Roberts ('56), who funded the group's first overseas tour. In 2006 the Madison Singers
were invited by Hartwick College's choral director to join a massed choir performing in Prague. Due to fundraising snags, the Madison
Singers had almost given up hope of making the trip. "We were at the point where some students couldn't come up with funds, and
many were really upset," says Madison Singers director Patrick M. Walders. "I was thinking about calling and asking for angels."
They arrived. When Shirley Roberts came to campus for her 50th class reunion in April 2006, she and Dick were so impressed
with the Madison Singers performance they decided to help send the ensemble to Prague.
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SPECIALREPORT

Shenandoah Valley and Madison
change and thrive
Time and progress bring changes, y et some things never change

....i

BY ANDY PERRINE

('86)

students learn in the process
ong before colof delivering the services.
onists arrived,
Alumni who graduated
the Delaware
before the 1980s rememand Catawba
ber downtown Harrisontribes followed
burg as a busy city center.
a well-worn
Alumni during and after the
trail to their bountiful hunt1980s remember downtown
ing grounds in the Shenanas mostly an empty shell.
doah Valley. When EuroThat's all changing now that
pean immigrants began to
the city has initiated and
settle in the valley, they travsponsors the Harrisonburg
eled the same path, which
Downtown Renaissance .
they called the Indian Road.
Downtown is now making a
A little more than 100 years
comeback - new boutiques,
later, the road was known
businesses, restaurants and
as the Great Wagon Road.
Then sometime during the
shops are popping up in forfirst quarter of the 19th
merly empty spaces - and
century, it became known
JMU employees, students
as Valley Turnpike. Today,
and alumni are part of the
the former Indian Road Traffic makes its way down Ma in Street through Harrisonburg's Court
effort (www.downtownharSquare ea rly in the 20th centu ry. People are returning to downtown
risonburg.org/) . Madison
goes right through JMU's after years of mostly empty sidewalks and streets.
alumnus Edwin "Eddie "
campus; it is now known as
Bumbaugh ('73) is the group's director, and alumni, professors
U .S. Route 11 and Harrisonburg's Main Street.
There is simply no way to compare the pace of the Delaware and staff members serve on the board and volunteer committees.
and Catawba with the cars, trucks and buses traveling along
Harrisonburg and Rockingham County's population recently
Route 11 or even Interstate 81. The pace of life certainly has exceeded I 00,000 , thus, officially making the combined area a
changed in the world, and the Shenandoah Valley is no differ- recognized "metropolitan area." Expectations of a locale this size
ent. Some of those changes have had unintended consequences include a vibrant cultural life. Ground will break this year for
that demand immediate solutions.
JMU' s dazzling new Center for the Performing Arts on Main Street
In this issue, "A Bend in the River" describes the impact directly across from the Quad. The design of this elaborate complex
change has brought to the majestic Shenandoah River and how is stunning (www.jmu.edu/madisoncentuty/arts/), and it promises
community members, professors and students are working on to help elevate the profile of the arts and transform the cultural
research to discover ways to help the river. University commu- scene in Harrisonburg and the central Shenandoah Valley.
nity members already are exploring other ways a growing and
Madison's relationship to the valley contains literally thouchanging Shenandoah Valley can continue to thrive and remain sands more examples of positive interaction. But not all are oneone of the best places on Earth to live.
way instances of the valley benefiting from the presence of the
Here is a representative sample: Shenandoah Valley populations university. It is widely acknowledged that just like the Delaware,
have grown and changed demographically. Folks who don't get Catawba and European settlers, students and faculty members of
around as well as they once did face unique health-care issues given every era have been attracted to Madison because of the valley's
the valley's rural setting. Also, the valley has become a popular desti- sublime natural beauty. What is not so widely known is that the
nation for immigrants, and language barriers can cause critical issues valley's culture of friendliness and welcome are woven tightly into
in terms of receiving health care. Clearly, the Shenandoah Valley the JMU culture. Institutions are as much products of their place as
has unique health-care concerns. The Institute for Innovation in any other influence, after all. Just ask any student, parent, graduate
Health and Human Services in the College of Integrated Science or employee why Madison is so special, and they'll tell you it's the
and Technology maintains more than 23 outreach programs that unusually welcoming attitude of people on campus.
deal with these health care and other challenges facing the valley
So even though change whizzes through the Shenandoah Valley
(see them all at www.jmu.edu/cisat/copp.html). The beauty of these like traffic on the interstate, the region's most precious resource
programs is that residents receive services, and JMU health services remains intact.
ffl
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JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITI
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0 Mr. 0 Mrs. 0 Ms. 0 Miss O Dr. 0 other

First

Middle

Last

Harne Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ZIP _ __

City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _State

Phone (H) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (W) _ _ _ _ _ __
Preferred No.: 0 Home

Cell

O Work O Cell

E-mail (H) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (W) _ _ _ _ _ __
Employer-----------------Job T i t l e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Business A d d r e s s - - - - - - - - - - - - - - City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State

ZIP

Yes, I want to support JMU! Please accept my gift of

0

Sl,000

0

S500

0

$250

0

$100 Other$_ _ __

Please designate my gift to the following purpose(s):

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Madison Fund (for use where the need is the greatest)
Faculty Development
Scholarship(s)
Parents Fund
College of Arts and Letters
College of Business
College of Education
College of Integrated Science and Technology
College of Science and Mathematics
College of Visual and Performing Arts
College of Graduate and Professional Program
General Education Program
Edith J. Carrier Arboretum
Carrier Library
Student Affairs
Athletics Scholarships (Duke Club)

Oo~~

$ _ __
$ _ __
$_ __
$_ __
$ _ __
$_ __
$ _ __
$_ __
$ _ __
$_ __
$ _ __
$ _ __
$_ __
$ _ __
$_ __
$ _ __

s_ __

(Your gift is tax deductible to the fullest extent of the law.)
Please accept my payment:
j

Your gift supports the scholarly and artistic aspirations
of rhe JMU faculty and the students they teach and
mentor, who will in turn make an impact in
communities far and wide.

Please give. Help Madison. Be the Change.
Published by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2007

0 Enclosed is a check, payable to the JMU Foundation
0 Charge my credit card (please circle one)
VISA

Card Number

MasterCard

Discover

American Express

Expiration Date

Signature
2791
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SPECIALREPORT

Shenandoah Valley and Madison
change and thrive
Time and progress bring changes, yet some things never change

....i

B Y ANDY PERRI NE

('86)

You don't have to put a man on the moon.
Although a Madison graduate has done that.

You don't have to cure can~er.
Although Madison graduates are conducting
disease research right now.
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You don't need to publish a be$tseller.
Although Madison authors, screenwriters and poets
are publishing far and wide.

You don't need to have your own TV show.
Although some Madison graduates have done that too

Meet them at www.jmu.edu/bethechange/.
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You just need to do your thing
and help Madison change the world.
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Please make a gift Jo JMU.
Your gift of any amount goes a long way at JMU.
You can support academic programs, undergraduate
research, student scholarships, athletics and more.
That's how Madison changes the world.
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BE the CHANGE
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The Centennial steinways derive their inspiration from the original Steinway Art Case shown
above. Each Centennial Steinway features: Official James Madison University seal, JMU
Centennial logo, music desk c~stomiz~d with your_ f~vorite JMU_ scene (example shown left),
handpainted by Mia LaBerge ( 92), artist of the original handpamted Steinway Art case
(above). To learn more about hoW to get your Centennial Steinway. please contact Ken Saliba
of Jordan Kitts Music Institutional Sales at (301) 513-1259 or go to www.Jmu.edu/stelnway.

Published by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2007
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2007 ceremonies, the university

....i

"kicked off its yearlong 1OOthbirthday celebration with cannon
ue by JMU's ROTC cadets.

ead more James Madison Day
eragc on Page 20 .
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Madison and Jefferson together
again: JMU President Linwood H.
Rose hosts University of Virginia
President John T. Casteen (far
left) as the James Madison Day
keynote speaker. Casteen spoke
about "Liberty and Learning: The
Shared Passions of James Madi·
son and Thomas Jefferson."

JAMES MADISON DAY 2007
James Madison W eek 2007 kicks off the countdown to next year's Centennial
Celebration with an appearance by "James Madison" and the annual wreath
laying, while a ceremonial firing of the cannon (see Page 18), a commemorative
coin and Quad signage already beckon the arrival of Madison's 100th birthday.

Above, JMU and 17 other universities com·
peted in the annual James Madison Com·
memorative Debate and Citizen Forum.
President Linwood H. Rose and Provost
and Vice President for Academic Affairs
Douglas T. Brown presented the Madison
Cup to debaters from Johns Hopkins,
who took home the Madison Cup
and the top prize of $5,000.
Left, John Douglas Hall,
aka James Madison.

20 , M A D I S O N M A G A z I N E
https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol30/iss3/1

Student Affairs VP Mark Warner and SGA Presi·
dent Brandon Eickel place a wreath near the James
Madison statue. Below, Phil Bigler ('74, '76M) wel·
comes chief CIA historian David Robarge for the
James Madison Center lecture
during James Madison
Week. Robarge
spoke about intel·
ligence capability
development
during the Revolutionary War.
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Scholarship Luncheon
President Linwood H. Rose told scholarship donors that
JMU will be considered one of the great universities of
this century because of Madison's approach to putting
scholarship to work for the good of society. In the Scholarship Luncheon keynote speech, McDonald Bradley
CEO Ken Bartee ('83), lower right with
scholarship donors Helen and George Harris, announced that he and his wife, Sue,
have pledged a $250,000 endowment to the
Madison Century capital campaign. Gifts
ro rhe campaign have made an additional
$700,000 in scholarship awards available.

....
8

Above: Mother-daughter donor team Stephanne Byrd ('93) and
Board of Vistors member Judy Strickler ('60).

Be the Change
Reception
Be the Change (www.jmu.
edu/berhechange) makes its
mark on James Madison Day
as VIPs and World Changers
share stories at a special reception. Guests included James
Madison Day platform parry
members, debate judges and
the Be the Change cohort,
called World Changers.

{ft

At left: Distin·
guished Teacher
Award recipi·
ent Robert C.
Richardson with
Furious Flower
Poetry Center
director Joanne
Gabbin and for·
eign languages
professor Karina
Kline-Gabel ('92).
Below, World
Changer Marlon
Foster and his
wife, Cheryl.

Madison intern Stephanie Brummell ('07) and World Changer
Samier Mansur ('07).
MADISON DAY AND LUN CHEON PHOTOGRAPHS BY DIANE ELLIOTT ('00); DEBATE BY JENNY BAKER ('0 8 );
Published
by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2007
HALL BY KATHY LAM ; BE THE CHANGE RECEPTION BY BR IAN DILLEN SNYDER ('08)
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Musical milestones
JMU celebrated several milestones at the Kennedy Center April
25 with the unveiling of Madison's Steinway Art Case and the
final off-campus conducting performance of Pat Rooney, who
retires this month as director of JMU bands for 25 years.

Above: College of Visual and Performing Arts Dean Marilou Johnson and Madison Century campaign lead
donors Ed and Susan Estes. Donor Elizabeth Swallow, upper right, whose gift helped the School of Music
earn the Steinway School designation, with art case artist Mia LaBerge ('92), celebrates with her piano
professor Eric Ruple (top left), and Jordan Kitts Music sales VP Ken Saliba. The Madison Steinway Art Case
and the limited edition JMU Centennial Steinway Series mark the 100th anniversary of JMU's founding in
1908. At right, Performing Arts Center donors Earlynn Miller and Lindsay Johnson Lowe ('01).

Annual
Awards
Jame Madison Day
aw the presentation of
annual professor and
tudent awards: Distingui hed Teachers and
ervice, Madison Scholar , Faculty, am uel
Page Duke and Dingledine Leadership.

2007 Distinguished
Teacher recipients:
David E. Herr, Robert
C. Richardson, Jeff Andre, W. Cul·
len Sherwood, William J. Hawk and
Cynthia A. Klevickis (inset).

Joan Frederick, president of the JMU Faculty
Senate, presents the Faculty Award to 2007
valedictorian Kathleen Elizabeth Leber ('07).

2007 Madison Scholars: Irvine C.
Clarke Ill, John W. Gilje, Gay M.
Ivey (not pictured), Andrea Wiley
and Samuel Redwine.

SGA President Brandon Eickel ('08) presents the Samuel Page Duke Award to
Jamie Lynn Witbeck ('08).

2007 Distinguished Service
Awards: Lance E. Kearns Oris
T. Griffin, Lennis G. Echt~rling
and Thomas W. Dillon.

Sara Wells Lunsford ('08) receives the Ray·
mond Dingledine Leadership Scholarship.

KENN EDY CENTER PHOTOGRAPHS BY CARO L PRATT ( ' 86); RECEPTION BY MARGO T S C HULMAN·
AWARDS BY DIANE ELLIOTT (' 00) AND BRIAN DILL ENSNY D ER ( ' 0 8 )
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'Mama Sherry'
Sherry Summers' passion for ]MU athletes is legendary

Bv CoLLEEN D,xoN

ention her name
to most anyone
associated with
JMU athletics
and you will hear
a story about her
legendary picture-taking, university
knowledge, empathetic care for hurt
athletes or her compassionate spirit.
Sherry Summers' association with
Madison athletics stretches back co
1976 - almost co the beginning of
the school's athletic training program.
For much of that time, she worked
behind the scenes of JMU sports.
Summers ('76, '78M) began her
career as a graduate assistant. After
completing a master's in education,
she became the university's assistant
women's athletics trainer.
"Sherry has been an invaluable asset
co our division from the beginning,"
says Ron Stefancin, then head athletic
trainer. "I couldn't have asked for a
better assistant."
Herb Amato, who served as a graduate assistant in 1979, says, "I didn't
report co Sherry, but she was one of Director of sports medicine Tom Kuster says, "Mentoring and guiding are important to Sherry.
my mentors. I always knew ifI needed It may not be overt, but the students watch how she balances everything, and they can see
how important that is to her. She's also a role model for our female athletic training students."
help, I could ask her." Amato left Madison but returned in 1988 as director of the athletic training program.
As an associate athletic trainer, Summers' primary responsibilNot many students can say they are the boss of a former teacher, ity is co the women's basketball team. She works with chem daily,
but director of sports medicine Tom Kuscer's working relationship travels with them, monitors injury prevention programs, conduces
with Summers has changed over time. "She is my former teacher," injury evaluations and coordinates physician referrals. "Sherry
he says. "Sherry was my freshman-year instructor for an athletic often cakes athletes co doctor appointments and is usually with
training class and the lead clinical rotation instructor. Later we them if they have surgery," Kuster says.
Players and their families appreciate Summers' empathy and carbecame colleagues in the men's and women's basketball programs."
The public usually gees its first glimpse of Summers when an ing nature. Parents know chat they can call Summers any time.
Former head women's basketball coach Sheila Moorman says,
athlete is injured. "She has a very calm demeanor," says Milla Sue
Wisecarver, sports media relations staffer. "Trainers don't run co "We've known each other for 25 years. Sherry shared a lot with
someone who is hurt, because that heightens their anxiety. Sherry athletes over the years. She was with us for most of our conference
championships and tournament participation. During my tenure,
walks over very calmly. She's very efficient and professional."
Sherry also became a mother."
Summers' husband, Mike, says that her first pregnancy may
have been che source of Summers' nickname, "Mama Sherry." "In
1985, Sherry was pregnant with our first child, and the team was
in the conference tournament," he recalls. "Sherry was due the
next month, but she kept traveling with the team. The athletes
wouldn' t lee her carry anything."
Now, when former athletes start their own families, they come
back co see Mama Sherry and introduce her co their children.
Current women's basketball head coach Kenny Brooks ('91 ) first
came co JMU in 1987 as a student and basketball player. "I served
HERB AMATO, associate Dean ofthe General Education Program

....
I
U}

'... you don't see many women who
have successfully raised families
while staying in a career at the
Division I level. She has raised three
kids and been a full-time athletic
trainer. She's a great role model.'
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DUKESTURF

DUKES
Round up
SOFTBALL
Player and coach take top CAA honors

.I

Summers ('76, '78M), front row
left, began her JMU career as a
graduate assistant in 1979 with
Herb Amato ('SOM), second from
left. Right: A scrapbook Summers presented to Amato is filled
with student photographs.

' before becoming head coach for the women's
team in 2003," he says. "Sherry was wonderful for my psyche as a young coach; she was
always there to listen. Now, as a father, I
hope someone like Sherry is there to watch
over my children when they are away." Summers is even an unofficial recruiting perk.
Brooks adds, "Parents really like to hear how
Sherry looks after the athletes."
Amato adds, "Nationwide, you don't
see many women who have successfully
raised families while staying in a career at
the Division I level. Not only has Sherry
traveled all over the country, she's also
gone to Europe. She has raised three kids
and been a full-time athletics trainer. She's
a great role model."
Senior basketball player Leslie Dickinson, from Queens, N.Y., appreciates having
a surrogate mom on campus: ''I've had two
knee surgeries, and Sherry was there for
me. She's tough on us during rehab, but
she knows when it's time to scale back."
Summers is even there to help potential
future Dukes. Nine-year-old Hannah Tyler

!

says, "Miss Sherry helped me when I was in
Coach Kenny's basketball camp. I bumped
into someone and my head really hurt. She
told me to sit down and wait for a couple
of minutes. I didn't get to play the whole
game, but I was glad she told me to wait."
Summers also reaches out to alumni. "The
thing Sherry does the best right now for the
athletics training program is keeping up
with alumni," says Amato. "We all kid her
about being the 'mother of our program.'
If I lose touch with someone and need to
know where they are, I call Sherry."
Summers takes photos at women's basketball team reunions, alumni receptions
and professional conferences. She keeps
photo albums with her and is a "walking
JMU athletics history book. "
"Sherry's superior care for injured athletes
and her caring, compassionate character are
a huge part of the Madison Experience for
ffl
generations of Dukes" says Amato.

* Learn more about Su mmers and read

more colleagues' comments at www.jmu.
edu/MadisonOnline.

GR OU P PH OTO GRAPH CO URTE SY OF SHER RY SU MMER S ('76) ;
https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol30/iss3/1
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First baseman Jenn
Chavez was named
Colonial Athletic
Association CoPlayer of the Year
with a player from
UN C-Wilmington . She is the first
JMU player to
Jenn Chavez ('08)
garner this award
in the program's six-year history.
Chavez batted .404 and knocked
in nine home runs on the season.
The junior set season school records
for doubles (18), which also led the
CAA, and RBIs (43).
Softball head coach Katie Flynn
was honored as the coach of the year
for the second time in her six seasons
at JMU. Flynn guided the Dukes to
a school-record 37 wins this season,
including a record 18-game winning
streak. JMU had the most players recognized by CAA special teams this year.
A total of nine Dukes were named to
the CAA first team, second team and
all-rookie team .

BASEBALL
Kellen Kulbacki
up for four
national awards
Junior right fielder
Kellen Kulbacki
set a new JMU
home run record
with 42 this season. The sixthKellen Kulbacki ('08)
inning homer
helped the Dukes beat North CarolinaWilmington 3-2 in CAA play. "To be
at the top of a list with so many great
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baseball players who have come through
this program is a tremendous feeling, "
says Kulbacki, who is in the running for
four national player of the year honors.
He appears on the prestigious Dick
Howser Trophy watch list for the second
straight year. Members of the National
Collegiate Baseball Writers Association
select Howser Trophy winners based on
athletic performance, leadership, moral
character and courage. USA Baseball is
in its 30th year of presenting the Golden
Spikes Award to the nation's premier
amateur baseball player. Kulbacki
appears in the list of 50 semifinalists.
He also appears on the Brooks Wallace
Player of the Year Award, presented
annually by the College Baseball Foundation. CSTV also presents a National
Player of the Year award, and Kulbacki
was ranked third on the organization's
preseason list. In May he ranked on the
"others receiving votes" category just
outside the top 10.

FENCING
Ando takes top
honors
Freshman Nicole
Ando won the state
saber title in February at the 37thannual
Virginia
Nicole Ando ('10)
Intercollegiate Fencing Championships. Ando finished the
competition with a 10-0 record.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Coach and player take top state honors

1

Senior center Meredith Alexis was
selected Virginia
Player of the Year,
and JMU coach
Kenny Brooks ('91)
was named the Virginia Coach of the
Year in the 2006-07
Meredith Alexis ('07)
all-state women's
basketball honors. The state honors are
selected on the basis of votes from mem-

The National Field Hockey Coaches Association honored the field hockey team with the
Division I National Academic Team Award. Nine players were named to the 2006 NFHCA
National Academic Squad. Senior Maureen Klingler was honored for the fifth time, and
seniors Chelsea Garfield and Laura Pruett were honored for the fourth consecutive year.
Junior Courtney Remington became a three-time honoree, while freshman Julia Chase
and sophomore Jenny Shockley each earned their second honor.

bers of the Virginia Sports Information
Directors. Alexis, an Associated Press AllAmerica honorable mention, was named
CAA Player of the Year and Richmond
Times-Dispatch Player of the Year before
earning the VaSID honor. She led the
conference and was seventh in the nation
in rebounding (11.6 rpg) and was second
in the conference and 37th nationwide
in scoring (18.4 ppg) . The JMU Female
Athlete of the Year also shattered numerous school records. Junior forward/guard
Tamera Young joined Alexis on the CAA
all-state first team.
Brooks led the women's team to a
school-record 25 regular-season wins,
including a 16-2 record in CAA play.
He coached his team to a four-week
appearance on the AP Top 25 Poll and
into the NCAA Tournament as a No.
9 seed. His team also owns the longest
current home winning streak in NCAA
Division 1 at 26 games.

FIELD HOCKEY
National coaches association
honors Dukes
The National Field Hockey Coaches
Association honored the field hockey
team with the Division I National
Academic Team Award. The award is
given to all institutions with a team
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grade-point average of 3.0 or higher.
N ine players were named to the 2006
NFHCA National Academic Squad.
Senior Maureen Klingler was honored
for the fifth time, and seniors Chelsea
Garfield and Laura Pruett were honored
for the fourth consecutive year.
Freshman forward Meghan Bain was
named the state Rookie of the Year and
the VaSID First Team All-State. Senior
Baillie Versfeld and sophomore Melissa
Walls were also named to the first team.

WOMEN'S
SOCCER
Corky Julien takes
top rookie honors
Virginia Spons
Information Directors voted freshman
Corky Julien (' 10)
midfielder Corky
Julien Rookie of the
Year. Julien earned the honor after leading the team with nine goals, including four game-winners, in addition to
chipping in five assists for a toral of 13
points. She was named to the CAA AllRookie T earn and selected to the CAA
all-tournament team. Julien was also
named to the VaSID all-state second
team along with teammates Annie Lowry
ffl
and Teri Maykoski.
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[SGA Pres. Brandon Eickel]

'Centennial Man'

B

BY HEATHER LUCIANO

('07)

randon Eicke! ('08) has a special place in JMU history. He is one of
only two SGA presidents elected as a junior and then re-elected as a
senior. Eicke! also will graduate in 2008 as a Centennial Duke during
JMU's lOOth-anniversary celebration. Eicke! has big hopes as he leads
Madison students into the future.
A political science and communication studies double major, and a political
communication minor, Eicke! has always known he wanted to serve others.
"After serving my class council for two years, I saw running for student body
president as an exciting opportuniry to get more involved," he says.
Eicke! says he could not have run without the inspiration and support he
receives from the university community. "I was shy before JMU," he admits.
"Madison culture changed me in positive ways. I got involved in more activities
and wanted to take it even further."
In addition to leading the SGA, Eicke! is the Delta Chi philanthropy chair,
a Make Your Mark on Madison leadership counselor, a First-Year Orientation
Guide, a volunteer for two Alternative Spring Break trips and a member of
Harrisonburg's Big Brothers/Big Sisters. "There is a lot of overlap among my
involvements. I just want to give to my communiry in any way I can," he says.
Eicke! proved his dedication to communiry on April 17. He organized a universirywide candlelight vigil on the Festival Lawn in support of all those affected
by the tragic shootings at Virginia Tech. "There is a strong connection between
JMU and Tech," he says. "I thought this was important to do as quickly as possible." Hundereds of Dukes, professors and staff members agreed.
Service as Delta Chi's philanthropy chair prompted Eicke! to establish JMU's 5K
event for the Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation. "Helping my younger brother,
Ryan, and many others motivated me to establish this 5K," he explains.
Since his SGA re-election, Eicke! has primarily focused on student government responsibilities. "Serving my fellow students has become a passion," he
says. "I really want to listen to students and find out what matters to them."
Eicke! has primarily focused on everyday issues like extending library hours and
students' response to JMU's Tide IX-based decision to eliminate 10 varsity sports.
"The SGA stepped up and investigated why and how this decision was made," says
Eicke!. "We sent buses to D.C. to talk directly to leaders. We're working hard."
Eicke! sees great opportunity in serving his second term during JMU's 100th
anniversary. "This makes me think not only about how far JMU has come in
such a short time, but how much farther we have to go," he says. "As JMU continues to grow, I hope it maintains the same sense of community."
Eicke! views service as a lifelong opportunity and a family trait: "I've thought
about nonprofit work, graduate school, law school and government. I want to
help people, to serve others, period. ... My mom is my role model. She devoted
her life to my brother, Ryan, and me. She gave us so much support and pushed
us to pursue our dreams. My dad has also shown me how hard work pays off."
Although he has little free time, Eicke! enjoys the outdoors and friends. "I
see myself as optimistic and happy," he says. "Leadership positions require
honesty and truly being yourself on a daily basis. Most people that know me
know what I'm about."
ftl
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BRIGHTLIGHTS

[Paul Copley]

SuperCPA

A

B Y J AM I E M ARS H

ccountants are sexy? Really?
Here 's one professor who
chinks so, anyway. "Enron came
along and accounting became
very sexy," Paul Copley says. "Suddenly
accounting practices became a daily conversation on NPR."

Copley is the JMU School of Accounting
director, but if someone at a cocktail party
asks what he does, he's more likely co scare
with "faculty at JMU." If you mention the
"A" word coo soon, he jokes, "people may
make a beeline for the shrimp dip."
Noc everyone is aware of the new, sexier
status accountants have achieved in the wake
of high-profile fraud cases. "Bue at lease
Enron, WorldCom and Tyco demonstrated
chat accounting is important," Copley says.
"They proved chat getting it right matters."

Getting it right is exaccly what Copley
teaches. "We've added classes discussing
people who have done it poorly," Copley
says. "Students learn the consequences of
fraud and accounting irregularities, and
they learn how co prevent it."
This mission helped Copley rank among
Virginia Business ' Super CPAs, an annual
list compiled by the magazine and the Virginia Society of Certified Public Accountants. Brad Roof, JMU College ofBusiness
associate dean, also made the list.
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BRIGHTLIGHTS

Enron came along
and accounting
became very sexy ...
suddenly accounting
practices became a
daily conversation
on NPR.'
1

Copley came to JMU from the University
of Georgia's J.M. Tull School of Accounting. He has written two textbooks on governmental and not-for-profit accounting
and serves on the U.S. Comptroller General's Advisory Council on Government
Auditing Standards. Copley's mark on
Madison will include the creation of a CPA
Exam Boot Camp, an innovative technique
for preparing graduates for the CPA exam.
In 2005, Copley approached Becker CPA
Review with the concept for a six-week,
concentrated review immediately following
graduation. Typically, Becker recommends
chat students spend months in the course.
"When 41 of our graduates signed up, they
were astounded," Copley says.
That year, 46.3 percent ofJMU accounting graduates passed the CPA exam on their
initial attempt. The average national pass
rate was 16 percent. Compared with 2,000
colleges and universities, JMU now ranks
25th nationally, according to "Candidate
Performance on the Uniform CPA Examination" (2006 edition).
The best part, Copley says, is providing
students with an edge. "Employers who hire
our students are saying to ocher schools,
'JMU is doing this, why aren't you?"'
This was the case for alumnus Daniel
Lovinger. He participated in the CPA Exam
Boot Camp last summer, passed the CPA
exam in October and now works at PricewacerhouseCoopers. "Passing so quickly
makes a huge difference, and people higher
up start noticing and remembering you. It
is the best way to make yourself stand out."
That's exactly what Copley wants. "We are
developing a brand name. Specifically, if you
hire a JMU student, you can be confident he
or she will pass the CPA exam," he says.
And, if accounting isn't a hot topic at
cocktail parties, he can always bring up
another project: He's restoring a '68 Scottie
travel trailer.
ffl
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[Hector Salazar•Salame]

tional development in Latin America.
I worked on election observation and
political party strengthening programs
primarily in Peru and Nicaragua for two
BY LAURA T UTINO ('07)
years." Then, he applied for an Urban
Fellow position in New York. "I loved
arely two years after graduat- the thought of working in one of the
ing, Hector Salazar-Salame ('04) most important, complex and diverse citlanded a prestigious position in ies in the world while exploring a future
perhaps the nation's most com- in urban development," he adds.
petitive job market - New York City.
The Department of Cicyside AdminisAt JMU, Salazar-Salame shopped trative Services' Urban Fellows program
around for the perfect field of study gives an unparalleled opportunity for
before deciding to double major in inter- young professionals to gain meaningful
na cio nal affairs and
work experience in pubSpanish and minor in
lic policy, urban planeconomics and Latin
ning and government
American studies. Now
operations. During the
nine-month program,
the NYC Urban F ellow says, "International
each fellow gets expeaffairs offered me an
rience in each agency
opportunity to explore
area including health
my interests and served
care, agency operations, budget process,
as a catalyst to study
education, economic
abroad. JMU also prodevelopment and lowvided a dynamic enviincome housing.
ronment of professors,
Fellows receive a
mentors and friends."
$25,000 stipend and
After graduation,
health insurance .
Salazar-Salame interned
Weekly seminars and
at the Washington,
symposia help fellows
D.C.,-based U.N. Eco- Barely two years after graduorganize and u cilize
nomic Commission for ating, Hector Salazar-Salame
('04) has landed a prestigious
their new skills. SalazarLatin America and the NYC Urban Fellowship.
Salame attends semiCaribbean. He then
accepted a position at the National Dem- nars with agency commissioners, deputy
mayors and other city leaders and also
ocratic Institute for Internacional Affairs.
"A good friend of mine from JMU, attends workshops on public speaking
who was also an NDI intern, recom- and leadership.
Salazar-Salame works in the office of
mended chat I apply for a program assistant's position with the Latin America the deputy mayor for human services. He
and Caribbean Team," Salazar-Salame primarily works with the Center for Ecosays. "It was the perfect fie - interna- nomic Opportunity established by Mayor
Michael R. Bloomberg to design groundbreaking ways to reduce poverty in the
1
city. "I assist in the development of CEO
initiatives including Opportunity NYC,"
Salazar-Salame explains. "The program
is based on conditional cash transfer
programs that have been developed and
are being implemented in more than 20
countries worldwide."
After the fellowship, Salazar-Salame
plans to continue to work with city government. "The work is innovative and has
the potential to make significant positive
impacts," he says.
ffl

Urban Fellow

B

1loved the thought
of working in one
of the most important, complex and
diverse cities in the
world while exploring a future in urban
development.'
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The campus' newest gallery space - located outside the Transitions Room in Warren Hall - featured photography by senior
Kellie Nowlin in January. Nowlin has strong interests in both
photojournalism and fine art photography. She particularly enjoys
exploring different printing and developing processes through the
use of film and digital cameras. "Photography is about challenging
myself, as well as others, to see the world in a different way," says

30
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Nowlin, who featured rwo photograph series in her exhibition, Perceptions. The rwo series are very different in composition, yet both
examine often over-looked subject matter. Each photograph shows
an everyday object that Nowlin captures in a unique way. "I hope
Perceptions encourages viewers to slow down their daily liv~s an~
see the beauty in the world that goes by all too easily unnonced,
she says. Above: Nowlin's interpretation of a car dashboard. ff!
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FIELD AT SUNSET
By Katie Fitzge rald (' JO)

It's all in the way
chat some sections of a field
collect light from a
waning, blazing sun
that I am reminded of how delicate
rhe world can be.
The day's insistent cease
that glosses orange over green before
subjecting it to shadow, like the rest.

It warms me.
And during these times I can't help but feel a little lucky
for knowing how to See a distant tree
slip into silhouette against
the sun's fading entourage.
For grasping the blissful simplicity
with which it should be seen,
turbulent mind put at ease.
And later, the same sun slides
humbly
behind the same distant tree,
majesty retired for another night.
How strong is the ability of a sunset to put things into
perspective
in the world.

····· ·· ·· · ········· ······ ···· ················ ················· ··········· ···· ····
About the photographer: Kellie Nowlin ('01) graduated in May
with a B. S. in media arts and design with a concentration in print journalism. She also minored in studio art and nutrition. She is pursuing a career as
a photojournalist. Her photography has appeared in The Daily News Record,
The Breeze and Bluestone. Nowlin enjoys spending time o_utdoors and says
that inspires a lot ofher photography. "I like nature, and I,fike to photograph
nature. That is probably where I started, with landscapes.

········· ·· ··· ··· ····· ···· ················· ········ ··· ··· ······ ······· ··· ····· ···
About the poet: Rising sophomore Kathryn "Katie" Fitzgerald of Lorton, Va., is an English major with a concentration in creative writing. She
enjoys art, camping, hiking, music, philosophy, photography, reading and
writing poetry.
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NOWLIN PHOTOGRAPH
BY CASEY TEMPLETON
('06);
SUNSET BY KATIE FITZGERALD ('10)
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BETHECHANGE

The eye of the storm
When many ran for higher ground, Mike Hoss provided a familiar reassuring voice
for locals during Hurricane Katrina and its aftermath
MU comm unications
office intern Elizabeth
Holena ('07) talked with
M ike H oss ('84), n ews
an ch or for WWL-TV
New O rleans about his
experiences du ri n g H urricane
Katrina - and his continued
involvement in the rebirth of New
Orleans. In May, Hoss talked to a
gro up of 56 J MU students who
traveled to N ew Orleans to work
for Habitat for H umanity and
help rebuild the Gulf region.
Madison: What role did you
play in th e aftermath of Hurricane Katrina?
H o ss: WWL-TV was the only
station th a t stayed on the air
thro ughout the storm. We were
live with continuous coverage of
the storm for two weeks. I'm the
10 p.m . Monday through Friday news anchor; but when a story
like Katrina hits, everyone just comes to work with clothes for
two or three days. What we didn't realize is that we would need
clothes and food for a month . We started our live around-theclock coverage of H urricane Katrina on Saturday, Aug. 27.
We would anchor in seven- or eight-hour shifts providing
updates on storm coordinates and preparations being made to
either evacuate or ride it out. Our station split into two groups.
One group went to Baton Rouge to set up a studio. The other
group stayed in New Orleans to ride out the storm; I was with
this group. We stayed on the air until 11 p.m. Sunday, Aug. 28,
when the weather got so bad it was time for us to take cover and
wait for the storm to pass. We signed off and tossed the coverage to Baton Rouge.
Hurricane Katrina hit on Monday, Aug. 29, my birthday. . . .
Isn't that nice? .. . By 11 a.m., we were back on the streets of New
Orleans gathering video of the storm's impact. We evacuated to
the Hyatt Hotel where all of the windows blew out. Luckily, we
had been evacuated into an interior ballroom for our safety.
When we hit the streets of New Orleans we thought we were
pretty lucky because the damage was bad, bur it wasn' t that bad.
We really didn't know at the time that the levees h ad broken in
several key areas, and the city was [already] filling with water.
By early Monday afternoon, we were back on the air providing the only local live updates on storm damage at our station in
the French Quarter. Two anchors and I worked in shifts. There
were no scripts, no teleprompter ... just reporters coming in
with new video of damage and water. The flooding was getting
worse, and now there were people who needed co be rescued

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol30/iss3/1
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Mike Hoss ('84) spent his birthday,
Aug. 29, 2005, and the next two
weeks on WWL·TV providing live
coverage of Hurricane Katrina and its
aftermath. Above, he talks with President George Bush at the White House
on Aug. 29, 2006, the one-year anniversary of Hurricane Katrina.

from their roofs. This was a very difficult time because there
were no phones, no computers ... nothing. We had no way to
communicate with the police, the mayor or our own staff unless
we could physically see them. It was like reporting in a vacuum.
Those were very cough and important times; we were able to
give people the only sense of what was happening locally.
By the end of Monday night, we'd been up since Saturday virtually without food or sleep ... Then, on Tuesday morning Aug.
30, things got worse. We had to evacuate our station, because
the water that was pouring into the city from the levee breaks
was now nearing our station. First we evacuated to our roof for
safety, but then felt we would be trapped up there and unable to
report the story. So we evacuated to our transmitter on the New
Orleans' West Bank - basically, a concrete shell high enough
off the ground to withstand any rising water. On the way to the
transmitter, we witnessed what would become the next phase of
the story ... looting.
We spent T uesday and Wednesday giving people any information we could. People were being rescued from roofs; people in
boats were rescuing survivors. We talked to political leaders about
the situation in and around New Orleans. It was brutal because
police were losing control of the city. There were 25,000 evacu-

PHOTOGRAPH S CO URTE SY OF MIK E HOSS ( '84)
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aced people in the Superdome, and the
situation there was becoming unbearable.
We were now broadcasting over the
Internet, and chose who had evacuated to
all parts of the country were able to watch
our work to see what was happening in
their neighborhoods. We were handling
the local angle of the flooding - where it
was bad and where it was worse.
We found out lacer chat millions of
people had turned to our coverage during
the days after Katrina. We were the only
local TV station that had stayed on the
air and rode it out.
By Wednesday night we had begun
to fear for our own safety. So we moved
to Baton Rouge - 55 miles from New
Orleans - to provide coverage from
there. We drove into the city every day to
cover what was to be the biggest natural
and manmade disaster in U.S. history.
Madison: Describe the value of the
work you and others did during and after
the hurricane for the community. How
has your role as a news anchor made a
difference?
Hoss: Personally, I don't believe you
could ever feel valuable as a reporter. But
we provided the most vital information
for people who were still in town and
those who had been evacuated during
those crucial days after the storm. There
were no commercials, just news 24 hours
a day. People who watched our coverage
from where they had been evacuated to
told us that it was the most important
T V coverage they've ever seen. If you
watched CNN or the networks, they
were mostly covering the situation at the
Superdome and the Convention Center.
We were giving the local people what was
happening in their neighborhoods ... on
their streets. It was basic journalism: provide people with the best information you
have at the time.
Our roles post-Katrina haven't changed
that much. This storm is still a very important story, and one that we'll be covering
for the next five to 10 years. There are
thousands of people who are still not back
in their homes . We only have a handful
of schools open in a city chat used to have
mo re than 100, and many businesses and
people have left New Orleans.
N ow we are covering the rebirth of the
ci ty. T he storm was 21 months ago. For
many who live outside the Gulf Coast
region, Katrina is far from their thoughts.
But we live it every day. We still have

'We found out later
that millions of people
had turned to our
coverage during the
days after Katrina. We
were the only local
TV station that had
stayed on the air and
rode it out.'

1

-

M1 KE

Ho ss ('84)

I knew many people at JMU with that
philosophy, and they never got into TV.
Ir's a great career with many challenges
but great rewards. You get to meet a wide
range of people who make key decisions.
You have to be willing to move around at
the start of your career but that can be fun
as well . I worked in Virginia, Oklahoma
and Texas before landing here in New
Orleans. I thought I'd be here a couple of
years; now I'm in my 19th year.
Madison ... What do you like most about
your job?
Hoss: What I like most about chis job
is that it changes every day, and I'm not
tied down to a desk. One day I might be
interviewing the mayor on the slow pace
of federal money in the city's recovery
after the storm, and the next day I might
be interviewing the pastor of a church
who's been saving 30 years to rebuild his
church. No two days are the same. You
gee to meet some great extroverted people,
and with breaking news you are always on
the move. I find the job very rewarding.
Madison: Do you have any memorable
srories connected with your work during
Hurricane Katrina?
Hoss: I don ' t know about memorable stories, there have been many . ..
but last year on the anniversary of Hurricane Katrina I traveled to the White
House and did a one-on-one interview
with the president of the United States.
In a room near the West Wing, there was
just President George W. Bush, one photographer and me. It was a wild day of
getting through the many levels of security, spending time at the White House
waiting for the president, and, doing live
shots and stories from the interview for
my station and many ochers in our corporation. When the interview was over, the
president leaned over to me and asked,
"Are we done?" I said, "Yes. " .. . Then
the president said , "Turn all the cameras off. " I had no idea what was coming next .. . but the president and I talked
for several minutes about the recovery in
New Orleans and the New Orleans Saints
football team . He's a big sports fan. We
talked about the Saints drafting Reggie
Bush and how it hurt the Houston Texans. It was pretty wild just talking sports
ffl
with the leader of the Free World.

miles and miles of hurricane-damaged
homes , some that haven ' t been touched
since the storm. We try to provide people
with the vital information they need to
get back into their homes or find jobs.
Our job is just as important today as
it was the day the storm hit. I was one
of the lucky ones. I'm married with two
little girls, Allison (7) and Kacie (5).
They evacuated to Jackson, Miss., for the
storm. I knew they were safe, so I didn ' t
have to worry about chat, and our house
is west of the city and only received minor
damage. However, many people I worked
with lost everything and knew they had
lost everything as they worked 18-hour
days on chis story. I witnessed amazing
feats of courage and determination during those days and even today as people
try to rebuild.
As a news anchor in New Orleans right
now, we feel we are making a difference
initially by being here when many people have left for safer and higher ground.
There is an amazing and sometimes sad
story to cell. We witnessed a part of history, and now we are telling the story of
how a city rebuilds itself under very difficult and challenging conditions.
Madison: What advice would you give
co students interested in entering the
news business?
Hoss: The main advice I would give to
anyone getting into this field is be prepared to work long hours for little pay in
a town you likely never heard of before
graduation . Bue if it is something you
want to do , then I urge you not to put
it off, do it now. Television is hard to
break into, and some people don ' t wane
to make sacrifices and pay their dues to * Watch WWL-TV's Eye on Hurricanes
get their foot in the doo r. They say I'll video series at www.wwltv.com/Katrina/
do something else and then I'll try TV. hurricanespecial.html
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F i R I N Qup
theRAT i NGS
A Lyon in the Kitchen seasons Discovery Health's lineup BY HAL I c HIE T (' o 7)

1 I

I
)

I

ove over Emeril Lagasse and Bobby
Flay - make room for Chef
Nathan Lyon ('94). The health sciences major competed last year on
the second season of the TV series
The Next Food Network Star, and
the rising star is still heating up the airwaves.
Although he didn 't walk away as the winner, Lyon cracked the top
four and says that he didn' t give up on his dream of hosting his own
show. "I am on a quest to fulfill my dream of teaching people the
importance of fresh food and the localized way of shopping," he says.
"The Food Network experience was wonderful," Lyon adds. "You
have no idea how much love the contestants had for each other. After
all is said and done, we weren't competing against one another - we
were competing against ourselves."
After the competition , Lyon pitched his own idea to Food Network execs. He purchased a camcorder and tripod and drove to local
farms near his home in Hollywood, Calif., to purchase fresh produce. Lyon wanted his show to emphasize the importance of using
fresh produce to prepare seasonal and healthful foods. "We all have
to eat," he says, "and I want America to eat well."
Lyon flew to New York to share his idea with the Food Network,
but they turned him down. Shortly after, Discovery Health network
contacted Lyon through his Web site, goodtastechef.com, to see ifhe
was interested in hosting this exact type of series. Lyon was ecstatic.
"My heart was racing and my palms were sweating," he says. Since
Lyon was still under contract with the Food Network, he asked Discovery Health to contact the network. "The Food Network let me go
with blessings and allowed me to be pursued and, in turn, to pursue
my healthy cooking show."
The TV series, A Lyon in the Kitchen, premiered March 29 on Discovery Health and airs every Thursday at 10 p.m. "What I'm trying
to do is bring back a certain sense of community," he says. "When
you just shop at a grocery store, you' re so separated from what's in
season or the person who actually grew your food. When you actually
get the produce from the people who grow it, it makes it that much
more personal."
Lyon, who has worked at a farmer 's market for the last seven years,
says he's always enjoyed working with seasonal foods: "I used to love
driving my motorcycle in the Shenandoah Valley and buying fresh
apples and freshly pressed cider. If you have apples year round, it

doesn't make it as special; and, when given the choice, I purchase
local over organic. When an organic item is shipped great distances,
there is an environmental price that is paid. I don ' t support organic
produce being shipped across the country with thousands of gallons
of fuel being used, when I can find the same local produce. I support
my immediate community too, be it my butcher, fishmonger or the
woman who sells me cheese. They know from where, when and how
these foods were made. "
Seems like Lyon is a perfect fit for Discovery Health. "It's amazing
how supportive the people at Discovery are ," he says. "They allow
me to be me, which is so refreshing. Growing up, my mom and I
would watch the Discovery Channel and other types of educational
shows. To now be a part of that family is so humbling."
Lyon flew home to Arlington to watch the show's premiere with
his parents. He says he learned "the influence and power of food over
people" when he was only 8 years old as he "prepared cherries jubilee
for his parents and their friends . I remember heating up the cherries
and adding the brandy, and it was this strange magical moment. It
was like a scene from a movie, where you see the edge of the pan and
a close-up of the kid's face with the flames lighting his eyes."
Lyon attended Old Dominion University before transferring to
Madison. His grandmother owned a farm near JMU, so Lyon often
visited the campus as a child. "I think JMU is like the most loving
womb of universities," he says. "It has an incredible sense of community. JMU was a catalyst for me to evolve as an individual. "
After graduation, Lyon moved to Vail, Colo., for six months, and
worked two jobs. With an itch to travel, he saved up enough money
to purchase hiking gear and a one-way ticket to Europe. For the next
six months he backpacked throughout Europe. When he returned to
the states, Lyon worked in the Washington, D .C., area as a waiter
and bartender before heading to Los Angeles.
In Hollywood, Lyon first worked at the House of Blues, a private
club on the Sunset Strip. "It was there that I met some really amazing people and talented chefs," Lyon says. He attended the California
School of Culinary Arts, an affiliate of Le Cordon Bleu. After completing his culinary education he worked at Lucques with Suzanne
Goin, who was voted one of the "Best New Chefs of 1999" by Food
and Wine magazine.
"I have enjoyed all my culinary experiences, but A Lyon in the
Kitchen with Discovery Health is my whole life in perfect fruition,"
ffl
Lyon says.

For helpful tips and delicious recipes from Chef Lyon, visit http://health.discovery.com/and click on the Nathan Lyon links.
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JULIE IRIZARRY: One day
I was walking to the Quad and I
just saw this huge pile of leaves
and thought it would make a cool
picture. I took it and it ended up
looking a lot better than I imagined
even if I did get my feet in there.

•

Todays Madison
Experience through
freshmen eyes

•

BY FRANK DOHERTY, PH.D.

Director of the Office of Institutional Research

James Madison University is a very special institution.
Although JMU has grown significantly in the past 20 years,
the quality of the Madison Experience remains very positive.
The number of new students has doubled since 1986, yet the
graduation rate remains at 80 percent. Few institutions of
JMU's size have graduation rates this high -

98 percent of

graduates would recommend JMU to a colleague or friend.
A primary mission of the Office of Institutional
Research, which opened in 1971, is to report official data
about JMU to state, regional and federal governments as
well as publications like US. News. More than 60 percent of
OIR's resources are devoted to mandated reporting. Since
2004 OIR has conducted the annual graduate employment
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CASSIE POTLER: The two teams, JMU and Towson, line up at the beginning of the
game. My friends and I went because we heard there were free T-shirts but unfortunately,
we missed them. We stayed for a bit of the game, but it was too cold to stay very long.

surveys, the freshmen survey and the continuing student sur-

to

vey. Data from mandated reporting and surveys cell us abour

had received. Graduates who finished JMU two years ago pro-

the quality of students as well as their successes as students

vided advice to juniors and seniors about preparing for work

and alumni. But there is more to be learned about the JMU

and life after JMU. Graduates told us the things faculty mem-

experience chat can help the institution meet its mission of

bers did for them that enhanced their education. The resulcs

" .. . preparing students to be educated and enlightened citi-

of these surveys are shared annually with new freshmen ,

zens who lead productive and meaningful lives. "

juniors, seniors and faculty members. (See results of various

In graduate employment surveys, OIR asked new graduates

38
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provide advice to incoming freshmen that they wished they

OIR surveys at www.jmu.edu/instresrch/) .
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DAM MALLYA: Or. Josh tends to
make some funny mannerisms and
faces before class starts, and I find
it very intriguing. I even journeled
what he would do before each class
for about two or three weeks, then it
became inconsistent. He tends to start
class at not 5 p.m., but 5:01 p.m. This,
by chance of getting it, is my favorite
facial expression of his. He is definitely
one of my favorite professors so far,
and teachers in general because he
makes me think and think critically.

TREVOR WILHELMS: I'll be honest: I
admire those that can march through choreography, play a song and carry a huge
piece of brass all at the same time - and
still manage to make it sound good. There's
a reason JMU has the best band ever.
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ALEX CONCILUS: I found
a really great spot over in ISAT
to take pictures of the sunset.
Since we finally had a warm
day here, I decided it would be
a perfect night to go out and
take some pictures.

TREVOR WILHELMS:
Everyone does laundry. Not
everyone has to pay $10 to
get if done. Those people are
not college students.

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol30/iss3/1
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VICKI STRATTON: Klines has been
a Madison favorite for generations.
Some things never change.

Several years ago I attended a national conference at which

JMU! -

based on the old adage that "a picture is worth a

a presenter discussed a project that was using student pictures

thousand words" -

to learn about the Madison Experience

and discussions as a means of telling the university's story.

through the eyes, images and comments of 16 freshmen.

Then in 2005-06, JMU student affairs and university plan-

A sampling of freshmen were invited to participate. Incentives

ning first provided innovation grants to division departments.

included moving into residence halls a day early, a photo book

Ultimately, in 2006-07 the division funded OIR's Picture It

of their first year, food, a generous stipend and listening ears.
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KRISTEN TYMESON : This is the day it
rained in the morning and then snowed in the
afternoon - hence all the umbrellas.

During three two-week periods, these students took pictures of

Images shown in this feature were drawn from hundreds

what was important to them. They uploaded the pictures to a

and are intended to tell the story of these students' freshman

picture-sharing Web site, and they joined OIR staff members as

year at Madison . The project has been so well received by

well as other JMU faculty and staff members in conversations

these students that they will participate next year as sopho-

about their images. Through their pictures and our discussions

mores. Our hope is that we can continue to follow their Mad-

with them, we are learning what it is like to be a JMU freshman,

ison Experience until they graduate.

how they are adjusting to college life and how they are changing.
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Picture it! Does any of chis look or sound familiar?
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ANNA YOUNG: Six girls from my own
suite and the suite down the hall decided
to take a walk down Main Street, into Old
Town Harrisonburg. It was such a beautiful
day to walk into the shops and stores, and
see interesting paintings on buildings like the
one that serves as the background for this
photo. We noticed that everyone had roughly
color-coordinated outfits, that matched the
mural painted on the side of a building. We
also decided to spice up the picture by creating more movement, rather than just taking
a snapshot of the girls standing against the
wall, to remember how fun that day was.

KIM LINCOLN: Fall trees in fall lighting. This is on campus, believe it or not. It's behind UREC and near the
PICTURE IT modular building. I love just taking random pictures of fall and leaves, and this one is my favorite.
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Professors and students
a r e e 11 g a g i 11 g a c o m m u n i ty
around the troubled
Shenandoah Ri v er and offering
new hope for its future.
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THE LEGEND
In May 2003, several JMU professors and students
formed the core of the first annual expedition known as
The Shenandoah Sojourn. "It was an attempt to build
a community around water, " says Tom Benzing, professor of environmental toxicology in JMU's integrated
science and technology department, and the science
leader of what was surely the wettest group of rafters
ever to float down the Shenandoah River's South Fork.
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'During our week on the river,
we got a lot of good press
when we visited historical sites
and talked with industries,
farmers, community leaders
... We succeeded in engaging
people in discussions about
their watershed; and really,
that's just as important as the
scientific data that's required to
understand water quality.'
TOM BENZING
Professor of environmental toxicofog!f
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"During our week on the river, we got a lot of good press when
we visited historical sites and calked with industries, farmers, community leaders," he says. "We succeeded in engaging people in discussions about their watershed; and really, that's just as important
as the scientific data that's required to understand water quality."
Water quality has emerged as a major global concern of the
21st century; but locally - where all water qualiry begins - the
Shenandoah River is legendary for its pristine waters. A widely
beloved myth holds chat the river's name is a derivation of an
American Indian word meaning "clear-eyed daughter of the stars."
A famous old folk song of uncertain origin hauntingly (if perhaps
erroneously) evokes the river and the harmonious blend of the
small farm, small town landscapes it has shaped. That naturalness
and scenic beaury have for a century helped attract students to
Madison and then left alumni with memories for a lifetime.
During that first Shenandoah Sojourn, the incessant rain
chat forced the rafters to bail for their lives also swelled the river
into a muscular arm so mighry it seemed beyond human powers of wrestling. When the rain stopped long enough to allow a
campfire, a dozen bedraggled Sojourners celebrated the beaury,
history and apparent resilience of a river seemingly undaunted
by centuries of assault.
A year lacer, the fish started dying.

THE REALITY
"The Shenandoah Valley," Benzing pointed out after the
nostalgia of the first Sojourn had faded, "actually has almost
every kind of environmental problem from acid rain to industrial discharges to agricultural runoff to rapid development. It
all ends up in the river, which makes for a great outdoor lab.
I'm always looking for ways to connect m y students to real
settings where a real audience is interested," says Benzing.
W atershed as lab is a strong current running through JMU
science departments. At least a dozen professors routinely send
students dipping into local waters where they learn to use watertesting equipment, analyze the results and research potential solutions to a wide range of problems. Since the fish kills began even
more professors have become interested in watershed research.

A relatively small fish kill in spring 2004 was follow~d ch~
next year by a much larger one along 100 miles of che Hout
Fork. The Sojourners that year floated inro a mass ofbe y-upd
.
all uch bass an
fish; an esnmated 80 percent were adult sm mo which died
redbreast sunfish - two very popular sport fish .
th l
known species
.
.
.
.
from bactenal les10ns on their skin. 0 er esserall
th
also died. Autopsies revealed that some of the male s~ mo~
.th. h .
d disturbing con bass had eggs w1 m t e1r testes, a strange an
h
f h
reac es o r e
h
, That
tion chat has recently been found in t e upper
Potomac River. What caused che lesions and rhe eggs.
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remains a mystery. No specific pollution event or water quality
problem has surfaced to explain these puzzling kills.
In July 2005, state environmental officers formed the
Shenandoah River Fish Kill Task Force with representatives
fro m agriculture, anglers, conservation groups, industry and
riparian (stream-side) landowners. Benzing (already a member
of fo ur other watershed organizations studying different problems), and Dan Downey of the chemistry department were
invited to represent JMU. Benzing and Downey collaborated
on a proposal to investigate water temperature as a possible

stress factor in fish in the spring when fish spawn.
"I represent the undergraduate grunt work behind the
scenes," says geographic science senior Nick Brown. He tracked
down 12 years of water temperature data from various sources
- data that had never before been compiled. "Entering 30,000
water temperatures into a database by hand just afte: a sho~lder
injury put me in a sling for a month was . . . I guess Id call 1t the
funniest part of the project," Brown says wryly. .
The pain was worth it. Results showed that nver water temperature had increased in some places by more than 5 degrees
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Fahrenheit, and that is an enormous change. There was no
parallel trend in air temperatures to explain it, so the catchall
excuse of global warming is out in this case. Many fish species start spawning when springtime temperatures warm the
water. le is possible that abnormally warm water could result
in premature spawning, increased physiological stress and,
thus, weakened fish. It's a reasonable theory, only slightly challenged by the fact that kills continued not only in spring 2006;
for the first time, there were kills in autumn as well.
Higher water temperatures compound the multidimensional problems of the chemical soup pouring off agricultural,
business, homeowner and industrial properties with every
rain. With so many pollution inputs, it's difficulc to prioritize
which specific problems to address and where. Yet, despite the
sprawl spreading from nearly every valley municipality, the
largest amount of unforested Shenandoah Valley land remains
in agricultural production, largely livestock. Manure is a prime
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source of the nutrients and bacteria chat foul local waters.
"I studied the effect of the poultry industry on water quality
before I came to JMU," says Wayne Teel, an ISAT professor
who specializes in nitrogen deposition. "So the concentration of
poultry houses in the valley made a natural target for research.
Graduate student Sunnie Long found that about 60 percent
of the nitrates in Rockingham County streams around poultry
farms are poultry related." Nitrates feed algae blooms that suffocate streams and are linked with human health problems.
Teel is president of the Pure Water Forum (like Benzing
before him), a ]MU-based nonprofit round table with representatives from diverse "stakeholder" groups - those who
have a stake in the health of Shenandoah Valley rivers. ''I've made these
results available at the forum," Teel
Twel ve years of data illustrates the increase
says. "It's a safe place to talk with
poulcry industry people about it. As a
society, we really haven't defined people's rights in relation to a public asset
like a stream very well. The debate
runs into messy policy questions. "
Those messy policy questions are
the very things that excite Maria
Papadakis. "This is my dream job,"
she says of her position in ISAT
teaching students to explore the social
impact of science and technology.
She usually concentrates on energy
~
issues but undertook an economic
analysis of the 2005 fish kill for the
task force. "Much of the economic
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
vitality, tourism and quality of life
in the valley are connected with the
river," she explains. "My study was a
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Dead fish are seen along the bank of the Shenandoah River
in Clarl<e County, Va., in this May 31, 2006, photo. With spring
approaching in 2007, Virginia scientists planned a more comprehensive attack to find the cause of the mysterious fish
kills in the Shenandoah River and its tributaries.
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'The big advantage of JMU is good students available to do
studies. I give them experiential learning projects in need of real,
on the ground solutions. This is not an academic exercise.'
MARK HUDY,

US.D.A . Forest Servive aquatic ecologiJ-t

preliminary, conservative effort; but it
still turned up nearly $700,000 in lost
revenues for the 2005 fishing season
alone." T he loss of reputation and legendary status is incalculable.

A NATIONAL MODEL
Few Shenandoah River tributaries reflect
both the legend and the current reality
of the river like Smith Creek in Rockingham and Shenandoah counties. The
limpid headwaters rise on Massanutten
Mountain and tumble down a classically
beautiful, rocky streambed through the
George Washington National Forest.
Where the creek enters private lands in
the Shenandoah Valley, livestock farming once turned it into a sewer. The
EPA declared more than 40 miles of
Smith Creek "impaired" due to fecal
coliform that had killed most stream
life. Now a stretch of Smith C reek is
being restored, and JM U research is
attracting national attention to the process by which a creek is reborn.
"Smith Creek is a national model for
stream restoration," says Mark Hudy
as he rummages amon g his papers to Independent study students Liz Steffy and Jen Kinsey hiked from one staked sapling
to the next with GPS units to map the locations of the young trees newly planted along
find conference proceedings with preSmith Creek.
sentations about Smith Creek. "It was
mentioned in a briefing for the president." Hudy works as the
Trout can live only in clear, clean, cold water. To h ave
USDA Forest Service aquatic ecologist for the eastern U.S., and
trout, landowners must be willing to give up at least 35 feet on
- in a partnership agreement - JMU provides him research
each side of the creek from any production other than natural
assistants as well as office space in the biology department.
forest. The shade these trees provide in this "riparian buffer
"The big advantage of JMU is good students available to
strip" will keep stream water cooler while the tree roots trap
do studies. I give them experiential learning projects in need
most pollutants carried by rainwater and keep them in the soil,
of real, on the ground solutions," Hudy says. "This is not an
where biological breakdown can begin . T hat's the theory. Yet,
academic exercise."
while billions of dollars have been spent on river restoration
projects in the United States over the past 15 years, very few
The restoration of Smith C reek is anything but academic.
Since April 2006, almost $150,000 from the USDA Conservaof those projects have been monitored to gauge their success.
"It doesn't take rocket science to show that fencing a cow
tion Reservation and Enhancement Program has been invested
to fence cattle out of the stream and to plant 12,000 trees along
out of the river will keep the water cleaner," says Dan Downey,
a mile and a half of riverbank. The work is largely coordinated
who teaches environmental chemistry. "But there are so many
details to learn about what works and what doesn't, and how
by Hudy and made possible by voluntary - in fact, enthusilong it will take to recover the kind of water quality that will
astic - participation of several landowners whose barns and
poultry houses dot the landscape around Smith Creek.
support a truly healthy, diverse stream with trout."
Hudy's ultimate goal is to restore native brook trout to the
Trout brought Downey and Hudy together. Downey grew
creek, because brook trout are the highest link in the ecologiup on a farm in Shenandoah County and has been fishing the
cal chain of life under water. Brook trout are also among the
Shenandoah Valley all his life. The headwaters of Smith Creek
most beautiful and valued aquatic life forms. "Brook trout get
used to be one of his favorite spots before acid rain began
landowners excited," Hudy remarks. "They'll say, 'My granddestroying the fishery. Working with Hudy and the U.S. Forfather used to catch them."'
est Service, Downey began studying Smith Creek in the early
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Watershed Basics:
HEADWATERS: In the mountains of the George
Washington National Forest in Augusta County, Va.

DESTIN A Tl ON: Harper's Ferry, W.Va., where the
Shenandoah joins the Potomac River and flows into the
Chesapeake Bay.

FLOW: Northeast; going downriver means going north.
WATERSHED: 2,926 square miles; 1,872,640 acres.
TRIBUTARIES: 7,200-plus miles.
• South Fork drains 1,070,144 acres in Augusta, Page,
Rockingham and Warren counties.
• North Fork drains 651,099 acres in Frederick, Rockingham and Shenandoah counties.
• The South Fork and North Fork join at Front Royal to
form the main stem.

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol30/iss3/1
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LAND USE: 45 percent forested, due to the large amount of
federally owned national forest in mountainous areas; 39 percent farmland and pasture; 16 percent urban, rapidly increasing.
HUMAN POPULATION: 328,985 in 2000, with a 20
percent increase expected over the next 30 years.
DRINKING WATER: 18 cities and towns have permits
to withdraw drinking water from the Shenandoah River or
its tributaries.
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1990s and is still at it. "Environmental studies take a long
time, " he emphasizes as he loads a van with water sampling
equipment. "Smith Creek's location only 10 miles from campus makes it practical to keep going there year after year."
Downey's ongoing Smith Creek studies depend - as do all
water quality studies - on the regular collection and analysis
of stream samples from dozens of sites along the stream. This
points to the need for monitors - people willing to hike miles
across rugged terrain carrying heavy packs to stick instruments
repeatedly into freezing water, as the two students Downey
dropped off on Massanutten Mountain last December were
about to do. That's why volunteer monitors from Shenandoah
Valley conservation groups are so valuable; collecting data on
water chemistry is extremely labor intensive.
Water chemistry is just one aspect of a flood of studies on
Smith Creek. "The interesting thing about the Smith Creek
studies now is the interdisciplinary approach being developed
that involves a lot of collaboration among many different
JMU colleagues, " Downey explains.
T hese include professors Scott Eaton and Christine May,
a husband-and-wife team in geology and environmental science. They are mapping the morphological changes in the
streambed as sediment is carried down the channel. Sediment
smothers the gravel fish need to build spawning nests.
Four ]MU biology professors have research projects on Smith
Creek. To see which species are best suited for use in restoration, Jon Kastendiek measures the survival rates of the planted
trees as well as the effect of deer browsing on them. So far,
student researchers estimate 70 percent survival. James Herrick
analyzes toxic bacteria movement in the water. Katrina Gobetz
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is live-trapping small mammals to determine which mammal
species are colonizing the area as these sapling trees grow into
forest. She hopes to videotape the voles that were among the
first mammals to re-colonize the meadow.
Bruce Wiggins, who teaches geographic information system
applications to biology majors, plans to map the locations of
3,000 of the newly planted trees to determine patterns of deer
browsing, growth and survival.
Independent study students Liz Steffy and Jen Kinsey
marched from one staked sapling to the next with GPS units
in hand on a gloomy day along Smith Creek last November.

'It doesn't take rocket science
to show that fencing a cow out
of the river will keep the water
cleaner. But there are so many
details to learn about what
works and what doesn't and
how long it will take to recover
the kind of water quality that
will fully support a truly healthy,
diverse stream with trout.'

FLY FI SH ING

DAN DOWNEY
Professor of environmental chemistry
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'I feel better about representing JMU to the community when we
are trying to become a model for water quality on campus.'
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A kingfisher flew up and then back down the creek giving
his unmistakable chattering call. Glancing up from her work,
Steffy said, "My interest tends toward ecology. It's amazing to
me to see how what happens on the stream banks affects the
organisms in the stream."
It's becoming ever more obvious - even to an oblivious
society - that everything we do ends up in water. Water is
where chemistry, geography and weather interact with biology in the global hydrological cycle that flows through every
living cell. A person's watershed address is arguably his or her
most basic identity as a citizen of the planet. So it only makes
sense that the people who study watersheds would bring their
knowledge home to campus.

About 75 percent of all water that drains from JMU's 646acre campus runs into Seibert Creek. The other 25 percent
comes from the university's westernmost edge and drains directly
into Blacks Run, which Seibert Creek also joins in Purcell Park.
"Blacks Run is JMU's watershed address," Benzing points out.
Blacks Run flows into Cooks Creek, which flows into
North River, which flows into the South Fork in the litcle
town of Port Republic and then on to Harper's Ferry, W.Va.,
where it empties into the Potomac River which ultimately
flows into the Chesapeake Bay.
"Since the development behind the mall started several years
ago upstream, I've seen a lot more runoff in quick flashes with
high water and erosion in Seibert Creek," Benzing says. He
advocates what he calls "soft engineering" like restoring natuBRINGING IT HOME
ral meanders, wetlands and native vegetation to slow the rush
"I feel better about representing JMU to the community
of floodwater, and permeable pavement that allow parking lots
when we are trying to become a model for water quality on
to absorb rain, instead of"hard" solutions like replacing natucampus," says Tom Benzing, whose expertise is in constant
ral streambeds with straight concrete channels.
demand from community agencies. He was standing on cam"Vegetation will just get washed away if too much water
pus along the banks of Seibert Creek behind Mr. Chips teachcomes down a straight channel too fast," Benzing cautions.
ing a group of freshmen to use water-testing equipment.
"But space on campus is limited for putting in the kind of
wide meanders and wetlands that
slow flood water down. " And campus parking lots need to be handicapped accessible, which requires an
Shenandoah Valley Pure Water Forum unites
impervious surface for wheelchairs.
watershed interests among community groups
Such are the conundrums that
face the recently formed Presidential
scablished in 1996 and based at JMU, the
Commission to study EnvironmenShenandoah Valley Pure Water Forum
is a nonprofit public-private partnership
tal Stewardship and Sustainability;
chat brings together a diverse group of
co-chair Maria Papadakis described
watershed interests including representatives from
it as "very broad based with representhe academic community; agriculcure; business;
tatives from students, the faculty and
federal, state and local government; recreation; and
staff as well as the city of Harrisonmany conservation groups.
burg, because we don't view ourselves
"It's highly appropriate to locate the forum in an
as separate. It's exciting to see a real
interdisciplinary department such as the Departsea change in how people view their
ment oflncegrated Science and Technology," says
local environment."
forum executive director Bruce Lundeen. 'The
Bruce Lundeen above, Kai Degner
Wayne Teel summarizes the changforum fills a gap by providing a networking funcbelow. Both were participants at
ing perspective among his ISAT colthe Shenandoah Pure Water Forum.
tion to address a wide variety of issues and forms a
leagues: "Our watershed work to this
bridge co the community for problem solving."
point has been professionally based,
The Shenandoah Valley Pure Water Forum
but it is now also becoming instituconceived and sponsors the annual Shenandoah
tionally based. For example, I was
Sojourn co foster community discussions on
very pleased to see JM~'s new nutriwatershed issues. Among the forum's priorities is
ent management plan.
promoting regional networks to share water qualThe 200-page document that Teel
ity data. In 2003, then JMU undergraduate Kai
refers to was mandated by provisions
Degner developed a geographic information system
of the federal Clean Water Act and
for the Shenandoah River watershed as his senior
related state legislation pertaining to
ISAT project. His work has allowed the forum to
urbanizing areas such as Harrisonburg.
create an interactive Water Window. For more
information: http://purewaterforum.org/
"With somewhere close to 20,000
people on campus every day, JMU is
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Water quality begins locally. Integrated science and technology
professor Tom Benzing teaches
students how to use water-testing
equipment along Seibert Creek
behind Taylor Hall near Mr. Chips.

a small town," says Madison's senior
mechanical engineer Gary Shears,
who is mainly responsible for implementing the plan. "Manure from pets
isn't much of a concern on campus
like it is in the city, so fertilizer is what
most concerns us. We keep track of
how, when and how much to fertilize
every garden, every piece of turf grass, and we have mapped all of
our water runoff structures from roof gutters to drop inlets, the
slits in the curbs that allow water to run off the street."
T he map reveals none ofJMU's famous secret tunnels, a
great disappointment (tunnels are actually located beneath
parts of the Quad) . "The goal of mapping was to find areas
for improvements like bank stabilization on Seibert Creek,"
Shears explains. "The creek has such velociry that it will knock

out anything except concrete, but slowing it down would cause
flooding. There is a need for some good scientific research
on flow rate calculations. We have some links with JMU's
integrated science and technology department, and I foresee
mutually beneficial projects in the future. " The campus constitutes less than .04 percent of the watershed, but the pool of
knowledge here promises a healthy contribution to the future
of the Shenandoah River.
ffi

Venturing into the music
In 2002, JMU psychology professor
Cheryl Talley was one of a diverse
group - environmental toxicology
professor Tom Benzing and JMU students, and preservationist and author
Chris Bolgiano - bringing varied
perspectives to a rafting trip focused
on raising community consciousness about water quality issues. Until
then, Talley had never even camped,
let alone rafted down a rain-swollen
river with a group of strangers on the
first-ever Shenandoah River Sojourn.
"It was a very good experience,"
Talley recalls.

During that first sojourn, participants ventured beyond science and
environmental concerns and into the
realm of folklore and song as discussion inevitably came around to Oh,
Shenandoah, one of America's most
recognizable folk tunes.
"The song Oh, Shenandoah never
had a good meaning for
me, because of its association with Virginia, slavery
and the glorification of
the Civil War that is
prominent here," Talley
says. "The Sojourn helped

me lay that to rest. I saw how enduring the river is, how it transcends
human history regardless of conquerors or liberators and continues on its
own path no matter what. . . . I also
learned how vulnerable the river is.
I used to think it was my right to
turn on the tap and get clean water;
I never thought about the
personal responsibility on
which chat right depends. "
While sojourners learned
firsth and how science
and nature can inspire
art - both folk and fin e

'The song never had a good meaning for me, because of its
association with Virginia, slavery and the glorification of the
Civil War ... the Sojourn helped me lay that to rest.'
CHERYL TALLEY, Professor ofps.!lchology
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into the music (Cont.)
O,Shenando
The lyrics as sung a cappella by
the Madison Singers, directed
by Patrick Walders.

0 Shenando
0 Shenando ', I long to see you,
And hear your rolling river,

0 Shenando ', I long to see you,
'Way, we're bound a-way,
I

I

I

I

Across the wide Missouri.

I long to see your smiling valley,
And hear your rolling river,

I long to see your smiling valley,
'Way, we 're bound a-way,
Across the wide Missouri.
'Tis seven long years since last I see you,
And hear your rolling river,
'Tis seven long years since last I see you,
'Way, we 're bound a-way,
Across the wide Missouri.
0 Shenando ', I long to see you,
And hear your rolling river,

0 Shenando ', I long to see you,
'Way, we 're bound a-way,
Across the wide Missouri.

- during their efforts to keep "this
rolling river" untamed, the origins of
Oh, Shenandoah continue to intrigue
researchers.
According to American folklorist Alan Lomax, the song originated
before the Civil War and probably
began as a sea shanty. Multiple meanings attach to its lyrics as well. Some
claim the lyrics refer to the Shenandoah River, while others claim it refers
to the Missouri River. Still ochers
believe chat the lyrics center on Indian
Chief Shenandoah and his daughter.
According to the Library of Congress, Shenandoah first appeared in
print in an 1882 issue of Harper's New
Monthly Magazine. Article author
William L. Alden attributes the lyrics
to African-American origins.
An effort in early 2006 to designate
Shenandoah as the interim state song
of Virginia died in committee in the
commonwealch' s legislature precisely
because its origins were irreconcilable.
"Identifying the source of Oh,
Shenandoah is unlikely," says Bridgewater College folklore scholar Scott
Hamilton Suter ('85). "Like any folk
song, the lyrics, while undoubtedly
composed by an individual, have
changed to meet the expectations of
the communities singing and perpetu-

acing the song. So, as William Alden
suggests in his 1882 article, sailors
may very well have incorporated this
song into their repertoire, just as
slaves may have or any other group
that heard it and found value in the
emotions it expresses."
When creating a composition
bound for the Kennedy Center Terrace Theatre co commemorate the
retirement chis month of John Patrick Rooney, director of JMU bands
for 25 years, composer Larry Clark
('91M) drew on his own experience
and understanding of the music and
lyrics. "I felc it was fitting," he says,
"co combine two songs closely associated with Harrisonburg and James
Madison University," Oh, Shenandoah and the Shaker hymn, Simple
Gifts. 'The piece moves through several keys before it builds to a climactic presentation of both songs played
together at the same time. The work
concludes with a return of the solo
clarinet, the flowing river. ... "
Assures Suter, "The origins of Oh,
Shenandoah, obscured in a misty past,
ulcimately play no role in its significance as a song chat continues to be
performed throughout the world." ffl

*

Learn more from Scott Suter at www.
jmu.edu/madisononline/shenandoah

Listen to Oh) Shenandoah - four times
Listen to different renditions of Oh, Shenandoah performed by ]MU and learn
more about the ]MU performers at www.jmu.edu/madisononlinelshenandoah
• Instrumental, Shenandoah's Simple Gifts, written by Larry Clark ('91M)
and performed by the JMU Wind Symphony under the direction of JMU
director of bands John Patrick Rooney.

Read more about the origins of the music
and lyrics at these Web sites:

* www.loc.gov/creativity/hampson/song_
highlights.html
* www.loc.govIcreativity/hampson/shenandoah_music.html
* http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oh_Shenandoah

• Voice, a cappella, 0 Shenando, performed by the Madison Singers under
the direction of JMU director of choirs Patrick Walders.
• Piano, by JMU piano professor Eric Ruple.
• Country/Gospel, by the Coachmen Quartet with Chris Campbell ('96).

* Vote for your favorite rendition at www.jmu.edu/madisononline/shenandoah

* Arrange to post your own original rendition by e-mailing madisonmag@jmu.edu
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A journey without steps
Thru-hiking the Appalachian Trail - and the human heart
n the morning I awoke and slowly pulled my tender legs
from the bag. The evening before I had found myself
reading The Lorax and planning the weeks ahead of me.
My newfound friend, Sidestep, and I now intended to
walk long days in the less formidable terrain of Virginia
of which we'd heard rich lore.
Rolling out to view the damp earth and air, I knew my pain
was different today. Each day during my hike I woke with pain;
that pain would evaporate after a mile. Today, it did not. Yesterday's climb up to Thomas Knob and through the Grayson
Highlands had taken a toll. I now sensed a smoldering arrow in
the front of my shin. But, today was the day when I would order
a pizza from a shelter and call my folks who I have neglected
- it was the day to continue north.

Published
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B Y BRYAN H oo F N AGL E

('03)

The early sun melted into thick, cold gray as we plodded
north to Partnership Shelter. I struggled to walk with my companion. T he thunderheads massed overhead. We stopped and
instinctively reached for our jackets and ponchos as light raindrops foretold the day ahead. A long, soaking Appalachian rain
followed; the pain grew louder.
I wasn't above hobbling to continue, but this was different.
Sidestep, feeling ill, asked if I'd be interested in hitching down
to Troutdale [Virginia] for a respite, and relieved, I knew "yes"
was the only answer - I simply could
Bryan Hoofnagle ('03)
not walk another 15 miles.
found the kindness of
We reach ed the road and tried strangers more than a
to hitch while descending towards
blessing on his thru·hike
Troutdale. The rain became hail. of the Appalachian Trail.
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Desperately we walked, cursing every
car that disregarded our humanity.
We'd long accepted our fate before the
van stopped along the shoulder. Stripping wet gear and hardened mouths, we
donned our best Southern graces.
It was Sunday and the woman who
picked us up owned Troutdale's trading post-the only store in town . She
was closed for the day but offered to
open just for us if we needed anything.
She dropped us at the hiker's hostel at
Troutdale Baptist Church. Now alone in
a quiet place, we just followed our need
to care for our bodies.
The hostel was warm, like home. We
were now marooned chm-hikers, busying ourselves with chores, as I tried not
to think the big q uestions. My right leg
now refused any weight.
About the Author : Bryan Hoofoagle ('03)
majored in cultural anthropology at Madison
and moved to Asheville, N. C. after graduation.
The outdoor lover began his hiking days at ]MU,
tackling the Shenandoah National Park as a freshman. In April 2007 he began studying structural
integration, a bodywork modality focused on connective tissue to alleviate common physical and
health-related problems. Hoofoagle writes a blog
that details his hiking trips and other excursions:
http://nectarinelove.blogspot.com/

1wasn't above hobbling to continue, but
this was different. ... I
simply could not walk
another 15 miles.'
1

Another hiker showed. Surprisingly, it was the man who'd said to me
at the start that we'd never meet again
- I'd always be many miles ahead.
We exchanged looks, placed names and
faces, now bearded, tanned and weathered. The local gentleman who gave him
a ride to Sugar Grove asked if we were
hungry for a warm meal. We beamed as
we said, "Yes."
The preacher showed shortly thereafter, asking about our journey, and especially our well-being. He offered all he
could, making sure someone had offered
us a meal as is the custom during thruhiker season when the only grocer and
restaurant in town are closed . He was,
undoubtedly, responsible for developing
this oasis with the help of his congregation, and he spoke humbly of the town's
gift to strangers passing through.

We were given country ham biscuits
and cherry cobbler. Not 20 minutes
later, another truck pulled up the drive
with another offer of dinner . They
brought beef stew, fresh biscuits and
butter - reminding me of mom's. We
feasted on kindness that seemed not at
all reserved for us.
In total, I stayed in Troutdale another
two days. I then hitched on to Pearisburg
to see friends, try to heal an d hike on
- but I eventually went home. I left my
hiking poles in front of the trading post
as we hopped in the back of a pickup
bound for Marion. Realizing, I called
from Marion and asked o u r kind trading post owner if she could mail them to
me. She said yes, and refused anything
beyond the postage. After 500 miles of
bound less generosity from strangers
and friends, hikers and non-hikers, my
heart now has truly grown to reflect the
warmth in each face I found.
When I decide to finish my thru-hike,
I will begin in Troutdale, with those
poles and a stomach full of t he t rading
post's "hungry-man breakfast" as I walk
into the quiet hills that offer so many
more occasions to connect wi th people
ffl
like those in Troutdale.

Bryan Hoofnagle ('03), hiker and photographer, captured the beauty of the Pond
Mountain wilderness area in Tennessee.
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Drawn lo Africa
Artistic and teaching adventures in Ghana changed
my perspective BY LAURA LEE GULLEDGE ('O l,'02M)
s a baboon strolled past me, I wondered just
what I'd gotten myself into. Sitting on a bench
at Mole National Park, where it was 100 degrees
in the shade, I waited for my new Ghanaian
friend, Koni, to come give me a ride back into
town. He was late, and I was panicking. I asked
myself, "How could I possibly trust someone who I only met
yesterday?" It now seemed too good to be true for a stranger
to give me a floor to sleep on ( the only hotel was full), feed me
and offer to give me a ride. "He's going to leave me stranded
here with the wart hogs!" I stewed. After working myself into
a paranoid frenzy, I spotted Koni's motorbike on the heat-distorted horizon. I sighed with relief, "I guess the reputation is
true - people in Ghana really are that nice."

Published
by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2007
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I never thought I'd end up
in Ghana or anywhere else in
Africa. My initial plan had been
to use the savings from my mural
painting business for a trip to
Turkey. But when I saw the
Web site of a Ghanaian organization looking for volunteers to
teach art to children, I made up
my mind on the spot.
I knew nothing about Ghana. I
even had to look on a map to see
exactly where it was located. (By
the way, it's in West Africa near

Laura Lee Gulledge ('01)
drinks from a coconut while
grocery shopping at a street
market in Accra. Above: The
trip inspired her painting,
Into the Woods.
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the equator.) But
that was part of the
appeal: going to a
place completely foreign to me both literally and culturally.
I decided to spend
winter 2007 as a volunteer for the Junior
Art Club, a nonprofit group based
in the capital city
of Accra. During
my three months in
Ghana, I taught in
three school systems:
rural Adeiso, where I
lived with a charming family; Daboase,
where I shared a
room with another
teacher in a traditional compound;
and, finally, bustling
Accra where I lived
in the JAC flat.
Since Ghana is a
developing country,
it begs the question
of why teach art
to children when
resources could be
devoted to more pressing humanitarian
issues. Teaching kids how to think creatively is invaluable in a country where
there is an unfortunate scarcity of free
thinkers. How can Ghana expect to
progress if its young people do not learn
how to imagine and dream? I taught
color theory and other basic foundation
skills to my younger students, then created cityscape perspective drawings and
paintings of local Adinkra symbols with
the older students. The student paintings were exhibited in Accra as the art
show Ghana @50: A Painting Exhibition,
which coincided with Ghana's Golden
Jubilee celebration.
As an artist, my experience in Ghana
was very inspiring - I created 75 pieces
of art in just 90 days. The subjects ranged
from sketches of papaya trees to expressions of my cultural isolation. For exam-

lost in the crowd, in
fact, I stood out. As
one of the few white
people ("Obruni"),
I attracted attention everywhere I
went. Since I normally didn 't have
other volunteers or
foreigners to talk to,
my artwork served
as an outlet to get
through the emotional challenges of
the trip. I posted
my new works on
my Web site, and
it helped to know
that my friends and
family at home were
experiencing everything with me.
Between teaching
assignments, I traveled independently
around the country.
I visited old castles
near the coast and
walked among the
treetops of a rainforest. In the heart
of the old Ashanti
Laura Lee Gulledge kingdom I visited
kente weavers and
('01) shares artwork with her
explored the largest
students in Adeiso, outdoor market of
Ghana. Above:
West Africa. In the
Her self-portrait
more rural areas, I
depicts a shift in
viewing the world
climbed through
with her Amercian
bat caves, hung out
eyes to her new
with monkeys and
African Eyes.
marveled at mud
mosques. But the highlight of my travels
around Ghana was by far my visit to Mole
National Park. There I got to watch elephants in their natural habitat - playing
in the water and exploring the savannah.
Although I went to Ghana to share what
I had to give, I was the true beneficiary. I
got smiling kids, generous fun-loving people, artistic inspiration, beautiful sights,
marvelous adventures and most importantly a real change of perspective.
m

'As one of the few white people, I attracted
attention everywhere I went. I normally didn't
have other volunteers or foreigners to talk to,
my artwork served as an outlet to get through
the emotional challenges of the trip.'

pie, in the self-portrait, My African Eyes,
I tried to capture the perspective shift
from looking at a situation through my
American eyes to seeing things with my
African ones. And in the surreal landscape
Into the Woods I tried to express the contradiction between how I felt versus how
I appeared. Although I felt dwarfed and

··········· ······ ·· ··· ···· ········ ······· ········ ····· ··············· ··· ········ ········ ······· ·· ··············· ·· ········ ···· ···· ············ ··· ·· ········ ·· ····· ·· ···
About the Author: Laura Lee Gulledge earned her B.A. in studio art in 2001 and was the first graduate ofthe]MU Master ofArts program in art education

(2002). After teaching middle-school art in Louisa, Va., she started her own mural painting business in Charlottesville. In 2006 she was voted "Best Artist" by C-Ville
Weekly readers. She will present artwork from her Ghanaian adventure in July in a solo exhibition at Starr Hill Gallery in Charlottesville. She is currently a "starv-

ing artist" in New York City. View more ofGulledge's artwork at www.whoislauralee.com and learn more about the Junior Art Club at www.juniorartclub.org.
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1xe
{Book Review} BY JOANNE V.

I

GABBIN,

e
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I

Director of the Furiuos Flower Poetry Center

n 1975 when Philip Bigler became a
history teacher at his alma mater, Oakton High School in Fairfax County,
Va., his classes, by his own admission,
were "uninspired and boring ... an
endurance trial for everybody involved. " That
was until he hit upon a way to make history
come alive through simulation. Bigler introduced his class to the historical simulation,
"Grand Illusion," which dramatized the events
surrounding the outbreak of World War I. His
students became members of a German delegation - diplomats from France, Britain or Russia. "For the first time, my students became
enthused and excited about learning history
and were totally captivated by their roles," Bigler says. "History became something real, not
just meaningless words confined to the pages
of a stale textbook or notes to be transcribed
from a lecture." By taking a risk to do something different and innovative, Bigler transformed his classroom and became a teacher.
Bigler and Stephanie Bishop have edited
Be A Teacher: You Can Make a Difference, in
which 13 national award-winning teachers
present their epiphaYou Can
nies,
strategies, advice
M ake
and inspirational
a Difference
experiences all in the
service of convincing
pre-service teachers
to enter the teaching
by
profession, guiding
America's
new teachers with
Finest
hard-won
wisdom,
"'t eachers
and encouraging veteran teachers to renew
F ·
Flower Poetry Center Director Joanne V. Gabbin directed
Edited by Philip Bigler
J:~~~~onors Program tor more than 20 years. She also coordltheir energy and make a difference in
and
Stephanie Bishop
d two national African-American poetry conferences, bring·
the lives of their students. Alexander
~ate
.
oets and authors to campus to share with JMU
Carter ('94) lets us in on the strategies
mg accla1m~dt~
rid She is the author of numerous books and
Be A Teacher: he learned from a master reacher who was
e twhoan
awards including the Virginia State
students adn
You Can Make not afraid to use shock and awe to capt A
d
has earne more
Council of Higher Education Outstanding Facul y war .
a DUference
ture the attention of his students on the
PHILIP BIGLER AND
. h d by the energy diver ity, pa sion and in pinotorious "first day." Co-editor Stephanie
I was d e1,g re
'
.
. H
STEPHANIE BISHOP
.
rained
in chis informative book. H1 rorian enry
Bishop,
now
an
assistant
principal,
traces
EDITORS 2007
ranon
con
Adams
said,
"A
reacher
affect
eternity; ~e
VANDAMERE PRESS
her love for reaching theater back to the
ISBN 0·918339·70·7
can never cell where his inAuence top ·
fourth grade when
The outstanding teacher highlighted in
she was selected for the role of Dorothy in
Be A Teacher will never know how much
The Wizard of Oz. Deborah Tyler, 2004
they have affected ete~niry, but they do
Milken National Educator Award recipiknow chat their reaching has had a proent, says, "There is nothing more exhilafound inAuence on the lives of the curating than seizing on those 'reachable
dents chat rhey have couched.
moments,' and feeling the energy that
*
www.great-teaching.com
accompanies students as they make conHENRY ADAMS
nections and realize their potential."

BE
A
TEACHER

'

'

40

,A teacher affects
eternity; he can
never tell where his
influence stops.'
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MIXED MEDIA

1
{Books}
Billibub Baddings and the
Case of the Singing Sword:
Podcast
BY TEE MORRI S
('93) 2007, DRAGON
MOON PRESS
ISB N: 97818969441 80

A worldwide cast
brought their
voices together
for Tee Morris'
latest podiobook
[podcast audiobook] , Billibub
Baddings and the Case of the Singing
Sword. Launched on Feb, 14, the podcast is available free at multiple podcast
directories, Morris ('93)
challenged worldwide
publishing and audiobook conventions in
2005 by giving away his
fantasy novel, MOREVI:
The Chronicles ofRafe
and Askana, as a podcast. Within six months
Podcast
his podiobook totaled
pioneer Tee
Morris ('93).
more than 10,000
downloads and became
one of the first titles made available on
Podiobooks.com. Morris describes Billibub Baddings as The Lord ofthe Rings
meets Mickey Spillane.

I
11

* www.teemorris.com

process, stifle creative expression.
McLeod challenges the blind embrace
of privatization as it clashes against
free speech and shared resources, A
journalist, activist, artist and a communication studies professor at the
University of Iowa, McLeod is the
author of Owning Culture: Authorship,
Ownership, and Intellectual Property
Law and has written music criticism
for Rolling Stone, The Village Voice,
Spin and Mojo.

* http://kembrew.com
Gay-Straight Alliances:
A Handbook for Students,
Educaton, and Parents
BY IAN K. MACGILLI VRAY; 2007, HAWORTH
PRESS, ISBN: 9 78-1 -56 023 -685-6

Ian Macgillivray,
professor of
foundations of
education and
curriculum, has
produced a guide
for students
wanting to start
a Gay-Straight
Alliance at their
school. The book
also serves as
a guide for teachers on how to best
work with GSAs, for principals and
superintendents on GSAs and the law,
and for parents who have children in
schools with GSAs, Macgillivray is the
author of two books, numerous peerreviewed articles, encyclopedia entries
and book chapters,

Freedom of Expression®:
Resistance and Repression in
the Age of Intellectual Property * www.haworthpress.com
BY KEMBREW MCLEOD ('93)
2007, UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA PRESS
ISBN: 978-0-8166-5031-6

Kembrew McLeod's newest book
covers the ways in which intellectual
property laws
have been used
<•••uw u,LEoo
to privatize all
forms of expression - from
guitar riffs and
Donald Trump's
"You' re fired"
expression to
FREEDOM OF
human genes
EXPRESSION
and public space
- and in the

Japanese Saints: Mormons in
the Land of the Rising Sun
BY JOHN P. HUFFMAN ('84) 2007,
LEX INGTON
BOO KS, ISBN: 9780-7391-1689-06

What attracts
Japanese
people, most
of whom have
little experience with
Christianity, ro
an American faith? John P. Huffman
('84) researched a small congregation
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in northern Japan and conducted
in-depth interviews with foreign missionaries to write Japanese Saints, the
first book to provide a qualitative
examination of what it is like to be a
Japanese Mormon,

Undentanding Homeland
Security: Policy, Penpeclives,
and Paradoxes
BY JOHN B. NOFTSINGER J R , KENNETH F.
NEWBOLD JR. AND JACK K. WHEELER; 2007
PALG RAV E MACMILL AN; ISBN 1403972435

Understanding
Homeland Security: Policy, Perspectives and Paradoxes provides
the first truly
comprehensive
analysis of the
historical, social,
psychological,
technological and
political aspects
that form the broad arena of homeland
defense and security. Using multidisciplinary approach, the book provides
a view of past events and how they
formed the terrain for current events,
allowing students to gain a detailed
knowledge of government response
and policy implications. With both
the public and private sectors investing
heavily in protection efforts, this text
offers a starting point for the dynamic
and emerging homeland defense arena.
Author John B. Noftsinger Jr. is
associate vice president of research
and public service, execurive director
of JMU's Institute for Infrastructure
and Information Assurance, and
professor of integrated science and
technology and education. He is a
founding member of the Executive
Committee of the Virginia Institute
for Defense and Homeland Security
and deputy chair of the University of
Virginia's Critical Incident Analysis
Group Steering Committee, Kenneth
F, Newbold Jr. is associate director
for JMU's Institute for Infrastructure
and Information Assurance, and Jack
K, Wheeler is a graduate fellow for
the IIIA and a security consultant for
the Security, Privacy, Wireless and IT
Governance division of IBM Global
Business Services, Public Sector. fl1
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Alumni News
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Singing Madison's Praises

Youngest alumni
group ever endows CoB Scholar ship, Sharon
Brown helps future special education teachers

Madison dreams help Julia Lee Freeman ('55)
make it on Broadway

64

Sibling Revelry

Bache family
siblings create unique Madison legacy

Back in the 'Burg

65
John
Rothenberger ('88) is College of Business' first
Entrepreneur in Residence

My Madison

66
Prankster Jane Garrett Marshall ('61) shares short-sheet secrets

67

Purple Pride reaches the Galapagos

JMU Dukes take the Be the Change
spirit and Purple Pride around the globe. Alumni volunteers from the Class of 2005 left their
mark on the Barrel Post at the post office at Floriana Island in the Galapagos. Suzan Frangos
says, "The legend and courtesies of the Barrel Post (leave something/take something) date

Alumni Chapter News

Alumni across the nation network, raise scholarship monies and share the Purple Pride

71

Be the Change

HIV education
coordinator Beth McGinnis ('OO) uses unique
methods to raise awareness

back to the heydey of whalers."
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{Historic Giving}

Seven is lucky number for students
Young alumni group creates business scholarship

;

•....=
a
E
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To N 1 MEHLI NG

"Working collaboratively in
ason Minton and six of
teams is a hallmark of the Colhis friends get together
lege of Business curriculum," says
at least once a year to
Robert Reid, CoB dean. "These
play golf for charity.
alumni have extended this concept
And then there are
beyond graduation by putting
bachelor parties, weda stake in the ground and chaldings - any excuse will do.
lenging other young alumni to
These seven Dukes travel from
become involved. By establishing
four eastern-seaboard states to
this endowment fund, they have
meet. Why? What's their bond?
demonstrated that young alumni
Pi Kappa Phi and the JMU Colcan give back early in their careers.
lege of Business.
Their endowment will benefit othThe group's first 2007 gatherers for decades to come."
ing was in Zane Showker Hall as
"We have been fortunate to
they met to establish the Madison Jim Bonnell ('02), Michael Lentine ('03), Michael Marcantonio ('03),
Business Scholarship as a tribute Jamie McDonald ('02), Jason Minton ('03) and Jon McWhinney ('02) experience early success in our
sign documents to establish a $25,000 endowment for the Madison
careers, and it is rewarding to
to their alma mater and an investBusiness Scholarship.
have the opportunity to give
ment in future JMU students.
This may be the youngest alumni group to ever establish an endow- back," says Bonnell, who is director of member benefits services for
the Home Builders Association of Virginia.
ment, according to Elizabeth Pharr, CoB director of development.
McWhinney agrees. "We want to help others have the same great
Six of the young men met on Jan. 20 to sign a $25,000 scholarship agreement: Jim Bonnell ('02), Michael Lentine ('03), Michael experience we had."
McDonald recently proved the value of a CoB education. He
Marcantonio ('03), Jamie McDonald ('02), Jason Minton ('03) and
Jon McWhinney ('02). Though he was there in spirit, Dave Krause passed the Chartered Financial Analyst Level I exam on his first
('03) was unable to attend. The former classmates, whose friendships attempt, a significant accomplishment considering only about 40
continue long distance, will ask family and friends - over the next percent of exam takers worldwide passed Level I in June 2006. Even
five years - to help support the endowment.
fewer, about one-third, pass on the first attempt.
The founders of the Madison Business Scholarship invite friends
"When you benchmark the JMU College of Business against other
great business schools, . .. we believe that the CoB needs the same and classmates to contribute. It takes $250,000 to endow a scholarresources as those schools," Minton says about what motivated him ship to support a full-time, in-state student. This group intends,
and his colleagues to establish the endowment. The group unani- in time, to exceed that amount with the support of friends, family
mously agreed that CoB graduates are competitive in the marketplace and business associates. They already have many ideas to help them
and that an increasing endowment will make it possible for the college accomplish that goal.
m
to recruit the best students and help bring deserved recognition. MinTo contribute to the Madison Business Scholarship, contact
Elizabeth Pharr at pharrge@jmu.edu, or call (540) 568 -3228.
ton spearheaded the project with full support from his fellow donors.

*

Fall Reunion Weekend is Sept. 7-9
Classes of 1962, 1967, 1972, 1977, 1982, 1987, 1992, 1997, 2002 (REGISTER EARLY)
Cheer on the Dukes at the first home football
game (against UNH), enjoy Fall Tailgate,
share in family friendly activities and
reconnect with classmates and friends.
Want to help organize your reunion, write about
your campus visit for Madison magazine, or
register for a reunion weekend? Contact the
alumni relations staff at 1-(888) JMU-ALUM,

or e-mail alumnUink@jmu.edu/.
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{Madison Memories}

Singing Madison's praises
1955 alumna 's dreams take her to Broadway

B Y HEATHER L uc1AN0

(' 07)

ulia Lee Freeman
lady" and friend . Backstage
('5 5), known as
with Rivera, Gerard met rhe
"] udy" by her friends
likes of Sammy Davis Jr.
and "Julie Gerard"
In 1962, Gerard, her curon stage, began her
rent husband and their two
performance career
daughters moved back to rhe
at Madison as "Miss Jeannie
U nited Scates. Shorrly after,
with the Light Brown Hair"
Gerard was rubbing shoulders
in the Federation of Women's
with entertainers like Dudley
Music Clubs of America's SteMoore, Gwen Verdon and
Woody Allen when her husphen Foster Memorial Conference in 1955.
band joined the production
"I couldn't have asked for a
compan y that directed the
better education or a place to
Broadway production of Play
start my dreams," says Gerard.
it Again, Sam. "H e directed
"I didn't have access to any
summer sh ows and tours,"
she says. "He starred producother Virginia schools because
ing shows on Broadway, and
women weren't allowed back
then."
I was the company's script
reader. The company wanted
Gerard' s career path was
influenced by h er majors
to move to California, bur
[my husband and I] didn ' t
in French and English, her
German double minor and a
want to go, so we moved to
Virginia Beach ."
personal interest in other culThere, the couple had their
tures. Gerard credits her eduthird daughter, and Gerard
cation at Madison for opening
began her nearly 15-year intemany career doors. Her career
rior design career. "Thar was
path has included acting,
the end of my acting career,"
managi ng a dating service,
she says, "bur I found interior
and serving as a theater critic
Nope, it's not a Madison May Queen. It's Julia Lee Freeman, 1955 "Miss
design v~ry satisfying."
and an interior designer.
Jeannie with the Light Brown Hair."
After m an aging a daring
Gerard took voice a nd
music classes for enjoyment throughout her college career, and service and trying her hand as a theater critic for a magazine, Gerard
she was ambitious and ready to see the world after graduation. She moved back to her childhood home in Norfolk in 1992. Gerard's eldest
landed a role singing for Common Glory, a historical drama in Wil- daughter, Anna, continued her mother's legacy by attending JMU and
liamsburg. T his led her to pursue acting in New York City, where being crowned Madison Homecoming Queen in 1981. "She, like me,
she also studied opera and took voice lessons. After being encour- has a rather adventurous spirit," Gerard says. Anna lived in Italy for
aged to audition for the Putnam County Playhouse, Gerard landed many years, but is now home in Blacksburg with her family.
Remembering her Madison Experience, Gerard says, "I r was a
a leading role. She moved to New York in the late 1950s; and from
small school, and they gave us so m uch attention." Besides reprethere, she traveled, acted and sang from Canada to Florida.
Gerard met her husband in Canada. He was also an actor; they senting Madison and the Commonwealth of Virginia at the 1955
married in 1958. When he landed a role in West Side Story in Lon- Stephen Foster Conference, Gerard served as Madison's social chairdon, Gerard saw her dreams begin to unfold . She says, 'Theater m an and a member of Alpha Sigma Alpha. "There was so much
in London is a very rightknit camaraderie because you knew everyone in your class. It was a very
gro up. Ir was a m arve lous close-knit class."
Gerard now lives outside Blacksburg where she admires the scenery
experience to meet the royals of
London theater since we were and loves attending operas and symphonies. "I lived in cities most of
among them . West Side Story my life, so I enjoy living in the country now," she says. "Not many
people from my era had as diverse a life as I've had. Don't live a life of
was very popular at the time.''
Among the "royals" was 'I wish I would have.' Strike out. Don't let your life end in regrets." ffi
actress C hica Rivera, wh o m
Gerard asks 1955 classmates to contact her at juliejfg@hotmail.
Gerard calls "a great Broadway com, especially those in the Roanoke area.
JULIE GERARD ('55)

'I couldn't have
asked for a better
education or
a place to start
my dreams.'
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Sibling revelry
All five Bache siblings are Madison graduates
hile most
family
reun10ns
occur at
grandmother's
house or a rented reception
hall, the Bache family could kill
two birds with one stone simply by hosting a JMU Homecoming or Reunion Weekend
at their family reunion.
During May 5 commencement ceremonies, the Bache
family watched youngest son
Evan - the last of five children - receive his bachelor's
degree from JMU. Over the
past five years, siblings Erica,
Sharon, Ryan, Travis and
Evan have each followed the
path to Madison first blazed
by their step-grandmother, Evelyn Ingram Sawyer ('69). The
Bache siblings are also proud of their mom, a 1979 Duke. That
is seven alums and three generations, but how many Madison
memories? Incalculable.
In 1979, Leslie Sawyer finished up her elementary education
major at JMU and soon after met her future husband F.L. Bache.
They married and started life together on a beef cattle farm near
his parents in Culpeper. Travis, Ryan and Evan learned how to
drive tractors as soon as they were tall enough to reach the wheel,
and they helped their father and grandfather run the family farm.
Working with one another every day helped the family stay
close and busy. All five siblings were involved in 4-H. Each year,
they bought, trained and sold sheep at the local farm show. With
hopes of selling their lambs, the children visited community businessmen and invited them to attend the farm show. Leslie Bache
believes these enterprises, as well as school and sports, helped her
children learn responsibility at
an early age.
After working hard all week,
the family relaxed by attending
church and taking long drives
in the country. Bache says,
"We usually ended up in the
Harrisonburg area because it
is so beautiful and holds a lot
of good memories for me. As
we would approach JMU, my
husband would tell the kids
every time, This is where your
mom went to college.' They
EVA N BACHE ('07)
would seem to perk up and

'Our family
believes JMU is
the best university in the nation.
We are so blessed
that our whole
family attended.
We are all proud
to be alumni!'

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol30/iss3/1
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B Y K ATELYN WY szNsK 1 ('07)

Above, the Bache bunch of Dukes
include Ryan, Evan, Sharon, mom
Leslie Sawyer Bache, Travis and
Erica. At right, Ryan Bache ('05)
thanks his mom, Leslie Sawyer Bache ('79), during a home
football game on Nov. 19, 2005.
The university recognizes football
players' parents during one home
game each year.

look around at the campus with wide eyes."
Years later, one Bache sibling after another looked at the Madison campus with the same wide eyes during Orientation Week.
Erica Bache Warner was the first of the five to graduate from
JMU after she transferred from Southeastern Bible College in
Lakeland, Fla., where she studied social work. "The SW program
at Southeastern was just beginning and did not have internships,"
she says. "I decided to transfer to JMU because my sister Sharon
was there and she loved it. JMU has a great social work program."
While moving into Potomac Hall as a first-year transfer student, Erica discovered she was living directly across the hall from
her sister, Sharon, who came to JMU as a freshman the previous
year. "If we both had our doors open, we could see in each others'
rooms. It felt like home. "
The next year the sisters each lived off campus with friends; but
since they were both involved with Campus Crusade for Christ,
lnterVarsity and Chi Alpha, they remained in close contact.
Sharon took her place in the legacy line and graduated in 2002.
'The campus is gorgeous - from the bluestone buildings to the
roses behind Wilson Hall," she says. "And, school spirit is everywhere. So many students wear JMU attire, and it was great to
continue mom's legacy. "
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Sharon not only had close encounters
wi th Erica; she and her brother, Travis,
(who earned a degree in integrated science and technology) shared experiences
while working in JMU's admissions
office . After graduating, Sharon put
her health sciences degree ro use as an
ultrasound technologist at Rockingham
Memorial Hospital.
From that point on, Sharon's Harrisonburg townhouse became JMU headquarters for the family's trips to football games
and Parents Weekend. For five years, the
Baches traveled back and forth from Culpeper to watch Ryan represent the Dukes
as a defensive tackle.
"I have many JMU memories ," says
youngest son, Evan, a geographic sciences
major. "The ones that mean the most
to me, and that I will never forget, are
when my brother played on the football
team . Every week we went to the games
as a family and spent quality time. After
the games we would always go to Jess's
Quick Lunch for dinner; it was kind of
our little tradition."
The JMU alumni registry is full of
family legacies, but it's possible that the
Bache family has a unique listing. There
is one legacy family from the Madison
College era that boasts five alumnae siblings. The Baches may be the only current
legacy family with five sibling graduates.
"Our stepmother, Evelyn, is the reason I came to Madison," says Leslie. "My
sister, Kelly Sawyer ('03), also shared the
Madison Experience . ... I have such fond
memories. I remember the colorful drive
over the mountain to JMU in the fall. I
remember the sights, smells and sounds
of D-Hall. I wouldn't trade my time at
JMU fo r any experience."
In 2005 , Evan nominated his parents
fo r JMU's Parent of the Year award. His
submission detailed the Bache siblings'
admiration, gratitude and respect for their
mo ther and father for supporting each of
them in every aspect of their lives . "Our
fami ly believes JMU is the best university in the nation," says Evan. "We are so
blessed that our whole family attended.
We are all proud to be alumni!"
ffi

{Back In the'Burg}

Students profit from
alum's experience
he JMU College of Business has launched a new
Entrepreneur in Residence
program to provide JMU
students the opportunity
to tap the brainpower and
expertise of successful entrepreneurs.
The first Entrepreneur in Residence
is John Rothenberger ('88), founder and
CEO of Strategic Enterprise Solutions Inc.
SE Solutions works with the Department of
Homeland Security to provide IT solutions
that address the intelligence shortcomings
identified by the 9/11 Commission.
"It feels great to return to JMU in a different capacity, especially being involved
with an innovative program at the College of Business and the Center for Entrepreneurship," Rothenberger says. "It is
a stimulating learning environment, and
I'm enjoying learning what it takes to be a
university teacher."
Rothenberger co-teaches a venture creation

class and holds regular on-campus office
hours, which give students opportunities to
benefit from his business advice, experience
and insight. The class "is aimed at exposing
the potential for students in entrepreneurship
and small business startups," he says. "JMU
students, especially the ones who decide to
take Venture Creation, are filled with initiative, motivation and an entrepreneurial spirit.
They are and can be the country's next innovators and entrepreneurs if they want to."
Before starting SE Solutions, Rothenberger founded Aspire Technology Group
and served as its president from 1993 to
2000. "I am honored to play a role and give
back to the university that delivered such an
important experience for me," he says.
Rothenberger, a marketing major, serves
on the CoB 's Executive Advisory Council
and is a regular judge for the CoB's annual business plan competition. He is also
a University of Pennsylvania Wharton
School of Business Fellow.
ffi

Family Weekend is Sept 28-30
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College of Business brings entrepreneurs to campus
for a sem ester BY KATIE O'Dowo ('07)

s

Get a taste of campus life, visit your son s
or daughter's campus home, meet other
]MU families and cheer on the Dukes!

www.jmu.edu/parents/pw.shtml
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Mission shorlsheel
Freshman pranksters made their own Madison fun
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BY JANE GARRETT MARSHALL

('61)

or some freshKaren that we should shortsheet
men at Madison
Mrs. Beasley's bed. Checking to
make sure the coast was clear, we
College in 1957,
darted into her room and closed
pranks and practical jokes were a
the door. We jerked off the covers
way of breaking
and fixed the bedsheets by pulling
up the lower sheet almost halfway
the tedium of an almost entirely
female existence on campus.
and then tucking in it and the top
While Madison reportedly had
sheet. Stifling laughter, we glanced
men on campus, you couldn't
around the room to be sure everyconvince us. True, there were male
thing was just as we found it.
day students, but they were either
We ran downstairs and darted
out the front door. "Karen," I
married or too old for most of the
gasped, "I can't wait to hear the
female students. In search of good
times with guys at other colleges,
morning report."
upperclasswomen left in droves on
The waiting was nearly unbearable. I fidgeted in my classes the
weekends. That left us freshmen to
spend weekends with friends, walk
next morning wondering how
downtown, admire Mother Nature
Mrs. Beasley reacted when her
knees touched her nose. I could
or scheme up some fun pranks.
hear her grunt and moan, "Oh,
One involved our classmates
in Sheldon Hall. Mercer, a stuuh, what's the matter?" I could
dent in our dorm, sensed that Best friends and classmates Jane Garrett Marshall ('61) and Karen see her knees pushing up against
the housemother, Mrs. Derrick, Hayes ('61) - with a friend at the piano - enjoyed academics and
her chest as she struggled with
was listening in on her hall phone musical pursuits. But, they also enjoyed pranking fellow classthe sheet. I left class with jumbled
mates and housemothers. Below: housemothers, Mrs. Derrick
notes and no memory of the day's
conversations with her boyfriend. and Mrs. Beasley, had to keep a sharp eye on this duo.
We hatched a prank to test the
lecture and quickly hurried to
theory and landed before Mrs.
meet Karen on the Quad.
Wilkins, the dean of women.
Karen's telltale cackle anWithin Mrs. Derrick's earnounced her coming. She
slumped on the bench, her eyes
shot, Mercer complained loudly
about craving certain foods. In
sparkling with mischief. Holdthe morning, she ran into the
ing her sides, she giggled, "Mrs.
hall bathroom while other girls
Beasley asked me to come in to
shouted, "Mercer's sick again!"
talk with her. She said, 'Karen,
Her skirts became tighter and tighter - not from overeating or a you know PePe [the Spotswood Hall housekeeper] is getting really
suspected pregnancy - but the result of layered clothing. It wasn't strange. You should have seen how she made my bed."'
long before the girls in our dorm section were called before Mrs.
"Well, what else did she say?" I urged.
Wilkins, and the ruse unraveled. Mercer led us into Mrs. Derrick's
"She asked me what I thought about it," Karen replied. "I said,
room to assure her she was not "expecting anything but a phone 'Oh, I guess she was just in a hurry. And, since it had never hapcall." The rest of us apologized for being accomplices. While the pened before, I'd just laugh it off."'
incident ended any suspicions of Mrs. Derrick's eavesdropping, it
"Good thinking! Did she agree?" I asked.
did little to end our affection for practical jokes.
"She looked puzzled, shook her head and said, 'That's true. This has
My friend and fellow freshman Karen Hayes Morgan often never happened before. I wouldn't want her to get in trouble. I won't
joined me for visits to my home in Newport News. To her delight, say anything. I'm just flabbergasted. I've never seen a bed made up like
stories of family practical jokes were the nightly desserts of our fam- that before. My knees touched my nose. What was she thinking?'"
ily dinners. My favorite ones were stories of church camp tricks,
We burst into hysterics. The more I pictured Mrs. Beasley srrugespecially those involving shortsheeting the camp director's bed.
gling to pull up the bed sheet, the more comical it became.
One of our pranks came during the frantic days prior to a campus
The Wilson Hall bells chimed noon refrains, daffodils danced on
visit by Virginia Gov. J. Lindsay Almond Jr. The campus was spruced,
the Quad and two college freshmen rejoiced. Mission Shortsheet
and the dormitories were carefully cleaned. Mrs. Beasley was house- accomplished. Life at Madison continued with occasional pranks,
mother for Spotswood Hall, where Karen served as president. While and Karen and I wager there's never been another Madison houseMrs. Beasley was out for her morning walk one day, I convinced mother honored with a shortsheet.
ffl
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Alumni Professional Network hosts JMU president
The JMU Alumni Professional Network
hosted JMU President Linwood H. Rose
on May 9 for the fourth APN Conference:
"Alumni Connectedness and Professional
Networking." Rose told the gathering at
the Tysons Corner Ritz-Carlton about
the many ways to connect to JMU and
to network with other alumni. For more
information on the APN, or to suggest an
event, please contact Nicole Bono ('01)
at Nicole.Bono@exostar.com.

Atlanta alumni raise
money for ACS
Atlanta-area alumni joined chapter president Melissa Palladino Roberts ('98)
at the March 18 NHL Atlanta Thrashers
game, where the home team defeated
the Buffalo Sabres 4-3. During the
Thrasher outing, alumni raised S700 for
the chapter's Relay for Life team, which
participated in the American Cancer
Society's annual Relay on April 27-28.
www.jmuatlanta.com/

Below: Alexis
Atwood ('98),
Atlanta Chapter
president Melissa
Roberts ('98),
Mike Shilesky
('97) and photographer Susie
Litton ('96) raised
$4,955 for Relay
for Life.

Boston alums enjoy
roller derby
Boston-area alumni attended the Season One Championship Roller Derby
Bout between the Cosmonaughties and
the Wicked Pissahs on May 5 at Wilmington's Shriner's Auditorium. For more
details on the Boston Chapter, or to
suggest a chapter event, please contact
chapter president Blu Norgren ('00) at
JMUinBoston@yahoo.com.

Chicago Dukes invite
new members
BY DANIELLE TURLEY ('00)

The Chicago Dukes hold "Purple Thursday" happy hours on the second Thursday of each month at various locations.
Other chapter events included Cubs
games, weekend barbecues, concerts at
Ravina and football viewing parties. For
more information on the chapter, or to
suggest a chapter event, please visit the
Web site at www.ChicagoDukes.com.

Calling all London Dukes
London Chapter co-chairs Scott Schucht
('96) and Eve Avedon Spirn ('91) report,
"Our chapter is still very much in the
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Above: Atlanta alumni raised $700 for the
chapter's Relay for Life team in an NHL
outing at a Thrashers home arena.

'Our chapter is still very much in the formation stages. Our main focus is to reunite JMU
alums and create a contact network for fellow
ex-pats here in the U.K.'
-

EvE AvEDON SPIR N

('91), London A lum ni Chapter co-chair

formation stages. Our main focus is to
reunite JMU alums and create a contact
network for fellow ex-pats here in the
U.K." The chapter has hosted happy hour
meetings and met for afternoon tea at
Kensington Palace. In addition to meetand-greets and charitable fundraisers,
alumni interact with current JMU students
participating in the London Semester
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Abroad. "We will continue our welcome
parties for the Study Abroad students and
hope to be more involved with Madison
House here in London," says Schucht. If
you are residing in the United Kingdom
and in search of someone who can sing
the JMU Fight Song, contact Spirn at
eveavedon.spirn@accenture.com, or
Schucht at scoot.schucht@gmail.com.

CHA PTER PHOTOS COURTESY OF MELISSA PALLADINO ROBERTS ('98) AND SUSIE LITTON ('96), ATLANTA ;
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CHAPTERNEWS

Marching Royal Dukes
Chapter seel<s members
BY DAN EVERALD ('89)

Everyone knows that JMU's Marching
Royal Dukes are "Virginia's Finest."
It's time for MRD alumni to get back
together. We're forming the Marching
Royal Dukes Alumni Band Chapter. Pick
up your horn, drum or flag and send an
e-mail to MarchingRoyaJDukes@alumni.
jmu.edu to get more information or to
volunteer to help with the new chapter.

Metro Dukes support
JMU football
BY RIYA MEHTA ('03)
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Many diehard Metro Dukes made the
eight-hour trip to cheer on the JMU
football team in New Hampshire on Oct.
14. JMU fought hard and defeated the
Wildcats during their homecoming (4223). Metro Dukes who could not make
the trip gathered at the Rhodeside Grill in
Arlington to watch the game on several
big screens. About 150 alumni and students showed up to share the Purple Pride.
Every time we scored, fellow fans sang the
JMU Fight Song at the top of their lungs.

Metro Dukes volunteer,
network and support
students
Metro Dukes Chapter President Shelly
Santos ('00) reports that D.C.-area
alumni participated in March's Shamrock Fest to help stop child abuse.
The event also raised $1,000 for the
chapter's scholarship fund. Alumni collected "sweet reminders of the states"
for February's Help Brighten a Soldier's
Day. Metro Dukes wrote letters, created
cards and assembled care packages
for Virginia soldiers stationed near Tali!,
Iraq. In May, chapter members hosted
JMU President Linwood H. Rose at the
fifth-annual JMU On the Hill reception in
Washington, D.C., and assisted the D.C.
Central Kitchen on May 27.
On June 9-10, Metro Dukes will participate in the American Cancer Society's
Relay for Life at Joyce Kilmer Middle
School in Vienna. To learn how you can
help, please contact team captains
Caroline Chin at caroline.s.chin@gmail.
com or Lauren MaGuire at Jauren.
m.maguire@gmail.com.

On June 11, Metro Dukes will host the
15th-Annual Alumni Scholarship Golf
Tournament. The event offers alumni,
family and friends an opportunity to
reunite for a day of friendly competition
and raise funds for the Metro Dukes
Alumni Chapter Scholarship Fund. To
date, the chapter has awarded nearly
$35,000 in scholarships to JMU students. Learn more about Metro Dukes
at www.metrodukes.com/.

N.Y/NJ. Chapter cruises
N.Y. Harbor and supports
students
New York/New Jersey Alumni Chapter
members hosted a fundraising event

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol30/iss3/1
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Jan. 27 at The Gin Mill in New York
City. Nearly 40 Dukes attended the
semiformal event to raise funds for the
chapter's book scholarship. "We want
to provide a book scholarship to one
student from New York and one student
from New Jersey," says chapter president Mike Keown ('05). "We hope to
have the funds in place to make the first
awards during fall semester." This is the
chapter's inaugural scholarship fund.
On June 22, N.Y./N.J. alumni will charter Circle Line's state-of-the-art luxury
yacht, the Zephyr, for a purple and gold
tour of New York Harbor. Alumni will welcome 2007 graduates into the chapter
and enjoy a night of music, distinguished
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Oanh Vuong ('96), Kelly Rothwell Simon ('97), Kelly Stefanko ('94), Chelsy Harris ('97)
and Bryan Ridgeway share the Purple Pride in St. Croix.

JMU guests, giveaways and heavy hors
d'oeuvres. For more information on
chapter events, please contact Mike
Keown ('05) at keownmp@gmail.com.

Rocky Mountain Dukes
honor Hokie friends
BY ALLISON COFFMAN LEKING ('04)

Colorado's Rocky Mountain Dukes have
been busy reading, mingling and sending
Hokie Hope. Chapter leaders established
a book club and kicked off with Paulo
Coelho's The Zahir. For the book club's
May meeting, alumni read Hunter S.
Thompson's The Rum Diary In April, the
chapter hosted a happy hour in downtown
Denver in honor of those lost at Virginia
Tech. Chapter members signed cards and
mailed them to Va. Tech and to Hokie
alumni living in the Denver and Colorado
Springs areas. Rocky Mountain Dukes
continue to pray for the healing of everyone affected by the tragic events. If you
have a suggestion for a chapter event, or
if you want to be involved, please e-mail
chapter president Sean Harrington at
seantharrington@gmail.com.

St Croix Dukes?
Alumni bring the Purple Pride with them
everywhere. Five traveling Dukes held an
impromptu JMU happy hour in St. Croix
at a two-for-Tuesday event at the island's
favorite Brew Pub. Vacationers Oanh
Vuong ('96) and Kelly Stefanko ('94) visited
with Kelly Simon ('97) and Chelsy Harris
('97). Cruzan native Bryan Ridgeway joined
the party. Ridgeway proudly
survived two years of 'Burg
winters before transferring
back home to the much
warmer University of the
Virgin Islands.

Tidewater Dukes
pair wine and
food; annual
Beach Party gets
co-host
Becoming a sophisticated
wine connoisseur takes
some practice, and Tidewater alumni got a taste of fine
wines on April 19. For the
second year, JMU Director

of Hospitality and Tourism Management
Brett Horton took his beverage class "on
the road" from the 'Burg to Norfolk. Participants were treated to an interactive
lecture that included sampling five wines
and experimenting with their changing
tastes with a variety of accompanying
foods. Jacklyn Rose ('07), a senior in the
hospitality program, joined Horton to
talk to alumni. Prior to graduating in May,
Rose was hired by the Norfolk Yacht &
Country Club as an event planner.
Tidewater Chapter alumni look forward
to welcoming home Jacklyn Rose and
other area graduates at the annual Tidewater Beach Party on June 9. The Black
Alumni Chapter is partnering with the
Tidewater Chapter to co-host the event
at the Ocean View Fishing Pier. The
Beach Party/Picnic will include a disc
jockey provided by Dave McCullough
('96), Altitude Entertainment and a silent
auction with proceeds to benefit the
Tidewater Chapter's Scholarship Endowment. Chapter leaders wish to thank the
Beach Party sponsors: Jennifer ('96)
and John ('95) Clayton of Ghent Chiropractic, Bob Barton ('96) of Beach Ford
& Barton Ford Lincoln-Mercury, Buddy
Gadams ('93) of Marathon Development,
David Grimm ('74) of
Long John Silver's,
Patti Plecker ('83),
John C. Lynch ('91)
of Troutman Sanders
and Mark McKinney
('91) of Dodi & McKinney P.C. Learn more
about the Tidewater
Chapter at www.jmu.

edu/alumni/chapters/
ffl1
tidewater/.
Tidewater-area alumni
learn from wine connoisseur and JMU professor Brett Horton.

Would you like your alumni chapter event highlighted in Madison?
Get a magazine staff OK (540) 568-2664. Start planning early six weeks in advance of the event. Provide digital
images at least 300 dpi resolution and 3 by 5-inch dimensions minimum. Cover the story. Tap the journalism,
PR or communications grad in your chapter to be your reporter. Submit all materials by deadline.
Go to www.jmu.edu/Madison0nline to find more helpful indepth information about getting your chapter event featured.
Published by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2007
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{Scholarships}

Recog_nizing future special
eilucalion teachers
Sharon Brown scholarship helps students to help others
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BY K ATIE KELLOGG

('07)

haron Cooper Brown ('81) spent
Two of Brown's three daughters are curmuch of her Madison Experirent JMU students. Kim, a junior, is an occupational therapy major with a minor in
ence helping others. While earnspecial education. Chelsea is a freshman.
ing a degree in special education,
Brown served many groups like
Youngest daughter, Kelly, is a Robinson
Special Olympics.
High School freshman.
More than 20 years later, Brown conAccording to Maggie Kyger, JMU exceptinues the tradition. She and her husband,
tional education department head, it takes
Perry, donated a $66,000 endowment to
students "five years to complete the profund the D. Perry and Sharon C. Brown
gram and obtain a master's degree. More
Scholarship. (The endowment's current
generous donations like Brown's are needed
value is $78,000.)
to fund scholarships so that more students
Since the fund's establishment, eight
can afford to pursue special education's imstudents have received awards of $900 to
portant goals."
$1,500 from the endowment. "We need to
The scholarship has eased the financial
encourage and promote people going into
burden of out-of-state graduate tuition for
Sharon Cooper Brown ('81) and her
the education field," Brown says.
2006 recipient Jessica LeNoir. "With the
husband, Perry, endowed a scholarship to
time I spend in student-teaching, it is really
To qualify for the scholarship, students help future special education teachers.
must be in the special education program,
difficult to have a job," she explains. "This
must be in good academic standing, show a degree of service in has helped me get through the year without having to worry about
working with children with special needs, and exhibit high-level working full time."
professionalism. The special education department awards the
Kyger says that even more important than the monetary support
is the recognition this scholarship gives to special education proscholarship.
Though Brown did not pursue a career as a special education gram students: "We are so grateful for individuals like the Browns
teacher, she has worked for a recreation program for adults with who provide this type of service for our students. It is so nice to see
our students get this recognition. They need and deserve it."ffi
special needs. She currently works for a mortgage company.

CONGRATULATIONS, takea bow
Alumni participation has help ed ]MU earn national recognitions

* The international Council for the Advancement and Support of Education annually sponsors awards for higher education.
Alumni writers of the Professors You Love series have won CASE District III awards for feature series writing for four
straight years. The late Patrick Butters ('83), Gene C. Fant ('84) and Chris Womack ('88) won the Professors You Love
series' second Grand Award with this their 2006 articles.

* The magazine staff (and its alumni contributors) also won a Grand Award in the Magazine Publishing Improvement category.
* Alumni participation in JMU's Be the Change campaign helped garner two additional CASE awards. The Be the Change
project, led by Jan Gillis ('07) of the university communications office, won an Award of Excellence in Institutional
Relations Programs.

* The 2006 Be the Change video won an Award of Excellence in the Films and Videotapes category. Nathan Marsh ('01) of the
university marketing office, and students, Rachel Barnes ('06) and Adrienne D 'Souza ('08), produced the video. Watch it at
http://media.jmu.edu/ archives .asp#Video
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{Be the Change}

Spreading compassion
and awareness
Alumna educates nontraditional groups about AIDS
BY KATIE

O'Dowo ('07)

Madison Events
JUNE 9

Tidewater Beach Party
Virginia Beach
www.jmu.edu/alumni/chapters/tidewater

AUGUST 4

Richmond Crabfest
met my first HIV
positive person
when I was a
sophomore in high
school," says Beth
McGinnis ('OO).
"I grew up in southern Virginia, so my exposure to
HN was extremely limited."
McGinnis is now an HIV
education coordinator in
Vancouver, Wash. "Many
of the people who inspired
me to work in this area are
now dead, but I keep their
spirits alive each day when
Beth McGinnis ('00), HIV education
I go to work," she says.
McGinnis works closely coordinator in Vancouver, Wash.,
used quilting to help educate
with a regional network of
women about the risks of HIV/AIDS.
11 county health department's HIV/AIDS programs. "I provide Women and Girls
technical assistance and troubleshooting HIV Awareness Day, March 12.
"We hope the theater event and quilt toto these health departments so that they
have the best tools to work with their cli- gether will change the discussion of HIV
ents in the most comprehensive, up-to- and AIDS in our community," McGinnis
date way," she says.
says. "I encourage all women to talk about
McGinnis helped start a project to in- HIV as a woman's disease. Shifting the discrease awareness about the impact of HIV cussion that HIV is only a white, gay man's
and AIDS on women in Clark County, disease is a huge task, but one that can be
Wash. The percentage of women infected done on a daily basis." McGinnis, who
with HIV is increasing nationally, she says. majored in health sciences, got her start
"Many of the women we work with in by volunteering and working for the Valour HIV programs did not know that they ley AIDS Network in Harrisonburg. She
were at risk for HIV," she adds. "Most of organized volunteer training, managed the
them fall outside the 'traditional risk cat- food pantry, represented the agency at eduegories' of men who have sex with men, cational health fairs and educated groups in
injection drug users and heterosexuals the community about HIV and AIDS.
with multiple partners. These women were
"I encourage female students to make a
infected by their partners who were prac- plan before going out to a campus parry,"
ticing these risky behaviors and not com- McGinnis urges. 'Take condoms with you.
Consume less alcohol. If you go out with a
municating about them."
To raise awareness about women and group, tell your friends your risk reduction
HIV, McGinnis and her colleagues cre- plan. They can help you."
ated a quilt made by HIV-infected womThe Centers for Disease Control and
en, their families and friends. They also Prevention recommends that all Americans
partnered with an arts magnet school in between ages 13 and 64 have at least one HN
the community and had students write test. "By knowing your status, you can make
monologues and scripts based on inter- better choices for your health and the health
views McGinnis conducted with HIV pos- of your partners, and stop the spread of HN
ffi
itive women. The skits were presented on in your community," McGinnis says.
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Knights ofColumbus Columbian Center
www.rlchmonddukes.com

SEPT. 7-9

Fall Reunions
Classes of 1962, 1967, 1972, 1977,
1982, 1987, 1992, 1997, 2002
www.jmu.edu/alumni

SEPT. 28 - 30

Family Weekend
www.jmu.edu/parents/pw.shtml

0 CT . 6

F
a

Metro D.C. Crabfest
Ft. Belvoir Army Base
www.metrodukes.com

OCT. 26-27

Homecoming

....1:1

Bridgeforth Stadium
www.jmu.edu/alumni

For more detailed information on any of
these events, please call the JMU Office
of Alumni Relations toll free 1 (888) JMUALUM, or visit the online calendar at
www.jmu.edu/alumni/calendar/index.html

•s

Did you miss
Bluestone
Reunion
Weekend?
Beth Chrisman

('32) had a grand
time at her 75th
reunion in April.
Wait until you
hear what else
happened at the
Bluestone Reunion
Weekend. Read all about the Spring
Reunion activities in your fall issue. Keep
your address current with JMU. See the
inside back cover or visit: www.jmu.
edu/madisononline/madison/subscribe.shtml or call (540) 568-2664.
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Stay in touch) get in volved and be Mad cool

27

Nellie Edmunds Adams
celebrated her 100th
birthday on Sept. 17, 2006. She
lives in Gretna, Va., and she loves
to talk about "Madison days,"
especially with her great niece,
Janet Worley, who is assistant food
service director at JMU.

Committee, Republican Senatorial
Committee and holds the Republican Presidential Legion of Merit,
Congressional Committee Gold
Medal of Honor and the Senatorial Medal of Freedom. Melanie
Wood Hudson is national director at
EBS Healthcare in Concordville, Pa.

*
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Nellie Edmunds Adams ('27)

38

Dolores Phalen Lescure,
a former Staunton, Va.,
mayor and one-time president of the
Woodrow Wilson Birthplace Foundation, died July 7. Lescure served
as president of the Woodrow Wilson
Birthplace Foundation from 1973
to 1993 and as honorary chair of
the foundation, which was renamed
the Woodrow Wilson Presidential
Library in 2004. Under her leadership, the foundation acquired a historic building known as the Effinger
House in 1983 and converted it to
a museum about Wilson's life. In
2004, the foundation's board of
trustees named the museum the
Dolores Lescure Center.

74

Don R. Beatty lives in
Woodstock, Va. He is a
member of the Republican Presidential Task Force, Congressional

Computerworld magazine
named College of Business
graduate Michael M. Thomas one
of the "Premier I 00 IT Leaders for
2007" in the Dec. 11 issue. The
finance and marketing major also
earned his M.B.A. fromJMU.
He is vice president and general
manager for Lockheed Martin
Integrated Systems & Solutions.
Computerworld's Premier 100 IT
Leaders Awards Program honors
outstanding executives who show
"exemplary technology leadership in resolving pressing business
problems." Creativity, vision, fresh
approaches to business and effective management ofIT investments
are all requirements for recipients,
according to Robert D . Reid,
dean ofJMU's College ofBusiness. Thomas is a member of the
Co B's Executive Advisory Council,
JMU 's oldest advisory board. He
also serves as a team leader for
the CoB's Centennial Campaign
Committee, which leads the college's effort to help JMU raise $50
million for the Madison Century
capital campaign.

77

Florence Rothacker relocated to Nashville, Tenn.,
with her husband. Marantha Connor Edwards received certification
from the National Trust for Historic
Preservation. She is a tourism and
marketing manager in Leesburg. She
and her husband live in Leesburg with
their two children, Ethan and Noel.

*
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James L. Hardesty, M .D. ,
FACS, has been inducted
into the American College of
Surgeons as a Fellow. He is a surgeon at Carlisle Regional Medical
Center, specializing in general,
vascular and laparoscopic surgery.
Hardesty has provided services
to the Carlisle, Pa., community
since 2003 and has been practicing for nearly 20 years. Hardesty
completed his medical degree at
Eastern Virginia Medical School
in 1983. ACS Fellows also referred
to as members of the ACS have the
letters FACS (Fellow, American
College of Surgeons) following
their name signifying that the
surgeon's education and training, professional qualifications,
surgical competence and ethical
conduct have passed rigorous
evaluation and have been found to
be consistent with the ACS's high
standards. "Those of us who have
been privileged to work closely
with Dr. Hardesty see his inclusion in this group of the nation's
best surgeons as a well deserved
honor," says Anthony J. Guarracino, Carlisle Regional Medical
staff president.

79

Sheryl Bland Bourbeau
was appointed executive
director of the Naval Sea Systems
Command (SEA OOB) effective Dec. 10. SEA OOB serves as
the senior civilian in NAVSEA
responsible for the executive/business management of the headquarters staff and the evaluation
and execution of the commandwide management systems and
programs. Bourbeau serves as an
authority and adviser to the commander on corporate planning
and management, strategic planning, management resources and

program appraisal matters. She was
selected for senior executive service
in May 2000. She is currently the
deputy commander for Corporate
Operations Directorate (SEA IO) ,
responsible for providing leadership and accountability for a multitude of functions including manpower budget, financial management, strategic and business development, human resources, equal
employment opportunity, diversity,
workforce learning and development and Base Realignment and
Closure data calls. Bourbeau was
the driving force in the successful
implementation of the National
Security Personnel System at
NAVSEA. Prior to this, she served
as deputy director, command,
control, communications and
computer/ deputy command in formation officer for the U.S. Marine
Corps, and command information
officer at NAVSEA. While serv-

SCHOLARSHIP
THANKS
Dear Fred Devitt:
I would like to thank you very
much for your support ofthe Myra
Doherty Memorial Scholarship. I
cannot tell you how helpful this is to
my family and how appreciative we
all are. It really is a generous gift.
I am a junior biology major, and I
will be applying to medical schools
in June. I look forward to starting
a new academic chapter ofmy lift.
I hope someday to be a cardiac
surgeon . With so much school
ahead, every financial contribution
makes a difference. Thank you so
much for your generosity.
Sincerely,
Lindsey Enoch ('08)

PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF JANET WORLE Y
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ing as CIO, she was appointed the
lead CIO for the Virtual SYSCOM
and the business executive for the
Surface and Undersea Warfare
Centers. Bourbeau has earned the
Navy Superior Civilian Service
Award and the Meritorious Civilian Service Award.

So

Sandra Price Langford
was ~amed Director of the
Year at the ann ual conference of
the Virginia Community Criminal
Justice Association held in November at Staunron's Stonewall Jackson
Hotel. T he award is given annually
ro a director who has made outstanding contribution s to the field
of commun ity corrections and pretrial services statewide. Langford
is a program director for Piedmont
Court Services in Boydton, Va.

81

Susan Dawson McVeigh
joined Smith Barney as a
financial adviser in the Stuart, Fla.,

office. Prior to
joining Smith
Barney, McVeigh
served as chief
development officer of the Boys
& Girls Clubs of
Marrin County.
Susan Dawson
As a financial
McVeigh ('81)
adviser, McVeigh
will provide a full suite offinancial
planning and investment services to
high net worth clients and individual investors with a primary focus
on retirement and estate planning,
managed money, wealth management, private investments and
portfolio management. McVeigh
has extensive experience in public
relations , marketing, philanthropic
services and estate planning. She is
an active volunteer with the Martin
County School District, Immanuel
Lutheran Church and several nonprofit organizations including the
Marrin County Red Cross and

Samaritan House for Boys. She is a
member of several civic organizations including the Hobe Sound
Chamber of Commerce, Stuart/
Marrin County Leadership and
the Stuart Sunrise Rotary Club.
Mark Devor Rider, a colonel in the
U.S. Army, was selected as the 2006
Army Project Manager of the Year.

*
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Virginia Edwards Neil
received the 2006 Virginia
Education Association's Award for
Teaching Excellence.

85

Ronald Burke enjoys traveling, spending time with
his family and visiting the Madison
campus. Jeff Urban was named
senior vice president of sports marketing for Gatorade Co. in April.
Most recently the sports marketing
director for Gatorade, Urban will
assume leadership of the Gatorade
business unit's sports strategy and
property management including

*

league, team and athlete relations.
The brand has an impressive roster
of elite sports partnerships, including the NFL, NBA, Major League
Baseball, WNBA, AVP, NHL,
U.S. Soccer, Major League Soccer
and numerous professional, collegiate and amateur teams throughout the world. Since joining Gatorade in 1999,
Urban has managed the brand 's
national property
relationships
and a stable of
professional
athlete endorsers.
The New Jersey
Jeff Urban ('85)
native and former JMU baseball
standout was a member of the
1983 College World Series Team.
Darryl Derr retired as a major
in the U.S. Army after more than
24 years of active service. He and
his wife, Gloria, live in Texas with
their two daughters.

*
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Principal Financial
Group's key players

A

BY D ARC I E R OBERGE (' 06 )

Madison duo has taken the Fortune 500, Iowa-based Principal Financial Group by storm. Brian Walker ('85) and
Randall Blanchetti ('89) have earned national titles at
PFG. Walker serves as the national director for business
development. Blanchetti is national sales director for channels and
niche markets and Southeast regional vice president. The duo are
joined by a dozen more Dukes in PFG's 44 offices in the U.S., Bombay,
Brazil, Chile, China, India and Mexico.
Established in 1879 in Des Moines, Iowa,
with the intention of providing life insurance
to Midwesterners, PFG provides a wide range
of financial services to both businesses and
individuals. In the last 125 years, PFG has
become a key player in the financial services
industry and currently employs 15,000.
"People are shocked to learn how many
JMU graduates are working for PFG," says
National directors
Blanchetti. "The quality of employee that JMU
Randall Blanchetti
produces is excellent and very desirable to us."
('89) and Brian
Computerworldmagazine's annual survey
Walker ('85) keep
of the "Best Places to Work in IT" listed
the Purple Pride
PFG as one of the top 100 places to work
alive at Fortune
for information technology professionals
500, Iowa-based
Principal Financial
(37th). "The philosophy of PFG is that happy
Group.
employees are the most productive," says
Blanchetti. "This is like the JMU environment
- one conducive to producing your best work."
As a former stockbroker in Washington,
D.C., Walker says that he "kept losing sales
to PFG." After meeting a PFG representative
who came to talk to his company, Walker
asked about a job. "After 17 interviews, I was
hired to work as a sales representative in the
Maryland office," he says. "This is my 19th
year with PFG."
Not long after joining PFG, Walker hired Blanchetti, who's been with
the company 17 years. "I got the job through an on-campus interview
and accepted it while I was still in school," Blanchetti says. "We've
found other JMU graduates to be smart, well-rounded team players,
who are confident, but not arrogant."
Hiring employees is Blanchetti's favorite part of his job. "I like being
able to hire great people and help them become the best employee
they can," he says. The communication studies graduate adds, "I had
a number of JMU experiences outside the classroom that helped me
grow as a person and discover talents that I didn't know I possessed."
Walker, who graduated with a bachelor's degree in management
information systems, shares the same pride in his Madison
Experience. "I couldn't have gotten my job without JMU," he says.
Blanchetti challenges current students to "transcend the classroom
experience. "Good G.P.A.s are a dime a dozen. It's your experience
outside the classroom that will help you succeed," he says.
Walker adds, "Always try to better yourself." After the first
five years of working, employees are separated into two groups.
They either become squatters, who are happy where they are,
or climbers, who are willing to take risks and be creative. Early
on, do what you can to be a climber."

86

Tim Leffel, author of
M ake Your Travel Dollars
Worth a Fortune, wo n a gran d prize
for travel writing in the North
America n Travel Jou rnalists Association 20 06 awards competit ion.
T he grand prize was for hi s story,
"Meat and Malbec at Midnight,"
in the Sep tember/October 2006
iss ue of Perceptive Travel, a Web
travel magazine he publishes.
Make Your Tra vel Dollars Worth
a Fortune was ru nner-up in the
Best Travel Guide category. * Lisa
Spencer Mulford is vice president
of marketing at M ul fo rd Med iation . She lives in Warrenton with
her husband and their two sons.

88

Gregory Gilbert has been
promoted to IT officer at
Bank of T he James in Lynchburg.

89

D avid Reardon was
promoted to partner at
Mitchell, Wiggins & Company
LLP in Rich mond.

91

Natural gas market expert
and experienced market
analys t Lee Van Atta joined
Seattle's R. W. Beck Inc. as a senior
director. "Given the complexity of
today's fuel markets, R . W. Beck
provides a complete analysis of
market risks includ ing a highly

rob ust analyses of fuel markets to
support our cl ients' decision-making," Van Atta
says. R. W. Beck
provides studies in energy
market and price
fo recasting, integrated resource
planning, energy
risk management Lee Van Atta
and transmission (' 91 )
constraint analyses to help clients
adapt to the ever- changing marker.
Van Acta's energy industry experience includes providing support
for more than 15,000MW of power
plant development and fi nancing,
and more than $4 billion of natural
gas pipeline, storage and liquefie d natural gas development and
fina ncing. Previously, Van Atta
served as vice president and leader
of the Fuel Market Strategies practice at Pace Global Energy Services,
LLC, in Fairfax. * Patricia Tyler
of Arl ington was elected 2007
president of the Vi rginia Jaycees,
the commonwealth 's top leadership development organ ization in
commun ity service for men and
women between the ages of21 and
40. Tyler earned a mas ter's of business in organizational development
and training in May 2005 from the
University of Mary Washington.

Egg-cellent, Duke!
Rob Beaton ('OO) broke the G uinness World
Reco rd fo r "M ost Eggs Held in the H and" on
Jan. 10, 2007. Beaton held 17 eggs in one hand,
breaking the previous record of 12. T he G uinness World Record holder is a computer technician fo r the Toms River New Jersey school
district. "I've wa nted to set a world record
since my father bought me a Guinness World
Records book as a child," he says. Beaton set
the record after three "egg-citing" attempts. He
received a Guinness certificate and a listing in
the database of records. H e is also eligible
to be featured in a future issue
of the Guinness
World Records.

* www.principal.com
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92

Christina LaVarre Auch
has accepted the director of development position at the
Blue Ridge Parkway Fo undation
in Winston-Salem, N .C. Auch also
volunteered with a church organization co help victims of Hurricane
Katrina in the Gul f region. * Kerri
Shea-Beers is a marketing communications manager with Webroot
Software in Boulder, Colo.

93

Richard D. Peebles Jr. of
Richmond joined Retreat
Hospital as an internal medicine
physician .

95

Andrew D. Cain earned
hi s law degree from
Syracuse University C ollege of
Law in 2006 and is now an associate attorney with The Rack Law
Firm, P.C., in Virgi nia Beach. His
practice is concentrated in es tate
planning and adminis tration.
Kevin B. Rack ('80) , founder of
the law firm, served as president
of the H onor Council atJMU. *
Timothy Kane is a senior account
technology consulcant at EMC in
McLean, Va. * Carla Frye Williams was promoted co assistant
principal at Sedgefield Elementary
School in the Newport N ews public schools sys tem.

96

Scott Gilbert is the news
director for WITF FM
89.5, the only public radio newsroom exclusively reporting on Central Pennsylvania. Gilbert previously served Associated Press Radio
in Washington, D.C., as a network
anchor, desk supervisor and wire
ed itor. He has earned the AP 's Joe
Snyder Award for Outstanding
News Service for work at WKOKAM in Sunbury, Pa. His career also
includes stints as a morning show
producer, traffic reporter and disc
jockey. Gilbert also plays oboe with

Landing her childhood dream job

C

BY D ARCIE

R OBERGE

('06)

BS 3 - Philadelphia morning anchor and
reporter Natasha Brown ('93) knew
what her dream job was by the time
she was an eighth-grader. The average
college student changes majors at
least once before they settle on a
career path . Not Brown. "As a child,
I used to read magazines in front
of the mirror to practice being an
anchor," she says.
Brown joined CBS 3 in 2002. She
reports the morning news five days
a week, which requires her to be at
work before 5 a.m.
Celebrating her 13th year in

- aired in Charlotte sville. " My Madison education
had a lot to do with being a successful anchor,"
Brown add s. "I got to build my skills in all aspects
of broadcast journalism, which really earned me
respect starting out in the industry."
Brown has covered a wide variety
of stories, from presidential campaigns to the crash of Flight 93 in
Somerset County, Pa. Her most
memorable story was the flooding
in Philadelphia and New Jersey a
few years ago. "I had water up to my
knees while I was reporting ," she
says. " I was out there with families
while they were waiting to return to
their homes. They were just so happy
broadcast journalism, Brown began Natasha Brown (,93)
that we were there."
her career just three months after
Brown 's reports on the move of the Liberty
earning her mass communications degree. She
started out as a reporter and anchor at WPDE-TV Bell, the Columbine High School shootings and
the Ouecreek Mine Disaster received national
in Myrtle Beach, S.C. Brown then moved to Richmond to work for NBC. "That was nice becau se
air time. " I like doing something different everyRichmond was my home television market, and
day," says Brown, who earned three Emmy
my family and friends could watch me every day," nomination s in 2006. " I also love being ab le
says Brown . From there, she moved to Pittsburgh to tell stories that have an impact on peoples'
lives. Each person that I' ve come in contact with
and then Philadelphia.
has taught me so much . When I was younger,
Brown completed two internships as a JMU student. She interned at WHSV and in Charlottesville. I watched a lot of news to try to emulate the
reporters. I always loved watch ing the news and
"The internships were a wonderful experience
seeing what kind of presence the anchors had .
because they allowed me to start in a smaller
market and get real experience," she says. One of
They were always so poised in the middle of any
her internship stories - on the Blue Ridge Hospital given situation ."

the H ershey Symphony Orchestra.
H e and his wife
live near Camp
Hill with their son.
* Emily Teeple
Morrison earned a
mas ter's of educa- Jen Richards
cion in December (' 9 G)
2005 from Wes t Chester University. * Marc Mertz was promoted
to president of H ealch Check Inc.
in Florida. * Jen Richards is a
conference center operations spe-

cialisc with che George C. Marshall
European Center for Security
Studies. She provides support for
24 international conferences held
in Eastern Europe and Eurasia. She
joined the center in 2005 as the
lead academic coordinator for the
center's senior-level resident course.
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Jesse Ingram Haley
accepted che senior budget and policy analyse position at
the Vi rginia Hospital and Healch
Care Association in Rich mond.

*

Jessica Brunow Holloway of
Seaccle was named the Washington
Arc Education Association's 2006
Elementary Art Teacher of the
Year. Jody Stell has returned
from travels in New Zealand. She
lives and works in San D iego. *
Douglas Trout lives in Charlottesville with his wife, Kelly, and their
two children, Will and Ca reer.
M ichael McFarland returned fro m
Al Asad Air Base, Iraq, where he
fl ew Blackhawk helicopters and
served as battalion adjutant.
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Ger involved in Madison magazine

Who is lhe Professor YOU Love?

I

Tell us about those special Professors You Love. This series, written by alumni and students, has won four straight
CASE District III awards for feature series writing. Keep those top-notch submissions coming. The magazine staff
will help with editing. Send your entries to madisonmag@jmu.edu or Madison magazine, 220 University Blvd.,
MSC 3610, JMU, Harrisonburg, VA 22807. Thank you!

Published by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2007

Pat Bruce, Pro·
fessor You Love
Winter 2007.
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Gregg Damanti was
promoted co production
manager at Astor Place Theater
in New York City. * Erin T heresa McManamon is an executive producer at Hearse-Argyle
Television's Washington, D.C.,
news bureau.

99

1

J

Banger Joe' honored
by national boating
law association
B Y K ATIE

O ' D owo (' 0 7)

oseph McCullough ('96) is the face of boating safety in Alaska.
The National Association of State Boating Law Admini strators
presented McCullough with its 2006-07 Boating Safety Award.
The award recognizes a state or local government official who
has demonstrated outstanding performance in boating safety.
As the state of Alaska's boating education coordinator, McCullough
t ravels around the state teaching Kids Don't Float classes featuring boating safety. The Kids Don't Float program educates children
about the risks of cold-water immersion and the importance of
wearing life jackets. McCullough helps promote the boating safet y
program as "Ranger Joe."
"There aren't many kid s in the state who haven't seen my face,"
he says . " When people hear about Ranger Joe, they think about life
jackets and being safe in the water."
Alaska has the highest boat fatality rate in the country, McCullough
says. He became passionate about boating safety after performing
CPR on a 4-year-old girl who drowned without a life jacket. "After pulling people out of the water, I would go to my supervisor and say, 'There's
got to be a better way,"' he says. "So, we went into the schools."
Th e Kids Don't Float program also include s a life jacket loaner
co mponent to encourage boating safety. The program offers loc ation s where people, specifically children , can borrow a life jacket
with no mon ey or documentation required .

Bruce Benedict lives
in Indianapolis with
P.J. Maske. * James Hess is
assistant dean for admissions at
William & Mary Law School.
This su mmer he will serve as
the onsice director for W&M's
Study Abroad program in
Madrid. The political science
major graduated from W&M
Law School in 2002 and earned
a scholarship co study in London , where he earned an LL.M.
in international business law in
2003 . Prior to joining che W&M
Admissions Office, he worked for
a law firm in Philadelphia. * Amy
McMillan Sharpe received the
Chapter Scar Award from the Austin, Texas, Chapter of the Public
Relations Society of America. *
Kevin Turner was promoted to
director of music and worsh ip
at Davidson United Met\iodist
Church in Davidson, N.C.

00

Wesley Cole earned a
Ph.D. in clinical psychology in August 2006 from the
University of South Carolina. *
The Oakland Raiders hired John
Defilippo as quarterbacks coach
this spring. Defilippo spent the
lase two seasons as offensive quality control assistant for the New
York Giants. The former JMU
quarterback and All-Ad antic 10
Conference academic honoree
began his coaching career tutoring
quarterbacks at Fordham in 2000.

"There are 14 people who we know of that are alive tod ay becau se
of the program," says McCullough. "They lived because t hey put on
a life jacket."
McCullough, a communications major, also helped produce a film
about cold-water immersion and boating safety. At JMU, McCullough
helped found the Sigma Chi fraternity. He lives in Anchorage with his
wife, Noelle.
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John DeFilippo ('00) was hired as
quarterbacks coach by the Raiders.

SCHOLARSHIP
THANKS
Dear John Fulk:
I would like to thank you for your
generosity in providing the John
Vanderbilt Fulk Scholarship for
my education. As the 11th of14
children, your financial contribution is enormously appreciated. I
have the responsibility ofpaying
far my own education, and I am so
grateful far your assistance. I am
a junior double-major in Spanish
and in ternational affairs. Thank
you so much,
Jacqueline C. Chapman ('08)

He also served as graduate assistant at Notre Dame (2001-02).
Defilippo joined the Giants [as
seen in chis 2006 season photo by
Cathy Kushner ('87)] after spending two seasons as quarterbacks
coach at Columbia University.
* John G. Koch joined Flaster/
Greenberg, P.C ., as an associate
and member of the environmental
law and litigation practice group
in its Cherry Hi ll, N.C., office.
Koch will focus on all aspects of
che firm's environmental practice.
He earned his law degree from
Villanova University School of
Law and is admitted co the Bars
of Pennsylvania, New Jersey and
New York. * Matthew Taskey is
the central scheduling manager at
Rockingham Memorial Hospital
in Harrisonburg.

0I

Amanda Burton of Colonial Heights was promoted
co executive director of the Conductors Guild, the on ly music service
organization devoted exclusively
to the advancement of the art of
conducting. * Justin Conway is a
member of the board of directors
of Co-op America, a nor-for-profit
membership organization founded
in 1982. Co-op America's mission
is co harness economic power - the
strength of consumers, investors,
businesses and the marketplace
- co create a socially just and environmentally sustainable society.
The organization's members focus
on economic strategies co solve
social and environmental problems
and co mobilize people in their economic roles as consumers, investors,
workers and business leaders.
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Christopher Thomas
earned a Certified Financial Planner certification.

worth, who is serving in the U.S.
Marine Corps, recently returned
from Iraq.

03

06

Elizabeth Bagby Agnew
earned a D.O. degree in
June 2006 from Philadelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine. She
is serving her residency in internal
Andrew Baugher, a
medicine at Moses Cone Hospital
political science major,
in Greensboro, N.C. Maureen
and two teammates were tournaCodd is serving a yearlong term
ment champions in the University
as assistant nonprofit manager
ofNorth Carolina's]. Braxton
with Amazwi, a start-up South
Craven Moot Court Competition on Feb. 24. The annual
African nonprofit organization
focused on empower ing rural
constitutional law competition
is recognized as one of the most
women through narrative journalism. Amazwi (meaning "voices" in
prestigious appellate advocacy
Zu lu) has embarked on three projcompetitions nationwide. Baugher
and his Regent University's School
ects to achieve its goals of educaof Law teammates defeated a team
tion, preservation and empowerfrom Pepperdine University to
ment. The trio of projects include
rake the championship.
building the Amazwi School of
Media Arts; starting A. Magazine,
Linda DiEgidio joined
the first nonfiction literary magathe architectural/engizine dedicated to Africa; and the
neering firm of Becker Morgan
Amazwi Writers and Artists ResiGroup Inc.
dency Program . "I found Amazwi
as an interior
while sco uring the Internet for
designer at the
long-term opportunities in the
Wilmington,
developing world," Codd says.
Del., office. *
"Because so many NGOs want
Former Dukette
people who already have experiRachel Engler
ence living in these areas, it can
passed her Regbe quite a conundrum for recent
istered Nurse
grads. I was lucky to find an orgaLinda DiEgidio exam and was
nization that is willing to give me
('05)
commissioned
a chance to prove myself," adds
as an ensign in the U.S. Navy
the international affairs major.
Nurse Corps. She serves at the
Codd manages public relation s,
Nationa l Naval Medical Center
marketing, fundraising and volin Bethesda, Md., caring for
unteer recruitment for Amazwi.
wounded soldiers, sailors and
Read her blog at www.amazwi.
Marines . She also won a place on
org. Scott Schreier is a partner
the Washington Redskins Cheerin marketing with American
leaders 40-memExpress in New York. He earned
ber squad for the
a master's of business administra2006-07 season.
tion in marketing in May 2006
More than 400
from Georgetown University. *
women tried out
Casey Templeton completed an
for the dance
internship with National Geosquad. Engler
graphic after winning the nationa l
danced at all the
2006 Student Photographer of
Rachel Engler Redskins' home
the Year award. His photograph
('05)
games in Fedex
of"Shine," a descendant of one of
Field last season. * Christopher
Ernest Hemingway's six-toed cats,
Evans, who is serving in the U.S.
appears in the April 2007 issue
Marine Corps, recently returned
of National Geographic. * Cory
from Iraq. * David Helfen is
Weathers is a supplier quality
a special agent with the Naval
assurance engineer at Xerox Corp.
in Rochester, N.Y. He earned a
Criminal Investigative Service in
master of science in industrial and
Norfolk. Keith Knott earned
a master's of education in school
systems engineering in August
administration from the Univer2006 from North CarolinaA&T
sity of Virginia. * Tyler LongState University.
Leah Benson is a real tor at
Weichert, Realtors-Engle
& Hambright in Lancaster, Pa.

04

*
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*

No clowning around for
this Navy 1 Bozo'

D

BY KATIE

O ' Dowo ('07)

avid Hunter Ban kart ('99), call sign Bozo, says he
tends to joke around more than "the average bear.
Life is so much better when people are laughing," he
says, "s o I always try to bring humor into situations."
All jokes aside, Ban kart's aircraft, which is operated by a crew
of four, "plays a major role in suppressing the war on terrorism
in both Iraq and Afghanistan." Bankart serves as a naval aviator for the EA-6B Prowler Electronic Warfare Aircraft, at Naval
Air Station Whidbey Island, Wash., where he was stationed after
completing his flight training in 2002.
During his six months in Iraq, Ban kart watched the country's
first democratic elections in Baghdad from the sky. While he says
some people may disagree with the United States' involvement,
the progress he witnessed made it worthwhile. "Watching women
walk 13 miles to reach a polling station so they could vote, and
have their first attempt at fighting their oppression, was worth
every bit of time and effort I have put forth," he says.
Bankart, who is also a Navy flight and weapons/tactics
instructor, teaches new aviators the skills to fly and the tactics
to employ their aircraft in combat.
Following in the footsteps of his retired naval aviator father,
Ban kart decided to join the service Jess than a year after graduation."/ needed to give back for all the freedoms that I have been
afforded," he says. "We just don't get how lucky we are as Americans and how much other nations suffer."
It was a leadership class with Mark Warner, JMU vice president
for student affairs, which mostly influenced Bankart's decision
to join the Navy. "Dr. Warner is the type of professor who makes
you want to work that much harder, not for the grade, but to
make him proud," Bankart explains. "He never asked any more
than our best because that's what he always gave us."
Warner says he was fortunate to have Bankart in his class. "He
is a servant leader and practices it in a variety of venues. He also
is a man of integrity, and we need more like him transforming the
society in which we live."
Ban kart is particularly grateful to his wife,
Becky Johnson ('99), for supporting him
and his career. The pair dated at JMU and
married two years after graduation. "The
hardest part about being in Iraq is knowing
that my beautiful wife is at home working full
time and taking care of
Navy flight
everyday responsibilities and weapons
that we usually share,"
instructor David
Bankart ('99).
he says.
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Helping make Baghdad
a safer place

C

B Y K ATI
E

K ELLOGG

(' 07)

apt. Dan Hodermarsky ('03) says the best part of
serving the Army in Iraq is watching his fellow soldiers
help make Baghdad neighborhoods safer. "Young men
and women between 18 and 24 years old are going out
every day without fail into harm's way and getting their missions
done," he says. "These soldiers never cease to amaze me."
The Virginia Beach native is serving his second tour in Iraq
as executive officer with the Headquarters and Headquarters
Company, 1-23 Infantry, 3rd Stryker Brigade Combat Team, 2nd
Infantry Division. The public administration major remembers his
Madison Experience fondly. "My favorite memories would probably be doing fall ball with the lacrosse club," he says. The valley is
great that time of year, and it was a lot of fun to play ball under the
stadium lights during the first part of the school year."
The JMU ROTC graduate says the program proved to be
extremely helpful in preparing him for his Army career. "You realize what an outstanding program it is when you start working with
officers from different commissioning sources," he says. "I still
find myself using lessons that I learned in ROTC."
Hodermarsky is responsible for all maintenance and supply
operations in his company and in battalion headquarters and the
operations center. He is responsible for making sure every vehicle
is working properly and that the staff and operations center have
the support they need. The hardest part about being in Iraq is losing fellow soldiers to enemy fire or becoming seriously injured, he
says. "Having good men like these make such sacrifices for their
nation really forces you to put things into perspective when you're
here," he adds. "Most Iraqis just want a peaceful home to raise
their families and are very grateful for all our efforts."
Although it can be difficult to be so far
away from loved ones, Hodermarsky says
he is able to keep in touch with family
and friends through e-mails and phone
calls. "I e-mail my family and close
friends nearly every day and call home
about once a week, when I'm able. This
and the cards and packages from
home make the time away
from each other much
easier to take since I'm
able to keep up with
what's going on in
their lives."
Once he's
home, Hodermarsky says
he'll catch up
with family and
friends first, but
he's anxious to
see a JMU football
game. "I've been
deployed or in training exercises during
every Homecoming game
since I graduated. Hopefully
I'll be able to make it back for
the next one."
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Weddings
1970s

Melanie Wood ('74) to John Hudson, 12/14/06.

1980s

Richard Adams ('85) to Christine Adams, 3/18/06

1990s

Ashley Glazebrook ('94) to Christopher Fitch ('93) ,

* Anna Mpras ('94) to Rich Vaughan ('92), 1/14/06
* Tristan Juszczak ('96) to Ted Williams, 9/23/06 * Amy Carmichael ('97) to Sanford Martin II, 11/19/05 * Tracey Barrios
('98) to JeffMilcarek, 10/14/ 06 * Julie Duszak ('98) to David
Wacht, 6/24/06 * Maggie Glenn ('98) to Bryan Carter, 11/18/06
9/23/06

* Christina Mittendorff ('98) to Judd Berube ('99), 6/10/06
* Meghan Patrizi ('98) to Timothy Delobe ('98), 9/2/06 *
Samuel Bogan ('99) to Deborah Waldron, 1/20/07 * Gina Crovato ('99) to Erik H ayes, 3/11/06 * Karin Gloede ('99) to Matthew Plodinec, 8/7 /04 * Renee Jenkins ('99) to Jason Watson
('02), 9/24/05 * Tricia McGoldrick ('99) to Matthew Sheehan,
9/30/06 * Jed Sherman ('99) to Jennifer Rothwell, 10/14/06 *
Kimberly Tate ('99) to Charles Cusack, 7/1/06

2000s

Amy Benavitch ('OO) to Gary Alleva ('97), 10/14/06 *

Erica Bukva ('OO) to TazAhmed, 5/15/04 * Elizabeth Cox ('OO)
to

Brian Hasher ('OO), 9/09/06 * Chrysalinn LeDoux ('OO) to

Ulysses Archie Jr., 11/25/06 * Kristin Dobbins ('01) to Greg Frese

('99), 10/7/06 * Rebecca Mills ('02) to Joshua Fentress, 4/22/06
* Natalie Rowe ('03) to Marc Gregory Mertz ('96), 9/30/06
* Brandon Cline ('04) to Matthew Taskey ('OO), 11/19/06 *
Elizabeth Cameron Seay ('04) to Stephen Bryan Martin ('05),

10/1/06.

* Laura Carpenter ('05) to C hris Auer, 6/10/06 * Eliza-

beth Salamone ('06) to Anthony Venafro ('04), 11/25/06

Future Dukes
1980s

Mary Reed Friedman ('87) and John, a son, Dylan

Eastwood, 1/04/07. * Anthony Michael Falcone ('88M) and

* Sally King Laws
('89) and H ank, a daughter, Ella Blue, 3/22/06. * Jeffrey "Jeff"

Lori, a daughter, Elizabeth Payne, 11/25/06.

Shockley ('89) and Christine, a daughter, Claire Elise, 6/03/06.

* Janice Alvey Trusky ('89) and Richard ('90), a boy, Adam
Richard, 2/22/06.

1990s

Angela Peraldo Thompson ('90) and Scott, a son,

Keller Michael, 10/12/06. * Kate Foster Notarnicola ('91) and
Joe, a daughter, Emmalia Foster, 5/17/06. * Lynn Concepcion

Bartolotta ('92) and Bill ('91), a daughter, Kathryn Gabrielle,

2/02/05.

* Beth Sharrocks Thanos ('98) and Theodore ('91) a

daughter, Kelly Elizabeth, 11/22/06.

* Kimberly Leupold Facey

('92) and Glenn ('91) , a son, Kyler Matthew, 5/25/06.

* Heather

Osterlund Gaillard ('92) and Mark, a son, John Douglass,

4/18/06.

* Katherine Milin Arnold ('92) and Eric, a daughter,

Lauren Nicole, 7 /24/06.

* Kerri Shea Beers ('92) and Chris, a
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daughter, Della Jean, 6/11/06 . * Charles Brandon Young ('92)
/ and Alice, a daughter, Amelia Josephine, 10/28 / 06.

* Raminder

Chadha ('93) and Nabeela, a son, Alexi Shakir, 8/26/06.

*

Edgar, 10 /28/06.
James, 8/03/06.

/ Caryn Powell Helmandollar {'93) and Brad, a son, Cooper Dean,

* Ashley Hall Taylor ('97) and Trey, a son,

Drew, 1/ 05/06 . * Sean Currie {'98) and Erin, a son , Maxwell

* Megan Swisher McKelvy ('98) and Dan, a

son, Landon James, 9/23/06.

* Patrice Pleasants Jackson ('98)
* Jonathan

8/ 16/06. * Jason Mitchell ('93) and Kelly, a daughter, Emma

and Clinton, a daughter, Caila Madison, 6/22/06.

Renee, 3/20/06. * Sarah Hufnagel Murphy {'93) and Kevin

Stewart ('98) and Elaine, a daughter, Samantha Sofia, 3/08/06 .

and Theresa, twins, son, Ethan, son, Ryan, 11/04/06. * Christy

* Ashley Harper Bergesen ('99) and Sean ('99), a son, Andrew
Michael, 7 /18/ 06 . * Patricia Allison Holbrook Denenberg ('99)

Denslow Tyner ('94) and Sam, twins, daughter, Kalaya, son, Kai,

and David, a son, Jonas Edward, 5/25/06.

* Daniel Strunck ('94) and Lisa, a daughter, Madison
Clare 3/06/06. * Kristi Hale Unger ('94) and Kevin, a daughter,
Jaclyn Rebecca, 1/05/06. * Katherine Bradbury Starkey ('96)
and Jeremy ('94), a daughter, Cara, 11/1/06 . * Paul Singh ('95)

('99) and Eric ('99), a daughter, Noella Kathleen, 11/23/06.

('93), a son, Matthew Carter, 7/14/06. * Raymond Dean ('93)

9126/ 06.

and Rany, a son, Kaden Tam, 8/15/06 .

* James "Jamie" Johnson

('95) and Louise, a son, William Arthur Harrison, 12/22/06.

*

Timothy Kane ('95) and Renee, a daughter, Sathara Kimberly,
8/15/0 6.

* Lori Foutz Newquist ('95) and Matthew ('95), a son,

Ethan Wesley, 6/16/06. * Carrie Dunn Pasquarello ('95) and
Chris, a daughter, Luciana Michelle, 6/07106.

* Paul Cooper

('96M) and Angela, a son, Paul William IV, 9/07/06.

* Renee

Wheelbarger Liskey ('96) and David, a son, Peyton Matthias ,
5/25/ 06 .

* Brian Meehan ('96) and Elizabeth, a daughter, Lila

* Maggie Hass Finke

* Kate Springer Keifer ('99) and Steven, a son, Jack Everett,
11/17/06.

* Jill Finley Munson ('99) and Timothy ('99), a son,

Nathaniel Finley, 8/30/06 . * Heather Morris Rocker ('99) and
Chris ('99), a son, Hanley James, 5/04/06 .

2000s Camille Surface Timmerman ('OO) and Geoffrey ('99),
a daughter, Keara Ann, 4/06/06.

* Erica Bukva ('OO) and Taz

Ahmed, a daughter, Peyton Riley, 9/23/06 . * Rebecca Church

*

Carroll {'00) and Jeff ('OO), a son , Robert Andrew, 12/18/06 .
Michael Dowd ('OO) and Xanthe, a daughter, Michaela Xanrhe,
4/18/05 . * Melana Kellerhalls Holloway ('OO) and Chan-

ning {'01), a son, Nicholas Channing, 12/12/06. * Kathryn

{'00) and Chad, a daughter, Jordan Lorraine , 10/21/06 .

('96) and Jodie, a daughter, Elena Brooke, 10/14/06.

Marie-McGann Cornwell {'Ol) and Jeffrey, a son, Garrison Stu-

* Elisabeth

9/28/06. * Casey Yu ('OOM) and Joshua Burnett, a son, Matthew Shin-Chieh Yu Burnett, 7 /14/06.

* Jennifer Schmidt Wise

C. Aiken ('97) and Peter Gallo, a son, John William, 2/27/06 .

art, 6/20/05 . * Pamela Rosinski Makinson {'01) and Shawn, a
daughter, Ella Rose, 9/16/06. * Rebecca Heitfield Makowski

Quin n, 11/02/06.

{'Ol) and Chris, a son, Luke Christopher, 8/22/06. * Erin Dolan

a daughter, Lorelei Paige, 8/26/05 . * Nicole Socha Coleman
('97) and Chris ('97), a daughter, Tess Hannah, 8/20/06.

Huntley ('05M) and Eric, a daughter, Kate Lynn , 9/19/06 .

*

Patrick DeBorde ('97) and Autumn , a daughter, Avery Katherine, 8/28/06 . * Carrie Bender Hill ('97) and Gordon {'95),

I

* Tanya

* Matthew Freakley ('97) and Michele, a daughter, Charlotte

* Sara Becham Henry ('97) and Michael,

In
Iii

Scott Rexrode {'OO) and David {'01), a daughter, Emma Anne,

* Emily Teeple Morrison ('96) and Josh, a daughter, Maya Isabella, 11/06/06. * Suzanne Nunnally O'Reilly ('96)
and Aidan, a son, Rory Ethan, 5/05/06. * Gwen Hoskins Terry
Rose, 7 /18/06.

I

Bl

If
I I'
I Cl)
I

In Memoriam

a son, Alexander Mark, 9/12/06 . * Beth Merkle Horn ('98)

DELORES PHALEN LESCURE

and Matthew ('02), a son, Joseph William, 11/13/06 . * Leann

FRANCES COLUMBUS

Behrens Parker ('97) and George "Eric" ('97), a son, Devin

ANASTASIA KOCH

{'38) of Staunton, Va., 5112/06.
('34) ofWest Orange, N.f., 10/13/ 06.

I

('91) ofLos Angeles, Calif, 412/01.

I

I
I
I
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The Virginia Tech incident was so shocking to everyone - especially to us JMU
students because the school is so close, and we all consider it our 'brother school.'
It really made me realize the harsh realities of the outside world that we so often forget
as we live comfortable lives in our college communities. One of my best high-school
friends goes to Tech, and I offered my apartment to him if he wanted to get away.
He and his friends stayed at Tech and stuck through it together. That really showed
me the high level of loyalty Tech students have to each other and their school.
It was inspiring to see those kids be so courageous and proud of their school.
-

ABBY KAUFFMAN

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol30/iss3/1
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The official drink
of cramming.

Coca-Cola is a proud sponsor of James Madison University.
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The alumni office welcomes news for class notes that is no more than a year old. Please submit news of personal
and career achievements and service online at www.jmu.edu/alumni/classnote or use this form and mail news to:
Class Notes, Office of Alumni Relations, Leeolou Center, 2002 Alumni Dr., MSC 4402, JMU, Harrisonburg, VA 22807

Full Name (include maiden) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Class Year _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ College/Major - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Home
City___________________________ State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ZIP_ _ _ _ __
E-mail Address

Home Phone - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Employer
Job Title - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Spouse Name (include maiden) ______________________ }MU Class Year _ _ _ __
News - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~

It can take up to six months, or two issues, for your class note to appear in Madison. We appreciate y our patience.
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'Everyone wants
to leave a legacy,
but often it's the
simple acts of
love to those who
are in need that
create beauty in
the world.'
- SARITA HARTZ ('02)

Directo r, Zion Proj ect

Sarita Hartz spent five months in Uganda in 2006 and saw the disease, starvation and desperation of communities that are forced ro live in crowded
camps because of a 20-year war that the outside world knows little about. In the war between the Lord's Resistance Army and the Ugandan government, an astonishing 80 percent of the LRA soldiers are children who are abducted from their families and forced ro fight against the government
and the civilian population. Many are girls who are raped by LRA soldiers and become child mothers. "While some of these girls are taken to reception centers upon escaping their captors, most do not receive counseling or care after being returned home," says Hartz, who created rhe U .S.-based
Zion Project, a Christian, nonprofit organization dedicated to transforming hearts and empowering children and refugees in war-affected African
communities. "I believe I am investing in something larger than myself and therefore it will outlast me."

Learn more: wwwJmu.edu/BeTheChange/
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